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Abstract
Evaluating Spatial, Temporal, and Clear-Sky
Errors in Satellite CO2 Measurements
Variations of atmospheric CO2 concentrations contain information about sources and
sinks with which air interacts with as it is transported from place to place. Using atmospheric
tracer transport models, inverse modelers can quantitatively estimate the strengths and spatial
distribution of sources and sinks around the world from concentration data. Satellite CO2
measurements have the potential to help inverse modeling studies by improving the data
constraint due to their global spatial sampling and sheer data volume. The Orbiting Carbon
Observatory (OCO), scheduled to launch in 2008, will retrieve global total column CO2
concentrations at 1:15 pm LST with 0.5% precision. These satellite measurements can be used in
inversion models to enhance our understanding of the carbon cycle; however, several errors can
be introduced when using satellite measurements to optimize CO2 concentrations in inverse
studies: spatial representativeness errors may be introduced into inversions that compare CO2
concentrations from a model grid cell to satellite concentrations sampled over only a fraction of
the domain, temporal sampling errors can result from comparing OCO measurements sampled at
1:15 PM to temporally averaged concentrations in an inversion, and local clear-sky errors may
exist in inversions from comparing concentrations in a grid cell that may be partially cloudy to
satellite mixing ratios sampled at the same time but only over clear areas.
This study investigates these errors using a coupled ecosystem-atmospheric model, SiB2RAMS, and continuous data. We performed two simulations centered on a tall tower site in
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Wisconsin. Using the generated CO2 field, we compared the clear-sky total column
concentrations from an emulated satellite track to the mean total column mixing ratio over the
domain. We also investigated the near-surface clear-sky errors at the WLEF tall tower near Park
Falls, WI and at Harvard Forest by comparing a two-harmonic fit to a clear-sky subset at each
location to the fit to the complete timeseries.
Inversions using 100 km grid cells will have very small spatial errors and local clear-sky
errors, as we found that spatial representativeness errors and local clear-sky errors on a
heterogeneous 100 km by 100 km domain are <0.2 ppm and are normally distributed. Both of
these errors increased in magnitude as the resolution of the grid cell increased, suggesting that to
minimize errors inversions should use the finest resolution possible. By far the largest errors seen
in this study came from comparing satellite CO2 mixing ratios to temporally averaged
concentrations. We found that the main driver of the CO2 variability is not the diurnal cycle of
CO2 from biology, but instead is synoptic variability. Over Wisconsin, the cloud-covered days
had higher mixing ratios, as fronts advected high CO2 from other regions on these days. Undersampling these events introduces a bias of ~-0.5 ppm compared to the estimated 10-day temporal
mean. The results from continuous observations confirm these results, indicating that there is a
year-round negative bias in CO2 concentrations on clear days, which is likely due primarily to
advection of high CO2 in cloudy conditions. To use the satellite total column CO2 measurements
without introducing significant errors, inverse models will have to accurately model the
atmospheric synoptic-scale transport and use satellite measurements at 1:15 PM to optimize the
modeled concentrations taken at the same time.

Katherine Corbin
Department of Atmospheric Science
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523
Summer 2005
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Atmospheric CO2 Background
Excluding the contemporary CO2 concentrations, atmospheric CO2 has varied between
180 and 280 parts per million (ppm) over the past 420,000 years. Figure 1.1 shows the CO2
concentration using the Vostok Antarctic ice core (Petit et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 1999). The
atmospheric CO2 concentration tracks the glacial cycles, with low atmospheric CO2 during glacial
periods and higher concentrations during interglacial periods. Natural processes during the
glacial-interglacial cycles maintained the CO2 concentrations within those bounds, despite
considerable variability on multi-millennial timescales (IPCC, 2001).

Figure 1.1: CO2 concentration in the Vostok ice core. The black line is the concentration from
Petit et al., while the red line is the concentration reported by Fischer et al.
Zooming in to a more recent timescale, over the past several thousand years the CO2
concentration has remained relatively constant. According to the concentrations from the Taylor
Dome ice core, natural variations in CO2 during the past 11,000 years have been small, varying
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only about 20 ppm (Smith et al., 1999; Indermühle et al., 1999). Around 8 kyr before present
(BP), the atmospheric CO2 concentration was at its Holocene minimum of 260 ppm, and it
increased steadily towards a concentration of 280 ppm prior to the industrial revolution; however,
following the industrial revolution, the CO2 concentration increased dramatically. Figure 1.2
shows the CO2 record for the past 1,200 years, ending in 2000. In a span of only 200 years, the
atmospheric concentration of CO2 has risen from close to 280 ppm in 1800 at first slowly and
then progressively faster to a value of 367 ppm in 1999, echoing the increasing pace of global
agricultural and industrial development (IPCC, 2001). The rate of increase over the last century
is unprecedented at least in the past 20,000 years. The present atmospheric CO2 concentration far
exceeds the concentration over the past 420,000 years, and likely exceeds the concentration seen
in the past 20 million years.

Figure 1.2: CO2 concentration over the past millennium (IPCC, 2001).
The recent atmospheric CO2 increase is caused by anthropogenic emissions of CO2.
Organic carbon buried in sediments as coal, natural gas, and oil over hundreds of millions of
years is now being consumed by human activities and returned to the atmosphere as CO2 on a
much shorter timescale. In addition, land use changes also contribute CO2 to the atmosphere
(Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002). Changes in land use and management affect the amount of carbon
in plant biomass and soils (IPCC, 2001). Conversion of natural vegetation to agriculture is a
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major source of atmospheric CO2 not only due to losses of plant biomass, but also due to
increased decomposition of soil organic matter, although the use of high-yielding plant varieties,
fertilizers, irrigation, residue management, and reduced tillage can enhance the soil uptake in
managed areas (IPCC, 2001). The clearing of forests for agricultural lands and the harvesting of
wood are responsible for almost 90% of the estimated emissions due to land-use change since
1850, with a 20% decrease in global forest area (Houghton, 1999; IPCC, 2001; Sarmiento and
Gruber, 2002).
The recent increase of atmospheric CO2 has caused alarm as CO2 is a non-reactive gas
that plays an important role in the radiative balance of the Earth. CO2 is a “greenhouse gas”:
while being nearly transparent to solar short-wave radiation, it absorbs infrared radiation in the
same wavelengths as the thermal radiation emitted from Earth.

Although water vapor is the

most important greenhouse gas, CO2 is an important greenhouse gas as it absorbs at several
different infrared wavelengths and partially closes the small window in water vapor absorption
where heat and radiation can leave the atmosphere. Even though the effect of the increased
trapping of long-wave radiation depends on a number of complex feedbacks, the strong consensus
of the scientific community is that the increased trapping will lead to global warming and will
play a significant role in altering the Earth’s climate (e.g. Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002).
Even though the atmospheric CO2 concentration is increasing rapidly, only about half of
the CO2 emitted by human activities is accumulating in the atmosphere. Figure 1.3 shows the
annual global fossil fuel emissions and the growth rate of atmospheric CO2. The portion of the
emitted CO2 not present in the atmosphere, the green area in the figure, is absorbed by “sink”
processes on land or in the ocean: the CO2 is either taken up by terrestrial ecosystems due to an
excess of primary production (photosynthesis) over decomposition or is dissolved in sea water
and mixed into the deep ocean. In addition to showing the magnitude of the carbon sinks, Figure
1.3 also shows the considerable interannual variability that exists in the atmospheric CO2 growth
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rate. Although recent studies have advanced our knowledge of the carbon cycle, scientists are
still unable to fully explain the atmospheric growth rate, leaving many questions still unanswered.

Figure 1.3: Fossil fuel emissions and the accumulation rate in the atmosphere (Sarmiento and
Gruber, 2002).

1.2 Terrestrial Carbon Processes
To understand the carbon cycle, first it is necessary to discuss the terrestrial flux of
carbon. The discussion in this section is derived mainly from Denning [1994]. Photosynthesis is
the process by which plants use sunlight to manufacture simple carbohydrates from atmospheric
CO2 and water. Plants acquire CO2 by diffusion through tiny pores (stomata) into the leaves and
thus to the sites of photosynthesis. When moisture is abundant, both in the soil around the plant’s
roots and in the air in the form of vapor, the stomata open as much as possible and photosynthetic
carbon fixation is rapid. Although photosynthesis is a complicated process involving many
biochemical steps, it can be represented by the simple reaction
H2O + CO2 ---> CH2O + O2,
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(1.1)

where CH2O represents any simple carbohydrate. The rate at which plants convert inorganic CO2
into organic compounds is called gross primary productivity, and the amount of CO2 that is
converted from CO2 to carbohydrate during photosynthesis is known as gross primary production
(GPP).
The processes by which living organisms rearrange organic compounds to extract energy
and build tissues are collectively known as metabolism. Metabolic energy is derived from
carbohydrate molecules by basically the reverse reaction of (1.1), and this energy extraction
reaction is called autotrophic respiration (respiration by plant tissues). Plants respire carbon that
they have previously fixed to provide the energy necessary to grow, reproduce, and sustain life.
Plant respiration occurs constantly and dominates over photosynthesis at night and during other
times (such as winter) when plants need more energy than they can produce. In most ecosystems,
approximately half of the annual GPP is incorporated into new plant tissues such as leaves, roots,
and wood while the other half of GPP is converted back to atmospheric CO2 by autotrophic
respiration (IPCC, 2001). Annual plant growth, which is the net amount of carbon fixed from
CO2 by plants, is called the net primary production (NPP). NPP is defined as the difference
between photosynthesis (GPP) and autotrophic respiration (RA), which is written as
NPP = GPP – RA.

(1.2)

When plants or parts of plants (like leaves and branches) die, the dead biomass falls to
the ground. Once on the ground, bacteria and other microorganisms decompose the biomass in a
process called heterotrophic respiration (RH). Essentially, heterotrophic respiration is the reverse
reaction of (1.1), where the energy is released in the process of decomposition. The rate of RH
depends on both the chemical composition of the dead tissues as well as the environmental
conditions (for example low temperatures, dry conditions, and flooding slow down
decomposition). The difference between NPP and RH is call net ecosystem production (NEP),
which is written as
NEP = NPP – RH = GPP – RT,
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(1.3)

where RT = RA + RH is the total respiration in the ecosystem. NEP determines how much carbon
is lost or gained by the ecosystem in the absence of disturbances that remove carbon from the
ecosystem (such as harvest or fire). In mature ecosystems over large spatial scales at a steady
state, the NEP is approximately zero, with the annual total of heterotrophic respiration nearly
equaling the annual NPP, and the total biomass of the ecosystem remaining constant. After a
major disturbance (like a forest fire or harvest) that removes biomass from an ecosystem, largescale NEP is generally positive. In forests, NEP reaches a maximum several decades after a
disturbance and declines to nearly zero after a century or two.
In atmospheric science, it is common to define fluxes into the atmosphere as positive
rather than having fluxes into the biosphere be positive, which is done in NEP. To do this,
atmospheric scientists have introduced a variable called net ecosystem exchange (NEE), which is
simply the opposite sign of NEP. NEE can be written as
NEE = -NEP = RH – NPP = RT – GPP.

(1.4)

NEE is commonly measured and reported at flux towers and used in atmospheric applications
rather than NEP.

1.3 The Effects of Clouds on NEE
A key issue for the carbon cycle is the response of vegetation to the environment. Clouds
influence the environmental conditions by altering the radiation budget: clouds reduce the global
solar radiation while increasing the relative proportion of diffuse radiation at the Earth's surface.
In addition to changes in surface solar radiation, the presence of clouds can cause changes in
temperature and humidity. Changes in these environmental conditions can influence the rates of
both photosynthesis as well as respiration: thus, clouds and aerosols can alter the NEE of CO2
between the biosphere and the atmosphere. This section will investigate recent literature to
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provide an overview of the effects of clouds on carbon uptake, as well as the mechanisms that
cause these effects.

1.3.1 How Do Clouds Affect NEE?
Numerous studies have investigated the impact of clouds on NEE, all reaching the
conclusion that moderate cloud cover enhances NEE (i.e. cause NEE to have the most negative
value). One of the first studies that investigated the effects of clouds on photosynthetic uptake is
a study by Price and Black in 1990. By using a modified Bowen ratio and energy balance
technique at a juvenile Douglas-fir forest, the authors found that canopy CO2 flux density on
cloudy days was typically higher than on clear days. Also studying boreal coniferous forests,
Law et al. [2002] and Gu et al. [2002] both also found that net carbon uptake was greater under
cloudy conditions rather than under clear conditions. Based on measurements above an old black
spruce forest, Goulden et al. [1997] showed that photosynthetic efficiency was higher during
cloudy periods. In addition to boreal coniferous forests, boreal deciduous forests also exhibit a
consistent and significant increase of NEE in the presence of clouds, with the uptake enhanced by
as much as 52% (Gu et al., 1999; Freedman et al., 2002; Law et al., 2002). Figure 1.4 shows the
total carbon uptake for varying photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) for a coniferous and a
deciduous boreal forest on both cloudy and clear days (Law et al., 2002).

Since the rate of NEE

is greater with clouds, the figure shows that cloudy days provide more optimal conditions for
NEE, particularly on days with >500 µmol/m2/s. For days with very low PPFD, cloudy days have
suppressed NEE.
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Figure 1.4: NEE in relation to diffuse and direct PPFD for (a) a boreal aspen forest and (b) a
boreal coniferous forest (Law et al., 2002).
At an old temperate broadleaf evergreen forest, Hollinger et al. [1994] looked at specific
days to discover that total daily net ecosystem CO2 uptake was greater on cloudy days, despite the
total PPFD on the cloudy days being from 21 to 45% lower than on the clear days. Gu et al.
[1999], Baldocchi [1997], and Gu et al. [2002] report that in a temperate deciduous forest, rates
of NEE are diminished by more than half when clear sky conditions are compared with cloudy
conditions. Finally, Gu et al. [2002] conducted a study at both a native tall grass prairie and a
cultivated wheat crop, finding that the canopy quantum yield of diffuse photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR) is consistently higher than the canopy quantum yield of direct PAR. A synthesis
of these studies shows that the largest uptake of carbon occurs under moderately cloudy
conditions; and the enhanced photosynthetic uptake occurs for a wide variety of biomes in the
mid and high latitudes and also for both young and old growth stands.
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1.3.2 Mechanisms That Enhance NEE
Since field observations show that the highest rate of net ecosystem exchange occurs on
cloudy days and that for a given irradiance level cloudy days have a higher NEE, it is necessary
to understand the mechanisms that cause this enhancement. To explain these observations, three
key mechanisms have been postulated. The first mechanism is enhancement of GPP by diffuse
radiation. The importance of diffuse radiation on photosynthesis can be understood by
investigating shadows: in direct radiation, since the light is concentrated in a beam, the top of the
canopy receives radiation while vegetation within the canopy receives little radiation due to deep
shade from large shadows; however, diffuse radiation is isotropic, allowing more light to
penetrate lower into the canopy (Roderick et al., 2001). Under direct beam radiation, photons are
“wasted” by concentrating the light resource to only a fraction of all leaves which are already
light-saturated, leading to less efficient photosynthetic use of light by plant canopies; in contrast,
diffuse radiation effectively avoids the light saturation constraint by more evenly distributing
radiation amongst all leaves, leading to a more efficient use of light (Gu et al., 2002). Although
clouds may decrease the total radiation on the canopy, the saturating response of leaf
photosynthesis to light intensity typically leads to higher photosynthesis when all leaves have
moderate light than when the top leaves receive bright light while leaves within the canopy are in
deep shade (Farquhar and Roderick, 2003).
Price and Black [1990] state that a major factor leading to more optimal conditions for
larger carbon uptake is the greater canopy penetration by diffuse short-wave radiation directly
attributable to the presence of cloud cover. Goulden et al. [1997] used measurements at an old
black spruce site in central Manitoba to show that the increase in diffuse light enhances
photosynthesis. In a Black Spruce forest, the light in the canopy was 20-40 µmol/m2/s during
clear-sky periods with incident light from 250-550 µmol/m2/s; however, during cloudy periods
with the same incident light, the light within the canopy increased to 60-100 µmol/m2/s. The
increase in below-canopy irradiance is correlated with an increase in forest photosynthesis from
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8-12 µmol/m2/s, which is shown in Figure 1.5, and this variation in photosynthesis is not
associated with other aspects of the physical environment.

Figure 1.5: Whole-forest gross exchange at a black spruce forest as a function of below-canopy
PPFD (Goulden et al., 1997).
Although plants within the canopy may have less photosynthetic capacity due to lower
time-mean light, based on their research, Goulden et al. state that one-third to two-thirds of forest
photosynthesis occurs on shaded surfaces. Additionally, Hollinger et al. [1994] and Law et al.
[2002] indicate that the diffuse fraction of PPFD is a significant factor causing the high rates of
net CO2 uptake on cloudy days. Since plant canopies have a higher light use efficiency for
diffuse PAR than for direct PAR, the gain of canopy photosynthesis due to an increase in the
diffuse PAR can exceed the loss due to a decrease in the direct PAR [Gu et al., 1999].
In addition to enhanced photosynthesis from diffuse light, another mechanism that may
contribute to increased NEE is decreases in both leaf and soil respiration. Respiration
predominantly depends on temperature: a decrease in temperature will cause an exponential
decrease in respiration. Using a clearness index to measure cloudiness, which decreases with
increasing cloud cover, Gu et al. [1999] show that both air and soil temperatures decrease as
cloudiness increases. This result is shown in Figure 1.6. The decreases in temperatures reduce
both leaf and soil respirations (Price and Black, 1990; Gu et al., 1999). Baldocchi [1997] shows
that on clear days leaves at the top of the canopy become light saturated and warmer than leaves
in the lower, shadier canopy; consequently, sunlit leaves experience enhanced respiration. By
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increasing diffuse light and cooling temperatures, clouds will decrease respiration on sunlit leaves
(Baldocchi, 1997).

Figure 1.6: Changes of (a and b) air and (c and d) soil temperatures with the clearness
index for selected solar elevation angles at a boreal aspen forest in 1994 (Gu et al., 1999).
The third factor that can enhance canopy photosynthesis is the general trend of a decrease
in vapor pressure deficit (VPD) associated with cloudy conditions (Gu et al., 1999). VPD is
defined as the difference between the amount of moisture in the air and how much moisture the
air can hold when it is saturated. VPD combines the effects of both humidity and temperature
into one value, and thus gives a good indication of plant well-being. If VPD is high, then the
humidity is low and the stomata on the leaves tend to close in order to limit transpiration and
prevent wilting. Closing of the stomata also limits the rate of CO2 uptake and photosynthesis. In
general, studies have found that as cloudiness increases VPD decreases. Figure 1.7 shows the
decrease in VPD from the study by Gu et al. in 1999. Decreased VPD induces stomatal openness
and thus enhances leaf photosynthesis (Law et al., 2002; Gu et al., 1999).
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Figure 1.7: Changes of vapor pressure deficit (VPD) with the clearness index for selected
intervals of solar elevation angles for the boreal aspen forest in 1994 (Gu et al., 1999).
The studies investigated here show that clear skies do not provide the ideal environmental
conditions for carbon uptake; instead, cloudiness, which reduces total solar radiation incident on
the forest canopy, can enhance forest carbon absorption: NEE is greater on slightly overcast days
rather than on sunny days, and for a given irradiance level cloudy days have a higher NEE than
clear days. Increases in diffuse radiation and decreases in water stress enhancing photosynthesis
and decreases in air and soil temperatures suppressing respiration all play roles in the
enhancement of carbon uptake under cloudy conditions.

1.4 Overview of CO2 Variability
Terrestrial fluxes of carbon, combined with anthropogenic sources and oceanic fluxes,
lead to substantial variability of CO2 on various spatial and temporal scales. This section will
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discuss local atmospheric CO2 concentrations, scaling up through regional mixing ratio
distributions to a discussion of global CO2 variability.

1.4.1 Local Diurnal Variability

Figure 1.8: Average diurnal cycle of CO2 in July at the WLEF tall tower. The CO2
concentration at 396 m is shown in black, the concentration at 122 m is the red line, and the
green line displays the average July diurnal cycle at 11 m.
The diurnal cycle of CO2 near the land surface has been extensively explored and is
driven by the diurnally varying biological source/sink and by dynamics of the planetary boundary
layer (PBL) (e.g. Bolin and Keeling, 1963; Leith, 1963; Keeling et al., 1976; Bakwin et al., 1998;
Denning et al., 2003). Figure 1.8 displays the average diurnal cycle in July from continuous
measurements taken at the WLEF tall tower site near Park Falls, WI. Further information
regarding the tower is presented in section 2.1.1. The figure shows the CO2 concentration at 396
m (black line), 122 m (red line), and 11 m (green line).
During the day, photosynthetic uptake of CO2 dominates over respiration, and the PBL is
well mixed by convection and wind shear to typically a 1-2 km depth (Bakwin et al., 1998,
Denning et al., 2003). Due to photosynthesis, the CO2 concentration is low in the PBL during the
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day; however, the CO2 depleted air at the surface is mixed into a deeper boundary layer, which
increases the surface concentration. In contrast, at night the PBL is stably stratified and shallow,
and respiration provides a source of CO2 (Bakwin et al., 1998; Denning et al., 2003). Above the
PBL, the CO2 concentration remains relatively constant at night due to the decoupling from the
surface; however, the CO2 concentrations build up to very high levels beneath the nocturnal
temperature inversion (Bakwin et al., 1998; Denning et al., 2003). In Figure 1.8, the 11 m sensor
at WLEF (the green line) shows the high CO2 concentrations near the surface at night, while the
396 m measurements (black line) remain close to the daytime concentrations at night because
they become decoupled from the surface. Just after sunrise, a layer of very high CO2
concentration remains trapped under the temperature inversion, while the air above remains at
lower concentrations. As the morning progresses, the turbulent boundary layer begins to grow
and the 11 m measurements show the CO2 concentrations being diluted by entrainment from the
residual layer as the boundary layer grows. While the PBL is growing, photosynthesis also
continues to remove CO2, creating lower concentrations. As the boundary layer grows, the higher
CO2 is mixed with the residual CO2 above it, creating an increase in the CO2 measurements. In
Figure 1.8, we can see this increase when the boundary layer grows past the CO2 sensor at both
122 m and 396 m. The increase in CO2 at 122 m is around 9 am, a few hours after sunrise, while
the increase at 396 m is an hour later. By mid-morning, the depth of the turbulence exceeded the
top of the tower, and the concentrations display a weak vertical gradient for the rest of the day
(Denning et al., 2003). The July mean diurnal cycle at the WLEF tower shows that during the
summer the surface concentrations of CO2 vary considerably from night to day. During the
winter, the diurnal cycle of CO2 is much weaker; and the main variability is not due to the
biosphere, but rather due to weather and synoptic scale variability.

1.4.2 Regional Variability
Due to the sources and sinks of CO2 at the Earth’s surface, CO2 at the surface is highly
variable. Heterogeneity in land cover, which includes both mixtures of land and water coverage
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as well as variability in vegetation density and type, contributes to the variability in CO2
concentrations. To demonstrate the CO2 variability over a domain including both land and water,
a study by Sun et al. [1998] investigates the CO2 concentrations over Candle Lake in
Saskatchewan Canada, which is about 90 km NNE of Prince Albert. This study investigates the
effects of nocturnal land breezes and daytime lake breezes using aircraft and boat data collected
during the Boreal Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS). During the day, the air over the
lake has a high CO2 concentration compared to the concentration over land, which results from
the downward motion induced by a daytime lake breeze combined with the lack of CO2 uptake at
the surface. At night, Sun et al. showed that the CO2 concentration over the lake was highly
variable near the surface. Over the center of the lake the air is warm and moist with a low CO2
concentration, due to both the negligible respiration rate and the strong upward transport of high
CO2; but the edges experience effects from the nocturnal land breezes. A weak eastward land
breeze transports high CO2 from the west coast of the lake over the western portion of the lake,
where the high CO2 is then transported upward through vertical mixing. The eastern edge of the
lake experiences a sharp horizontal decrease of CO2 due to substantial mixing associated with
buoyancy-induced turbulence and strong advection. Despite the land being the source of CO2 at
night, the vertically integrated CO2 concentration in the air over the lake is higher than the CO2
concentrations over the land due to the high CO2 air being horizontally advected by the nocturnal
land breeze and then vertically vented over Candle Lake: at night the lake acts as a “chimney” to
transport the CO2-rich air to higher levels.
The modeling study by Nicholls et al. [2004] also shows that surface heterogeneity,
primarily due to a combination of land and water coverage, contributes to substantial CO2 spatial
variability. During that simulation, the CO2 surface concentrations vary by up to 70 ppm at any
one particular point in time. Well-mixed, low daytime CO2 air in the boundary layer is advected
by the ambient westerly flow and the lake breeze over Lake Superior and Lake Michigan, where
it then subsides due to the downward vertical motion from the divergence caused by the lake
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breezes. Due to the lake breezes, the minimum concentration over the lakes occurs near
midnight. Through the night, the higher CO2 air advects over the lakes, causing the lakes to reach
their highest concentration just after daybreak.
The studies discussed above illustrate the regional and local variability of CO2. The high
variability in the surface mixing ratio is caused by heterogeneity in the land surface, which
interacts with atmospheric motion. The studies illustrate that bodies of water, even relatively
small lakes, have a significant effect on the CO2 concentrations and spatial variability.

1.4.3 Global Variability
Moving from a regional scale to a global scale, CO2 is generally regarded as being well
mixed in the atmosphere. Due to its long lifetime, the surface variability mixes with the relatively
homogeneous CO2 concentrations in the upper troposphere, diluting the high CO2 variability near
the surface and creating the well-mixed concentrations on the global scale; however, systematic
variations are known to occur both latitudinally and seasonally (Conway et al., 1988). Figure 1.9
shows the variations of atmospheric CO2 concentration by time and latitude for 1994 through
2003, based on flask measurements collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (NOAA CMDL). The
pronounced seasonal cycle in the northern hemisphere is due primarily to the terrestrial biosphere
and follows the seasonal growth and decay of vegetation. Vegetation in the tropics experiences
much weaker seasonal variability than higher latitudes and vertical mixing by convection is
strong in the tropics, causing the amplitude of the surface seasonal cycle to be weaker around the
equator. In the southern hemisphere, the seasonal cycle is out of phase with that in the northern
hemisphere, which is expected because of the different growing period. The amplitude of the
southern hemisphere is also much weaker than the northern hemisphere, which is due to the larger
areal fraction of ocean.
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Figure 1.9: Atmospheric CO2 distribution by time and by latitude, from NOAA-CMDL.

1.5 Explaining the Interannual Variability in the CO2 Growth Rate
Now we can use our knowledge about terrestrial fluxes of CO2 and about the spatial
variability of CO2 to investigate the variability in the global growth rate of atmospheric CO2.
Existing measurements and models cannot fully explain why there is considerable interannual
variability in the accumulation rate of atmospheric CO2 while the fossil fuel emission rates are
steadily rising, although several different hypotheses exist. The variability of the atmospheric
growth rate of CO2 appears to be largely caused by circulation anomalies and associated changes
in temperature and precipitation. One well-known circulation anomaly is the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon. During normal conditions, there is a huge accumulation of
deep warm water in the western Pacific Ocean, while the east Pacific has cool sea-surface
temperatures (SSTs) and a shallow thermocline. In contrast, El Niño years are characterized by a
relaxation of the trade winds, allowing the warm pool to flow eastward. The warm SSTs,
accompanied by a deeper thermocline, shift to the central and eastern Pacific. The eastward shift
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in SSTs shifts convection and rainfall to the east: Asia typically experiences a drought while more
rain falls in the Americas. Following El Niño events, the carbon dioxide accumulation rate
increases, indicating that the strength of the land and ocean sinks decreases (Sarmiento and
Gruber, 2002).
Early evidence for the connection between ENSO and the interannual variability of the
carbon balance has been provided by Bacastow [1976] and Keeling et al. [1989]. The increase of
the CO2 growth rate corresponding to ENSO is thought to be due to the influence of ENSO on
physiological processes in the terrestrial biosphere throughout the world [e.g. Hansen et al., 1999]
and to the increase of emissions due to fires brought on by drought conditions during El Niño
[e.g. Jones et al., 2001]. Current observations now suggest that the CO2 growth rate increases due
to ENSO events; however, the cause for this increase is still under investigation.
Another circulation anomaly is the northern annular mode (NAM) (e.g. Barnston and
Livezey, 1987; Wallace and Thompson, 2002). The northern annular mode, also known as the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), is one of the most prominent patterns of atmospheric
variability and is characterized by a seesaw of atmospheric mass alternating between polar and
subtropical regions. These changes in mass and pressure fields lead to variability in the strength
and pathway of storm systems crossing the Atlantic from the east coast of the United States to
Europe. A positive NAO index phase depicts a stronger than usual subtropical high-pressure
center and a deeper than normal Icelandic low. This increased pressure difference results in more
and stronger winter storms crossing the Atlantic Ocean on a more northerly track: warm and wet
winters in Europe, mild and wet winter conditions in the eastern US, and cold and dry winters in
northern Canada and Greenland. A negative NAO index phase indicates a weak subtropical high
and a weak Islandic low, leading to a reduced pressure gradient and weaker winter storms
crossing on a more west-east pathway: moist air into the Mediterranean, cold weather in Europe,
more frequent cold outbreaks and snowier winter conditions on the east coast of the US, and
milder winter temperatures in Greenland. A study by Russell and Wallace [2003] shows that
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winters preceding anomalously high drawdown seasons exhibit patterns characteristic of the high
index of the NAO. In addition, Buermann et al. [2003] found that features of the positive phase
NAO signal include enhanced warm and green conditions over large regions in Europe and Asian
Russia, which also supports enhanced drawdown. Schaefer et al. [2004 and 2005] confirms that
winters with a high NAO index are followed by more productive growing seasons, showing that
winters with a high NAO index have earlier spring snowmelt in the northern hemisphere due to
increased temperatures and decreased temperatures. The earlier snowmelt is followed by earlier
spring leaf-out, allowing the growing season to be longer and more productive.
One final global climate perturbation discussed in the literature that influences the growth
of atmospheric CO2 is volcanic eruptions. On June 15, 1991 Mt. Pinatubo erupted, injecting
twenty megatons of SO2 into the stratosphere, which was converted into sulfuric acid and
encircled the Earth in approximately 22 days (McCormick et al., 1995).

Scattering of solar

radiation by sulphuric acid aerosols not only increases the planetary albedo, but also increases the
diffuse fraction of incident light (Molineaux and Ineichen, 1996). Although these aerosols absorb
longwave radiation causing stratospheric warming, the shortwave effects dominate causing
cooling of the surface (McCormick et al., 1995). Sarmiento [1993] first reported a decrease of
the atmospheric CO2 growth rate from volcanic aerosols following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo.
He concluded that since emissions of CO2 from fossil fuels had not reduced, the cause for the
decline in CO2 growth must be due to volcanic aerosols altering processes in the ocean or in the
terrestrial biosphere. Studies using inversions of atmospheric CO2, O2/N2 ratios, and carbon
isotope measurements indicate that an enhanced terrestrial carbon sink explains the decline
(Battle et al., 2000; Bousquet et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2003).
Recent literature suggests that a combination of two different mechanisms accounts for
the decrease in the atmospheric CO2 growth rate following volcanic eruptions: enhanced
photosynthesis from the increase in diffuse light caused by volcanic aerosols and reduced
respiration due to cooler temperatures. The dominating mechanism appears to vary
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geographically depending on the ecosystem. In regions that may not be light-limited or where
other effects such as reduced growing season may cancel the enhanced photosynthesis, such as
the mid-latitudes, the decreased respiration may be the dominant sink of CO2 (Lucht et al., 2002;
Jones and Cox, 2001; Krakauer and Randerson, 2003). However, in areas that are light limited,
such as the tropics or dense forests with significant undergrowth, it is reasonable that increased
photosynthesis may become important (Roderick et al., 2001; Reichenau and Esser, 2003; Jones
and Cox, 2001). While studies investigating the influence of volcanic eruptions on the CO2
growth rate, in addition to studies about the effects of ENSO and the NAM on atmospheric CO2,
enhance our understanding of the sources and sinks of CO2, more research needs to be conducted
before the variability in the CO2 growth rate can be completely explained.

1.6 Locating the “Missing” Carbon Sink
In addition to being unable to explain the interannual variability of the atmospheric
growth rate of CO2, scientists are currently unable to isolate the regions responsible for the carbon
sink. It is difficult to isolate the carbon sinks responsible for the “missing” carbon in the
atmosphere because of the large natural fluxes of carbon. In the ocean, approximately 90 GtC/yr
is exchanged with the atmosphere, while ~120 GtC/yr is exchanged between the biosphere and
the atmosphere. In contrast to the large background fluxes, human activity produces 7 GtC/yr
and the “missing” carbon is only 3 GtC/yr, making the missing carbon sink difficult to locate.
Inverse models, isotope measurements, and oxygen concentrations are all being used to
investigate the missing sink.

1.6.1 Inverse Modeling
Variations in observed atmospheric CO2 concentrations contain information about
regional carbon sources and sinks that can be revealed via inverse modeling with atmospheric
tracer transport models (Gurney et al., 2002). The spatial and temporal distribution of CO2
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sources and sinks produces small gradients in the observed CO2 concentration distribution
(Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002). In the inversion method, land and ocean surfaces are first divided
into regions. Next, atmospheric transport models are used to estimate the concentration footprint
that would result if a given region emitted a unit flux of CO2. Finally, statistical optimization is
used to determine the weighted sum of footprints that best reproduces the observations, with the
weights representing the flux contributions from each region (Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002).
The largest and most robust signal from the atmospheric CO2 distribution is the northsouth gradient of about four ppm between the two poles. This gradient exists because almost
90% of the global fossil fuel emissions occur north of the tropics. However, the gradient is
substantially smaller than expected if the carbon sinks were evenly distributed around the world.
The discrepancy between the observed gradient and the calculated gradient suggests a CO2 sink
located in the northern hemisphere.
To explain the northern hemisphere sink, scientists have proposed two hypotheses.
Keeling et al. [1989] presented the first explanation, stating that the northern hemisphere sink
may reflect a natural source-sink pattern of oceanic CO2 fluxes. They postulated that the North
Atlantic takes up CO2 and transports it south as part of the large-scale ocean circulation. As the
waters upwell in the southern ocean, they give the CO2 back to the atmosphere. This view is
supported by the early atmospheric CO2 data from the 1960s (Bolin and Keeling, 1963), which do
not show a clear latitudinal gradient despite the fossil fuel emissions occurring at that time (IPCC,
2001).
In contrast, Pieter Tans, Inez Fung, and Taro Takahashi showed that the northern
hemisphere sink must be on land (Tans et al., 1990). Using observations of the difference in the
partial pressure of CO2 between the atmosphere and the surface ocean in the North Atlantic and in
other oceanic locations as additional constraints in their atmospheric inversions, they concluded
that the Northern Hemisphere sink cannot be attributed to the ocean and thus must be driven by
the terrestrial biosphere.
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Investigating the two strongly diverging hypotheses on the location of the northern
hemisphere sink using inverse models dominated much of the carbon cycle research in the 1990s.
In these inverse modeling studies, the CO2 concentrations are based on samples collected by the
NOAA CMDL flask network, which collects CO2 concentrations once a week at over 100
different locations primarily in remote areas. The sparse measurements forced inverse modelers
to solve for the CO2 flux from large regions, and the resulting uncertainty in the obtained fluxes
was quite large. In addition, these studies required the use of prior estimates and prescribed
patterns in both space and time, and the results were quite dependent on the values specified.
Using sixteen transport models and model variants, the TransCom 3 project investigated
the estimates of surface CO2 fluxes from an inter-comparison of atmospheric CO2 inversion
models. This study, reported in Gurney et al. [2002], found a northern land carbon sink that is
distributed almost evenly among the continents of the Northern Hemisphere, although this result
showed substantial sensitivity to the transport. The TransCom results and other recent analyses
of new oceanic and atmospheric observations indicate that the northern hemispheric sink is
primarily driven by the terrestrial biosphere, with a small contribution by the ocean (Sarmiento
and Gruber, 2002).
Atmospheric inversion studies have raised additional questions regarding the carbon
cycle. The first question concerns the Southern Ocean. Model simulations suggest that the
southern ocean is a strong sink (Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002); however, the TransCom intercomparison project found the southern oceans to be a small sink, with the CO2 uptake in the
southern extra-tropical ocean roughly half that estimated from ocean measurements (Gurney et
al., 2002). This conclusion was not sensitive to transport models or methodological approaches,
raising the question of the magnitude of the southern ocean sink. Another question raised by
inversion studies is the flux of carbon in the tropics. Although inverse studies have found the
tropical land to be a source of CO2 primarily from deforestation, due to the lack of data constraint
in the tropics using the current flask network studies, these regions have large uncertainties
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(Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002; Gurney et al., 2002). Extended inversion models combined with
an improved observational network will help answer these questions.

1.6.2 Partitioning the Ocean/Atmosphere Sinks Using Oxygen and Isotopes
In addition to investigating the location of carbon sinks using inverse modeling, oxygen
measurements can help partition carbon sinks. Oxygen measurements can be used to investigate
the partitioning of the carbon sink between the land and the ocean because oxygen and CO2 are
exchanged in relatively fixed stoichiometric ratios during the burning of fossil fuels as well as
during photosynthesis and respiration by plants, animals, and bacteria. In contrast, the exchange
of CO2 between the ocean and the atmosphere is independent of the exchange of oxygen. Since
the exchange of CO2 into the ocean does not involve O2, only uptake of CO2 by the terrestrial
biosphere will leave an imprint on atmospheric oxygen. Measuring the changes in atmospheric
oxygen and knowing the fossil-fuel emissions and the exact values of the stoichiometric ratios
allow the ocean uptake to be separated from the uptake in the terrestrial biosphere (Sarmiento and
Gruber, 2002).
A method using oxygen to partition the carbon sink between the land and the ocean was
developed by Ralph Keeling of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography (Keeling and Shertz, 1992).
To make this method practical, Ralph Keeling developed an interferometric technique that
allowed oxygen to be measured with sufficient precision; however, one downfall of this method
is that it may have somewhat larger uncertainties then previously thought because it assumes no
net exchange of oxygen between the ocean and the atmosphere (Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002).
Michael Bender, who is currently at Princeton University, also developed a method for measuring
the O2/N2 ratio of air to a standard error of ± 6 per meg (± 0.006%) for a sample analyzed in
quadruplicate, corresponding to ± 1.2 ppm O2 in air out of 210,000 [Bender et al., 1994]. This
method involves measuring the ratio of 16O2 to 15N14N by isotope ratio mass spectrometry. Both
of these labs continue to make these measurements.
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Similar to oxygen concentrations, measurements of two stable isotopes, carbon-13 and
carbon-12, can also be used to separate the sink into land and ocean contributions. During
photosynthesis, CO2 molecules that contain the lighter 12C atoms diffuse more readily into plant
leaves, and the plant enzymes that facilitate the processing of CO2 into organic carbohydrates
have a greater affinity for 12CO2 (Denning, 1994). Because of these two factors, carbon that has
undergone photosynthesis is depleted in 13C relative to 12C (Denning, 1994). Since plants derived
the carbon contained in fossil fuel, atmospheric CO2 from fossil-fuel consumption is slightly
depleted in 13C and is causing a long-term decrease of the 13C/12C ratio of atmospheric CO2
(Denning, 1994; Sarmiento and Gruber, 2002).
Partitioning the sink between the land and ocean reservoirs indicates that the net oceanic
uptake is larger than the land uptake. In a study by Battle et al. [2000], recent measurements of
atmospheric O2 show that the land biosphere and world oceans annually sequester 1.4 ±0.8 and
2.0 ±0.6 gigatons of carbon, respectively, between mid-1991 and mid-1997. These results are
slightly different from the estimates obtained using the inverse modeling approach, where the
uptake was relatively evenly distributed between the land and the ocean [Gurney et al., 2002].
Although we have gained knowledge of the carbon cycle by using both inverse models and
oxygen and isotope measurements, it is evident that future work is required to determine the
location of the carbon sinks.

1.7 The Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO)
1.7.1 Overview
Global simulations with source-sink synthesis inversion models indicate that
uncertainties in the atmospheric CO2 balance could be reduced substantially if data from the
existing ground-based CO2 network were augmented by spatially-resolved, global measurements
of the column-integrated dry air mole fraction (XCO2) with precisions of ~1ppm (0.3% of 370
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ppm) (Rayner and O’Brien, 2001; Pak and Prather, 2001; Engelen et al., 2001; Houweling et al.,
2004). This information would also facilitate monitoring compliance with future CO2 emissions
treaties that offer credits for CO2 sequestration as well as emission reductions. Due to the global
coverage, space-based measurements will provide the greatest benefit in regions that are poorly
sampled by existing ground-based CO2 monitoring networks, and their high spatial density may
also contribute to carbon cycle process studies. The Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO),
scheduled to launch in September 2008, will make the first global, space-based measurements of
atmospheric carbon dioxide with the precision, resolution, and coverage needed to characterize
CO2 sources and sinks on regional scales, and OCO will serve as a pathfinder for future long-term
CO2 monitoring missions.
The measurement approach and instrument specifications were determined through an
analysis of existing carbon cycle data and a series of observing system simulation experiments.
During its two-year mission, OCO will fly in a 1:15 PM sun-synchronous orbit with a 16-day
ground-track repeat time. OCO will carry a single instrument that incorporates three bore-sighted
high-resolution spectrometers designed to measure reflected sunlight in the 0.76 µm O2 A-band
and in the CO2 bands at 1.61 and 2.06 µm. Simultaneous soundings in these three bands will be
used to retrieve the column-averaged CO2 dry air mole fraction (XCO2), and a comprehensive
validation program ensures that the space-based XCO2 measurements have precisions of ~0.3% (1
ppm) on regional scales at monthly intervals. The following sections, derived mainly from Crisp
et al. [2004], discuss more details of the OCO measurement approach.

1.7.2 Spectral Range
The OCO satellite will collect high-resolution spectra of reflected sunlight in the 0.76 µm
O2 A-band and the CO2 bands at 1.61 µm and 2.06 µm. A single sounding will consist of
simultaneous, bore-sighted observations from all three bands. Each sounding will be analyzed
with an algorithm that incorporates an atmospheric radiative transfer model, an instrument
simulator model, and a retrieval algorithm that adjusts the assumed atmospheric state to better
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match the measurements. High-resolution spectroscopic observations of near infrared CO2
absorption bands in reflected sunlight were selected because they provide high sensitivity near the
surface, where the CO2 sources and sinks are located. The weak CO2 band near 1.61 µm was
selected for three reasons. First of all, that spectral region is relatively free of absorption by other
gases. Second, few of the spectral lines in that band saturate for the range of observing
conditions considered in the mission, so the absorption at this band increases nearly linearly with
CO2 abundance and path length. Finally, thermal emissions from the atmosphere and instrument
are negligible at these wavelengths, which simplifies the instrument design and radiometric
calibration.
Radiance measurements at two frequencies in the CO2 absorption band around 1.61 µm
alone in principle allow the CO2 column to be estimated precisely in a clear atmosphere;
however, in the presence of thin cloud and aerosol, measuring only CO2 will not provide
sufficient accuracy (O’Brien and Rayner, 2002). O’Brien and Rayner [2002] found that
simulations based on a simple radiance model show that precision better than a few percent is
unlikely even when the optical thickness is as low as 0.02, because scattering by cirrus shortens
the mean path lengths of photons reflected to space and hence biases the estimate of the CO2
column low. In the presence of modest amounts of cloud and aerosol, simultaneous
measurements of O2 and CO2 can make the measurements more accurate. Measurements of the
A-band will allow the mean scattering level to be estimated and the O2 measurements can be used
to characterize the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols in each sounding, allowing the CO2
column to be determined with precision approaching 0.5%. Soundings with a scattering optical
depth τ > 0.3 will be rejected.
The spectral range for each channel includes the complete molecular absorption band as
well as some nearby continuum, which minimizes biases due to uncertainties in atmospheric
temperature and provides constraints on the optical properties of the surface albedo and aerosols.
The spectral resolving power for each channel was selected to maximize the sensitivity to
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variations in the column abundances of CO2 and O2 and to minimize the impact of systematic
measurement errors (Johnson and Crisp, 2003). A spectral resolving power, λ /Δλ ~ 21,000
separates individual CO2 lines in the 1.61 and 2.06 μm regions from weak H2O and CH4 lines and
from the underlying continuum. For the O2 A-band, a resolving power of 17,500 is used to
distinguish the O2 doublets. With these resolving powers, the OCO retrieval algorithm can
characterize the surface reflectance throughout the band and solve for the wavelength dependence
of the aerosol scattering, minimizing XCO2 retrieval errors contributed by uncertainties in the
continuum level (Johnson and Crisp, 2003).

1.7.3 Orbit Requirements
The OCO satellite will fly in a polar, sun synchronous orbit, providing global coverage
with a 16-day repeat cycle. Figure 1.10 shows a sample OCO orbit track. The top panel shows
global OCO measurements from two days, with the first day's measurements in red and the
second day's measurements in orange; and the bottom panel shows the coverage from the entire
16-day cycle over the United States.
OCO will fly just ahead of Earth Observing System (EOS) Afternoon Constellation (ATrain), with a 1:15 PM equator crossing time. A fixed equator crossing time samples all regions
of the sunlit hemisphere of the Earth at approximately the same local time of day, which yields
identical Sun-Earth-satellite observing geometry along any given latitude circle and minimizes
east-west biases along a given latitude circle contributed by variations in viewing geometry. The
equator crossing time of 1:15 PM was selected for four reasons: the sun is high in the sky,
maximizing the signal to noise of the XCO2 measurements; in situ data show CO2 concentrations
are near their diurnally averaged values at that time; the planetary boundary layer is deep and
slowly varying, facilitating efforts to validate the space-based CO2 observations with groundbased, flux tower, and aircraft measurements; and measurements from other satellites in the A-
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Train or from satellites with similar equator-crossing times (e.g. AIRS, CloudSat, MODIS) have
the potential to help improve retrievals.

Figure 1.10: Sample OCO orbit track. The top panel shows the global satellite coverage after
two days and the bottom panel displays the full 16-day global coverage over the United States.

1.7.4 Observation Modes
OCO will use three science observation modes, which are shown in Figure 1.11. In nadir
mode, the satellite will point the instrument at local nadir to collect data along the ground track.
Although this mode provides the highest spatial resolution, it may not provide adequate signal to
noise over dark oceans. To compensate for this problem, OCO has a glint mode: the spacecraft
will point the instrument toward the bright “glint” spot, where solar radiation is specularly
reflected from the surface. Glint measurements will provide a much larger signal to noise ratio
over oceans. OCO will switch from nadir to glint modes on alternate 16-day global track repeat
cycles. Finally, to help with validation, OCO has a target mode, which will be used to track
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specific surface targets as the satellite flies overhead. Target mode will provide up to 24,000
samples per orbit over sites that include ground-based calibration assets.

Figure 1.11: Illustration of the three OCO observation modes.

1.7.5 Spatial Sampling
While many soundings must be collected on regional scales to adequately characterize
regional variations, contiguous spatial sampling is not required because CO2 diffuses over a large
area as it is mixed through the column (Johnson and Crisp, 2003). However, to provide useful
constraints on surface CO2 sources and sinks, OCO will sample the full atmospheric column. To
obtain an adequate number of soundings on regional scales even in the presence of patchy clouds,
each OCO spectrometer will have a 10 km-wide cross-track field of view (FOV) at nadir. The
FOV is divided into eight 1.25-km wide samples, as shown in Figure 1.12. OCO will collect
spectral soundings at a rate of 4.5 Hz as the satellite moves along its ground track at 6.78 km/sec,
yielding a 2.25 km down-track resolution at nadir. Per degree of latitude along the orbit track,
OCO will collect ~740 soundings, of which it is estimated that on average 10-20% will be clear.
Although the footprint size can vary in glint and target modes, it will not exceed 10 km2 even at
large spacecraft nadir angles (~60o). By combining the large number of samples on regional
scales, OCO will return XCO2 estimates with precisions of 0.3% (1ppm). A study by Rayner et al.
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[2002], demonstrated that this sampling approach would yield adequate constraints on XCO2 even
in regions occupied by patchy clouds.

Figure 1.12: Landsat image of Hilo Bay, Hawaii illustrating the OCO spatial sampling approach.

1.7.6 Calibration and Validation
For OCO, both in situ and remote sensing measurements will be used to evaluate the
XCO2 retrievals. To calibrate OCO, a system of 4-way “propagation of primary standards” is
being established. The core of the surface CO2 measurement program will consist of the existing
NOAA CMDL network of flask stations (Conway et al., 1994). A few stations will be upgraded
to provide continuous measurements throughout the diurnal cycle, and the flask data will be
augmented by pCO2 measurements from moorings (e.g. the Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean and
Pirana buoy arrays). The flasks are used to calibrate continuous data from both in situ data from
the FLUXNET tower network (Baldocchi et al., 2001) and from aircrafts. Ongoing aircraft
campaigns will be expanded to capture the vertical CO2 profiles above the designated locations in
the target mode. These profiles, obtained by flying in a vertical spiral from the surface to the
tropopause, will be used to test the representativeness of OCO’s XCO2 concentrations at spatial
scales of 10’s to 100’s of km and also to calibrate ground-based solar-viewing Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometers, which also measure the total column dry-air mole fraction of
CO2. FTIRs have an extremely high signal to noise ratio, and Washenfelder et al. [2005] has
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shown FTIRs retrieve XCO2 at better than 1 ppm relative to in situ measurements. The total
column XCO2 concentrations from FTIRs will be used to calibrate and validate OCO. FTIRs,
optimized for O2 and CO2 measurements, will be deployed at sites where in situ CO2 observations
are routinely performed and at locations of various latitudes. One location will be at the WLEF
tall tower site near Park Falls, WI (45.9o N, 90.2o W), one FTIR will be located at Cape Grim
Baseline Air Pollution Station in Tasmania, Australia (40.4o S, 144.4o E), and another FTIR will
be located at the Atmospheric Radiation Monitoring (ARM) site at Lamont, OK (36.6o N, 97.5o
W). Other possible locations for OCO validation sites are the Large-scale Biosphere-Atmosphere
experiment (LBA) tower site at Floresta National do Tapajos, Brazil (3.4o S, 54.9o W) and the
ARM site in Barrow, Alaska (71.3o N, 156.8o W). The OCO Project also plans to upgrade up to
four existing FTIR spectrometers that were deployed by the Network for Detecting Stratospheric
Change (NDSC). The NDSC FTIRs will be upgraded to measure XCO2 in the OCO spectral
regions. Finally, data from other satellite experiments will be used to place the OCO sounding in
the correct chemical, spatial, and temporal context.

1.7.7 Sources of Error
The XCO2 fields retrieved by OCO will be used as inputs to synthesis inversion and data
assimilation models. The concentrations from OCO have the potential to help reduce the
uncertainty in the flux estimates from inverse models; however, to utilize OCO XCO2
measurements, inversion models and data assimilation systems must correctly account for several
types of sampling errors. Incorrectly accounting for sampling errors leads to misleading
discussions about the value of the observations in the best case, and could lead to incorrect
inversion results [Engelen et al., 2002].
1.7.7.1 Spatial Representativeness Errors
If inverse models use satellite concentrations from only a small fraction of a grid cell to
optimize the concentrations in the entire grid cell, the inversion may be introducing spatial errors
that can alter the resulting fluxes, as satellite mixing ratios may not be spatially representative of
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larger areas. The OCO measurements, with a track width of only 10 km, will be used in inversion
models with a resolution of at best 100 by 100 km. An area of this size can have considerable
surface variability, as was discussed in section 1.4.2. Although combining the surface
concentrations with the well-mixed concentrations in the majority of the atmosphere above the
surface will dilute the surface variability, satellites will still potentially sample from an atmosphere with considerable spatial variability. If the concentrations from a single pass do not
accurately represent the average concentration on the inversion model grid cell, then the OCO
sampling strategy may not be representative of the grid cell and the OCO measurements will
contain spatial representativeness errors.
A sample grid cell over the southern portion of Lake Michigan and the surrounding
region, shown in Figure 1.13, can help illustrate potential spatial representativeness errors. The
land surface in the figure is the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), which measures
the greenness and the vigor of the vegetation. The figure shows the vegetation is quite
heterogeneous in this area. The two black squares on the western side of the lake are used to
represent Chicago, and the mauve spirals represent the anthropogenic emissions from the city. In
the figure, two grid cells are plotted in blue. The innermost grid cell is 100 x 100 km and the
outer grid cell is 2.5o x 2.5o. Satellite tracks for the full 16-day global coverage are shown by the
red dashed lines.
Looking at the influence of the heterogeneity in the region on CO2 concentrations,
satellite tracks on the eastern portion of the domain see the lake and high fossil fuel emissions
from Chicago, causing the retrieved total column CO2 concentrations to be high. In contrast,
tracks on the western side see green vegetation and low fossil fuel emissions, causing these
concentrations to underestimate the domain-averaged mixing ratio. Inversions will adjust fluxes
in this and upwind grid cells to match the satellite observations; and if the representation errors
are large, inversions will have to “deweight” the satellite observations so as not to estimate
significantly different fluxes depending on where the satellite track passes. Since heterogeneity
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in land cover can cause considerable CO2 surface variability, further investigation is required to
determine if factors such as water and cities will cause significant spatial representativeness
errors in OCO XCO2 fields.

Figure 1.13: Sample grid-cells a satellite track may be representing. The NDVI is contoured on
the land surface. The black squares represent Chicago, while the mauve spirals represent the
anthropogenic emissions from the city. The dashed red lines are OCO tracks.
1.7.7.2 Temporal Errors
Another error satellite measurements might encounter is a temporal error from sampling
at 1:15 PM. As we have seen in section 1.4.1, the diurnal variability near the surface can be quite
large, easily reaching a difference of 60 ppm between daytime and nighttime concentrations.
Although the diurnal variability in total column CO2 is considerably less than the variability at the
surface, the net diurnal variability of the column-averaged CO2 is estimated to be ~0.5% peak-topeak over active forested regions, with the maximum occurring approximately one hour after
sunrise and the minimum about one hour before sunset (Chou et al., 2002). Inversions that
compare the diurnally averaged CO2 concentration from each grid cell to satellite concentrations
may be introducing temporal or diurnal errors because the satellite only sample the concentrations
at one time. If the OCO measurements over a region are below the diurnal average and models
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optimize the diurnal average to the satellite mixing ratios, then the inverse models may
overestimate a sink in that region; and if the OCO measurements are above the diurnal average
then either the sink from that region will be underestimated or the source from the region will be
overestimated. Studies by Crisp et al. [2002] suggest the diurnal errors of XCO2 are small and
primarily negative (differences < 0.3 ppm), but these systematic differences may introduce a bias
that is important when integrated over an annual cycle.
1.7.7.3 Clear-Sky Errors
Satellite measurements of XCO2 may have clear-sky errors, or sampling errors arising
from retrieving XCO2 only in cloud-free conditions. Two types of clear-sky errors exist: local
clear-sky errors and temporal sampling errors. Local clear-sky errors will be present in inverse
studies that compare concentrations in a grid cell that contains cloudy and clear regions to
satellite measurements taken at the same time but sampled over only clear-sky areas, and these
local clear-sky errors may be caused by changes in the vegetation behavior or by advection
associated with clouds. In high latitudes during the winter, the NEE is approximately zero, so we
speculate that the wintertime errors will be random; however, the clear-sky errors during the
summer and over photosynthetically active regions is unknown. Recent literature that was
discussed in section 1.3 shows that NEE is the greatest on slightly cloudy days, which would
make the CO2 concentration the lower than average on these days. This result implies that clearsky only retrievals will overestimate XCO2 because they will not see favorable cloudy days;
however, a caveat is that satellite measurements will also not see overcast days with suppressed
NEE. In contrast, intuition suggests that the satellite will underestimate the average CO2
concentration during the growing season, as many ecosystems may have more active
photosynthesis on sunny days than on average for all days. Although satellites may not be
measuring the days with maximum CO2 uptake, they may still be systematically underestimating
the total CO2 concentration, since the average concentration includes all ranges of sky conditions,
from sunny days to completely overcast days when the CO2 uptake is extremely low. Since no
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studies have been conducted comparing the NEE on sunny days to all days, we currently cannot
explain how the ecosystem behaves on clear days compared to all days, and the clear-sky errors
that OCO's XCO2 measurements may experience is unknown. In addition to errors from the
biology, local clear-sky errors may also be caused by advection associated with cloud cover,
which also requires further investigation.
The other type of clear-sky error is temporal sampling errors, caused by under-sampling
synoptic variations. Clouds are frequently associated with fronts and changes of air masses.
Atmospheric transport or airmass trajectories may be systematically different on clear days, not
just causing sampling errors, but actually causing a bias compared to the temporal average.
Temporal sampling errors will be present in inverse studies that use satellite CO2 concentrations
taken at 1:15 PM to optimize temporally averaged concentrations such as weekly or bi-monthly
mixing ratios and will likely depend on the location of the measurements, as they depend on the
local fluxes as well as transport. In regions with active ecosystems, the temporal sampling errors
may introduce a negative bias as synoptic weather events associated with clouds, such as fronts,
may systematically advect high CO2. In contrast, regions with an upward flux of CO2 may have a
positive temporal sampling bias as synoptic systems might advect low CO2 from surrounding
regions. The magnitude and sign of both local clear-sky errors as well as temporal sampling
errors requires further investigation.

1.8 Objectives of this Study
Existing measurements and models do not currently have the capability to explain the
location of the CO2 sinks, nor why there is considerable interannual variability in the
accumulation rate of CO2 in the atmosphere. Due to their global spatial sampling and sheer data
volume, satellite CO2 measurements have the potential to help identify sources and sinks at the
regional scale. It is essential that the flux estimation procedure accurately specifies the precision
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with which measurements represent the average concentration at the inversion model resolution,
and systematic errors must be minimized. The previous section shows that satellite
measurements have at least three potential sources of error that need to be considered before the
XCO2 measurements can be used in inverse modeling studies. This study will investigate these
three errors introduced when using satellite measurements in inverse studies:
1) Spatial Representation Errors: To what degree can one satellite track from a
heterogeneous domain accurately represent the average CO2 concentration at the
inversion resolution?
2) Temporal Representation Errors: Will measurements at 1:15 PM accurately
capture the CO2 diurnal average?
3) Clear-Sky Errors: What is the sign and magnitude of the local clear-sky errors? Will
the measurements have temporal sampling errors from undersampling synoptic
events?
To investigate these errors, we will be using both a coupled regional ecosystematmosphere model (SiB2-RAMS) and continuous data. Using a model that simulates weather as
well as biology produces a realistic CO2 concentration field that we can analyze. SiB2-RAMS
allows us to simulate a domain of comparable size to an inversion grid cell, to sample the
concentrations using the same methodology as the OCO measuring strategy, and to compare the
concentrations OCO would obtain with the average concentrations over the domain. Comparing
emulated satellite concentrations to concentrations on an inverse model resolution reveals the
spatial, and temporal, and clear-sky errors OCO would have had if it had flown over the modeled
region and contains information about the errors that can be used by inverse modelers. We will
also analyze continuous in situ data from forests in both Wisconsin and Massachussetts to
determine the clear-sky errors at those locations.
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The results from these investigations will be presented in the following chapters. Chapter
two covers the methods and data used in this study, including a description of the model SIB2RAMS. Chapter three analyzes the meteorology during a SiB2-RAMS simulation and evaluates
the performance of the model. Chapter four discusses the spatial errors from the model results
and chapter five discusses temporal errors. Chapter six investigates both local clear-sky errors
and temporal sampling errors, with the first section of the chapter discussing the results from
analyzing the continuous data and the following sections of chapter five presenting the results
from the SiB2-RAMS simulations. The final chapter discusses the conclusions from this study
and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2: Methods
2.1 Data
To determine the clear-sky bias using continuous measurements, we will examine data
from both the WLEF tall tower and from Harvard Forest. The clear days will be determined by
observations from the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) and from the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC). In explaining the results of the clear-sky bias, we used boundary
layer data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Forecasts (ECMWF). In addition, the
measurements from WLEF will also be used to evaluate the model, SiB2-RAMS. This section
discusses the data used in this study more in depth.

2.1.1 WLEF Tall Tower
The WLEF tall tower is a 450 m tall television transmission tower located in the
Chequamegon National Forest, which is 24 km west of Park Falls, WI (WLEF-TV 45o 55o N, 90o
10o W). The region is in a heavily forested zone of low relief. Mixed evergreen and deciduous
forests typical of the region dominate the area surrounding the tower. Much of the area was
logged between 1860 and 1920, primarily for pine, and has since re-grown. Figure 2.1 shows the
tower and the surrounding forest. The Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory in the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA-CMDL) as well as the Chequamegon
Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (ChEAS) collect the measurements at the tower.
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Figure 2.1: The WLEF tower and surrounding area. Photo taken by Michael L. Jensen.
Meteorological observations and measurements at the WLEF tower began in October
1994. The tower and surrounding vicinity is equipped with instruments that measure a wide
variety of variables. Temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and CO2 concentration are all
measured at six heights on the tower (11, 30, 76, 122, 244, and 396 m above ground). At 396 m,
two independent Licor CO2 gas analyzers measure the CO2 concentration, and the concentration
at 396 m used in this study is the average between the two measurements. If one analyzer has
missing data, then the concentration from the other analyzer is used, which helps to reduce data
gaps. Times when both analyzers had missing data were not used in this study.
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), which is radiation in the visible wavelengths
between .4 and .7 µm, is also measured at the WLEF site, as is the incident downwelling radiation
at the surface. The radiation measurements are made at a grassy clearing at the site that is shaded
once each afternoon. In addition, surface pressure and precipitation are observed at WLEF.
The net ecosystem exchange (NEE), sensible heat flux, and latent heat flux have all been
computed using eddy covariance methods from observations at the tower of both the associated
turbulent fluxes (i.e. CO2, heat and water vapor, respectively) and the rate of change of storage
for the respective variables below the sensor (Davis et al., 1996; Davis et al., 2003). The
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turbulent fluxes are measured at three heights (30, 122, and 396 m). Because of the multiple level
and high altitude flux and mixing ratio data, as well as a clearing around the base of the tower,
ChEAS has developed an algorithm that selects one or more of the multiple flux measurements
for each hourly flux value. Data are taken from 122 and 396 m under strongly unstable
conditions (surface heat flux is larger than or equal to 100 Wm-2) and from 30 m under slightly
unstable to stable conditions. If the preferred levels are missing, data are taken from any existing
turbulent flux level; and one or two missing hours for the three fluxes are interpolated. Flux
measurements at the tower are available from 1997 through 2001.

2.1.2 Harvard Forest
Groups from the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center (ASRC) and Harvard University
make nearly continuous atmospheric turbulence and trace gas measurements at the Environmental
Measurement Site (EMS) in Harvard Forest, which is a 3,000 acre forest in north-central
Massachusetts (EMS 42o 32o N, 72o 10o W). The forest is primarily mixed hardwood and conifer
and contains a mixture of red oak, red maple, hemlock, and spruce. A view of the tower and the
surrounding forest is shown in Figure 2.2. The first measurements at Harvard Forest were taken
in 1992.

Figure 2.2: The tower at Harvard Forest. Photo courtesy of Harvard University.
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CO2 concentrations, CO concentrations, temperature wind speed, wind direction and
PAR are some of the variables measured at 29 m on the tower. CO2 flux as well as canopy
carbon storage are also observed. For this study, we calculated NEE by subtracting the storage
measurements from the turbulent CO2 flux.

2.1.3 ASOS
To determine if a day is clear at both Harvard Forest and WLEF, we will use data from
the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS), which has stations throughout the United
States that were deployed by the National Weather Service. These stations measure cloud
conditions below 12,000 ft every minute using a laser beam ceilometer operating in the near
infrared. An algorithm employing Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) principles calculates
the cloud coverage and categorizes the conditions every half hour as clear (cloud cover < 5%),
few (> 5% and < 25%), scattered (> 25% and < 50%), broken (> 50% and < 88%), and overcast.
The nearest ASOS station to WLEF is the Rhinelander-Oneida County Airport, which is
approximately 65 km southeast of the tower (RHI 45o 38o N, 89o 28o W). Data are available at
RHI from 1999-2001. At Harvard Forest, the nearest ASOS station is Orange Municipal Airport,
which is only 9 km from the tower (ORE 42o 34o N, 72o 17o W). Data at ORE are available from
1997-2002.

2.1.4 Climatic Data
We also used data from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) to determine clearsky days, as the NCDC records the average number of clear days during each month for various
cities throughout the United States. The monthly number of clear days is based on at least 40
years of data from major weather observing stations. In determining the clear days, only daytime
hours were considered and a human observer categorized the day as clear if average cloud cover
was less than 30%. For WLEF, the nearest cities are Green Bay, WI (232 km); Duluth, MN (175
km); and Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN (262 km). We used an average of the number of clear-sky
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days from all three cities in this study. At Harvard Forest, the closest city is Worcester, MA,
which is 45 km away. Although the cities are quite far away, especially at WLEF, the number of
clear days at these cities still provides an accurate measure of the climatological number of sunny
days in both regions. For both towers, the number of clear days per month was converted to a
monthly percentage by dividing the clear days by the length of each month. Table 2.1 shows the
monthly percentage of clear days from the NCDC climatological data at both WLEF and Harvard
Forest.
Month

% of clear days
WLEF Harvard
January
26
23
February
24
24
March
23
26
April
20
23
May
23
19
June
27
20
July
26
19
August
26
26
September
27
30
October
26
26
November
19
23
December
19
26
Table 2.1: The monthly percentage of clear days from the climatological data at both towers.

2.1.5 ECMWF Boundary Layer Heights
This study uses boundary layer heights from the ECMWF 40-year Re-Analysis (ERA40), which was provided by ECMWF. For the horizontal resolution, ERA-40 uses a reduced
Gaussian grid with approximately 125 km spacing for surface fields. This study uses the grid cell
that includes the tower for both locations. Since the ERA-40 data assimilation produced four
analyses per day, this study will use the boundary layer heights at 18 UTC, when the heights are
closest to the maximum daytime depth. ERA-40 is available from September 1957 through
August 2002. The length of the ECMWF time-series used in this study is the same as close as
possible to the length of the CO2 data available from each tower, which is from January 1995
through August 2002 at WLEF and from January 1993 through August 2002 at Harvard Forest.
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2.2 Methods for Determining the Clear-Sky Bias from Observations
2.2.1 Data Preparation
Continuous data from both WLEF and Harvard Forest are used to determine the clearsky bias. At WLEF, this study uses CO2 concentrations at 396 m and PAR measurements from
1995 through 2003 and NEE measurements from 1997 through 2001. The Harvard Forest
measurements we will use are the CO2 concentrations at 29 m, the PAR measurements, NEE, and
CO concentrations, and all these variables are available from 1993 through 2002. All outliers
beyond three standard deviations of the mean of all the data were removed from each time-series,
and this study requires that both CO2 concentrations and PAR measurements must be valid for
each hour, otherwise the measurements are not used. When investigating the NEE, CO2, PAR,
and NEE all must be valid, and for CO the CO2, CO and PAR measurements must all exist. In
addition, we detrended the CO2 concentrations.

2.2.2 Sampling Times
The first step to mimicking the OCO measuring strategy using continuous observations is
to sample appropriate time periods. Since OCO will be tracking south collecting clear
measurements with an equator crossing time of 1:15 PM, we analyzed two different time periods.
The first time period we investigated is from 11 AM to 4 PM. For this time period, the
observations were the mean of the measurements over these six hours, and this time period was
selected because it represents the bias a satellite will have over areas of persistent clear skies by
using time as a substitute for space. In CO2 inversions, the satellite measurements will be used to
represent a larger area, such as a 100 km by 100 km grid cell. As the satellite tracks south
collecting measurements, these clear-sky concentrations will be averaged to create one value for
the entire grid cell. Since we are at a stationary location, averaging the concentrations over six
hours will sample the same air as OCO would sample in 100 km if the air over the site travels ~
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4.6 m/s: taking a series of measurements over 100 km and averaging those measurements would
be the same as sampling the air from the tower for 6 hours because in that amount of time the air
travels 100 km.
We chose 11 AM as the start time for the six-hour time period by investigating the
boundary layer. When OCO measures CO2 at 1:15 PM, the boundary layer will be quite deep. A
study by Zhang [2002] describes the normal diurnal cycle of the boundary layer at the WLEF
tower: the boundary layer grows rapidly from 7 AM until 12 PM, remains deep and relatively
unchanged during the afternoon, and finally collapses to a shallow nighttime stable layer in the
evening around 6 PM. The time period from 11 AM to 4 PM should have a relatively constant
boundary layer to help reduce mixing effects that may alter the concentrations at the towers
compared to total column concentrations while still being centered near 1 PM.
The second time period we will analyze is 1 PM, which was selected for two reasons.
First, it is close to the time OCO will make its measurements and should capture the biological
activity at that snapshot in time. Second, investigating the bias at 1 PM will allow us to examine
the bias OCO will have by being able to take measurements through holes in the clouds, since the
sky-cover must only be clear for that one hour.

2.2.4 Creating the Clear Subset
We created a clear-sky subset by selecting mid-day values (defined as 1 PM and
11AM-4PM means) with PAR measurements higher than a threshold value defined by month for
each site. The threshold clear-sky PAR values used were set as the percentile of ranked
measurements from all years at each site corresponding to the percentage of clear days for each
month recorded by NCDC. The monthly percentages of clear days at both WLEF and Harvard
Forest are shown in Table 2.1; however, we decreased the percentages shown by 5%. This
decrease helps ensure that our study does not overestimate the clear-sky CO2 bias by including
partly cloudy days that may have enhanced CO2 uptake, as recent literature has suggested that
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NEE is greater on slightly cloudy days rather than on clear days [Gu et al., 1999; Freedman et al.,
2002; Law et al., 2002].
To confirm the clear-sky subset, we analyzed the clear days from the nearby ASOS
stations. Using ASOS data, 11 AM to 4 PM was considered clear if all six hours were clear; and
to qualify as clear for the 1 PM analysis, only that single hour had to be clear. We correlated the
clear subset using the 3-year ASOS record at WLEF and the 6-year ASOS record at Harvard
Forest with the clear subsets for the corresponding years created using the climatological data. At
both towers and for both times, the clear ASOS subset was significantly correlated (above the
95% level) with the previous method. Since the ASOS data does not cover the complete timespan of either tower, we did not evaluate the clear-subset created from the ASOS data; but, the
fact that it is significantly correlated to the method we analyzed helps to validate the accuracy of
the clear-sky subset created using monthly percentages from NCDC.

2.2.5 Calculating the Clear-Sky Bias
To determine the clear-sky bias in CO2, NEE, and CO, we created a smoothed function
to represent the data by fitting the equation

ao +

nharm

∑
i =1

eikt = ao +

nharm

∑
i =1

Ak *cos(2π *

nharm
t
t
) + ∑ Bk *sin(2π *
)
365
365 ,
i =1

(1)

to both the complete data sets as well as the corresponding clear subsets using a linear least
squares method. To simplify this calculation, if the year was a leap year, then the data for
February 29 was removed.
To determine the number of harmonics needed to best fit the data, we fit equation (1) to
the both CO2 and NEE data from 11 AM to 4 PM at both WLEF and Harvard Forest using one,
two, and three harmonics. In addition to evaluating the fit by sight, the reduced χ2 value, which
indicates the goodness of the fit, for each location was calculated using the equation
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χ2 =

N
( y − f ( xi ))2
1
,
*∑ i
N − m i=1
σ2

(2)

where y is the CO2 dataset, f(x) is the fit to the data, σ is the uncertainty in the measurements, N
is the total number of points in the dataset, and m is the number of parameters used in the fit. In
this case, the number of parameters solved for in the fit is one plus the number of harmonics
multiplied by two, and in this study σ is set to 1. The ideal value of the reduced χ2 is 1, which
means that the typical deviation between a data point and the fit line should be about one standard
deviation. Another statistic that can help identify how goodness of the fit is the fraction of the
variance explained by the fit, or R2. The fraction of the variance explained is calculated as
N

R2 = ∑
i =1

( f ( xi ) − y )
,
( yi − y )

(3)

where y is the mean of the CO2 measurements. R2 represents the percent of the variance that is
explained by the fit and has been converted from the fractional value into a percent by
multiplying by 100.
Figure 2.3 shows the results from both the complete timeseries and the clear-sky subset
from 11 AM to 4 PM: the fit and statistics for one harmonic at both WLEF and Harvard Forest is
shown in the first row, the results using two harmonics is in the middle row, and the bottom row
displays the results using three harmonics. Both the total timeseries and the clear-sky subset were
condensed into a single year with only one value per day to make the plots easier to see. The
black symbols depict the CO2 values from the complete timeseries, the black line shows the fit to
the total timeseries, the red symbols depict CO2 values from the clear-sky subset, and the red line
shows the fit to the clear-sky subset. Both the χ2 and the R2 values are worse for the clear-sky
dataset than for the complete timeseries, which is most likely due to a combination of the reduced
number of datapoints in the subset combined with high variability on clear days; however, the
overall fits and the improvement of the fits between using 1, 2, or 3 harmonics is very similar for
both the total data and the clear subset at both towers.
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WLEF

Harvard Forest

χ2

R2

1 Harmonic

WLEF WLEF
12.0
80.5
19.4
75.0

3 Harmonics

2 Harmonics

HF
14.7

25.8

HF
86.3
75.2

2.2
8.2

96.5
89.6

7.6
14.7

93.0
86.0

2.0
7.6

96.8
90.3

7.6
14.7

93.0
86.0

Figure 2.3: The fit and residual to the complete CO2 timeseries (black) and to the clear-sky
subset (red) from 11 AM to 4 PM for both WLEF (first column) and Harvard Forest (second
column). The third column shows the χ2 values for both WLEF (top numbers) and Harvard Forest
(bottom numbers), while the fourth column displays the variance explained at WLEF (top) and
Harvard Forest (bottom).
Looking at the fits more closely, using one harmonic only captures the seasonal cycle at
both locations, and we can see from the figure that the fits deviate substantially in the spring and
fall. In addition, the χ2 values are quite high and the percent of the variance that is explained in
relatively low. Moving on to two harmonics, shown in the middle row, the fits have improved
substantially over only using one harmonic. The functions now capture the minimum
concentrations in the summertime, as well as the concentrations through the transition periods in
spring and fall and the residuals to this fit are primarily random. Both the diagnostic statistical
values have also improved significantly: the χ2 values have decreased at both locations and
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explained variance is now above 90% at both towers for the complete 11-4 PM CO2 dataset.
Finally, using three harmonics yields only minor improvement over the fit obtained from using
two harmonics. Changes in the fit and in the residual are not detectible by sight, and the χ2 and
R2 values improved only slightly.
We also performed a similar analysis looking at the fit to the NEE data using one, two,
and three harmonics. These results were identical: one harmonic only captured the seasonal
cycle and the residuals had a sinusoidal shape indicating that the fit was not capturing important
variability, using two harmonics improved the fit substantially, and using three harmonics offered
only minor improvement over using only two harmonics. Based on these analyses, two
harmonics is the optimum number of harmonics at both locations to capture the dominant
variability in the time-series.
Once a function was fit to the data, we calculated the clear-sky bias by subtracting the fit
to the complete dataset from the fit to the clear-sky subset. The clear-sky bias for CO2, NEE, and
CO at both towers and at both times was calculated in this manner.
To extend our analysis of the preferred number of harmonics, we investigated the clearsky CO2 bias at both WLEF and Harvard Forest using one, two, and three harmonics. Figure 2.4
displays the resulting clear-sky CO2 bias. The figure illustrates that the results remain similar no
matter how many harmonics are used to calculate the fits: at both towers the CO2 clear-sky bias
is greatest in the winter and least in the summer. Using one harmonic produces a simplified
sinusoidal shape with only one minimum bias in the summer and one maximum bias that are
located in the winter months. Using two harmonics only adds minor “wiggles” in the 11 AM to 4
PM biases, and the overall shape seen from using only one harmonic is maintained. However,
using two harmonics begins to alter the magnitudes of the bias, as the winter bias becomes
greater, particularly in March and October, while the summertime bias shrinks even more.
Looking at the biases generated fitting the data to three harmonics, again the overall shape is still
present but additional wiggles have been added, altering the magnitudes even more. Using three
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harmonics, severe biases exist around February and October, the remainder of the fall and spring
months has only a moderate bias, and the bias in the summer becomes negligible. Since three
harmonics appears to add considerable noise to the biases, investigating the biases produced with
different numbers of harmonics confirms that using two harmonics to represent the data is
reasonable and does not loose any information provided by additional harmonics. Both the fit
analysis and the bias investigation indicate using a fit with two harmonics is suitable, so this
study will fit the total data and the clear-sky subsets with equation (1) using two harmonics.

Figure 2.4: The clear-sky CO2 bias from fitting the data using one harmonic (left panel), two
harmonics (middle panel), and three harmonics (right panel). The solid black line is the bias
clear-sky bias from 11 AM to 4 PM at WLEF and the dashed black line is the clear-sky bias at 1
PM at WLEF. The solid red line displays the bias at Harvard Forest from 11 AM to 4 PM and the
dashed red line displays the bias at Harvard Forest at 1 PM.
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2.3 Model Description: SiB2-BRAMS
2.3.1 SiB2

Figure 2.5: Depiction of the SiB2 structure.
The biosphere model used in this study is the Simple Biosphere (SiB) Model developed
by Sellers et al. [1986]. SiB has undergone substantial modification and is now referred to as
SiB2 (Sellers et al. 1996a,b; Denning et al., 1996, 2003; Schaefer et al., 2002, Nicholls et al.,
2004). SiB2 calculates the transfer of energy, mass, and momentum between the atmosphere and
the vegetated surface of the earth. The structure of SiB2 is shown in Figure 2.7. SiB2 has a
single vegetation canopy layer and three soil layers. The surface soil layer, w1, is a thin layer
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from which there can be a significant rate of withdrawal of water by direct evaporation into the
air when the pores of the soil are at or near saturation. The roots access the soil moisture from the
second layer, w2. The third layer, w3, acts as the underlying recharge layer within which the
transfer of water is governed only by gravitational drainage and hydraulic diffusion. Each soil
layer has an associated soil moisture store, w, and the three stores are represented in the figure by
the blue circles in the soil.
The vegetation in SiB2 is represented by one of thirteen cover types or biomes, while
the soil texture in SiB2 is one of twelve categories based on the soil properties within the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) texture classes. Table 2.2 displays the biome types
and soil classes in SiB2. The morphological parameters used in SiB are given in Table 3 and
Table 5 of Sellers et al. [1996b].
Vegetation/Biome Types
Soil Classes
Class Type
Name
Class
Name
% Clay % Sand
1
C3
Tall Broadleaf-Evergreen Trees
1
Sand
3
92
2
C3
Tall Broadleaf-Deciduous Trees
2
Loamy Sand
5
82
3
C3
Tall Broadleaf and Needleleaf Trees
3
Sandy Loam
10
65
4
C3
Tall Needleleaf Trees
4
Silt Loam
13
22
5
C3
Tall Needleleaf-Deciduous Trees
5
Silt Loam
7
7
6
C4
Short Vegetation/Pasture
6
Loamy Sand
18
42
7
C4 Short Veg. with Maize Optical Properties 7 Sandy Clay Loam
28
58
8
C4 Short Veg. with Maize Optical Properties 8 Sandy Clay Loam
40
52
9
C3 Short Broadleaf Shrubs with Bare Soil
9
Clay Loam
39
32
10 C3
Short Ground Cover (Tundra)
10 Silty Clay Loam
39
10
11 C4
No Vegetation (Low Latitude Desert)
11 Silty Clay Loam
41
7
12 C3
Agriculture (wheat) and Grasslands
12
Clay Loam
65
19
13
Ice
Table 2.2: SiB2 classification of vegetation and soil.
The yellow arrow on the left hand side of Figure 2.5 represents the net radiation. To
describe the interception, reflection, transmission, and absorption of radiation by vegetation and
soil, SiB uses the two-stream approximation model originally described by Coakley and Chylek
[1975] and extended by Sellers [1985]. SiB2 requires the magnitudes of five components of the
downward radiation flux: visible direct beam radiation, visible diffuse radiation, near infrared
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direct beam radiation, near infrared diffuse radiation, and thermal infrared diffuse radiation.
Using the radiation input at the surface from the radiative transfer parameterization in RAMS,
SiB solves the two-stream approximation model and calculates the radiation absorbed by the
canopy and soil from each incident component. The reflected shortwave and emitted thermal
infrared fluxes are returned to RAMS, which then calculates the rate of surface emissions through
the atmospheric column
Fluxes of water vapor, sensible heat, and CO2 are expressed as differences in potentials
divided by resistances (Sellers et al., 1997). The right side of Figure 2.5 displays the transfer
pathways for temperature, water vapor, and carbon dioxide. The figure shows how the sensible
heat fluxes from the canopy and the ground must traverse the aerodynamic resistances rb or rd and
ra. Canopy water vapor and CO2 fluxes must traverse an additional resistance rc. Since it is
assumed that water vapor and CO2 exchanges occur from only one side of the leaf, the boundarylayer resistance is doubled for water vapor (2rb) and is more than doubled for CO2 (2.8rb).
The sensible heat flux in the canopy air space, Hc, is given by

Hc = ρcp *

(Tc − Ta )
= ρcpgb(Tc − Ta ) ,
rb

(4)

where Tc and Ta are the temperature at the leaf surface and in the canopy air space respectively, rb
is the resistance, gb = 1/rb is the leaf boundary layer conductance in units of µmol/m2/s, and ρ and
cp are the density and specific heat of air. For water vapor, the latent heat flux is expressed as

λEc =

ρcp
ρcp
gb(es − ea ) =
gs (ei − es ) ,
γ
γ

(5)

where ea, es, and ei are the water vapor partial pressure in the canopy air space, at the leaf surface,
and inside the leaf (saturated), respectively, gs = 1/rs is the stomatal conductance, and γ is the
psychrometric constant. The leaf interior is always assumed to be saturated with respect to water
vapor, so that ea/es = hs, which is the relative humidity at the leaf surface. Similarly, the diffusive
flow of CO2 into the stomata (net assimilation, An) is expressed as
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An =

gb (ca − cs ) gs (cs − ci )
,
*
=
*
1.4
ps
1.6
ps

(6)

where An is the assimilation of a single plant leaf and is expressed in µmol CO2/m2/s, ps is the
surface pressure in Pa, and the constant factors 1.4 and 1.6 account for the different molecular
diffusivities of CO2 and water vapor in the leaf boundary layer and the stomatal pores,
respectively (Denning, 1994). The concentration of CO2 in the leaf interior, ci, is calculated from
the leaf surface concentration and the assimilation rate using

ci = cs −

1.6 An
ps .
gs

(7)

The photosynthesis model of Farquhar et al. [1980] and the stomatal model of Ball
[1988] , which was expanded by Collatz et al. [1991,1992], are the basis for the photosynthesisconductance model in SiB2. Photosynthesis and conductance are explicitly connected by the
Ball-Berry relationship, which is written as

gs = m

An hs
p +b,
cs

(8)

where m and b are empirical coefficients prescribed for each biome from observations. The slope
m is unitless, and the intercept b, in units of µmol/m2/s, represents the resistance when the stomata
are completely closed. Equation (5) shows that leaf conductance for the influx of CO2 and the
simultaneous efflux of water are directly linked through a simple dependence on assimilation,
relative humidity, CO2 concentration, pressure, and two vegetation dependent constants.
In the model, the leaf assimilation rate is difference between the minimum of three
limiting factors and the leaf maintenance respiration. This can be expressed as
An ≤ Min(ωc,ωe,ωs) - Rd ,

(9)

where ωc is the Rubisco (leaf enzyme) limited rate of assimilation, ωe is the light-limited rate of
assimilation, ωs is the carbon compound export limitation, and Rd is the leaf respiration rate in
µmol/m2/s. The Rubisco-limited rate is primarily a function of the leaf’s enzyme reserves, which
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can be thought of as the biochemical processing of the leaf. The light-limited rate is a function of
the amount of PAR captured by the chlorophyll. The export limitation, ws, describes the capacity
of the leaf to export or utilize the products of photosynthesis, and the capacity to utilize the
immediate products of photosynthesis scales linearly with the Rubisco concentration in the leaf.
In SiB2, the rate limits are smoothed using a quadratic to avoid abrupt transitions from one
limitation to another.
Equations (4) through (9) are only relevant to a single leaf with known physiology,
physical properties, and forcing conditions. To describe the canopy photosynthesis, Ac, and the
canopy conductance, gc = 1/rc, the equations must be integrated over the depth of a vegetation
canopy. Sellers et al. [1992] applied Beer’s Law for interception and absorption of PAR to
express the net assimilation and stomatal conductance for the entire canopy as closed-form
integrals that are solved analytically. Assuming that plants allocate nitrogen to the leaves with
the most light and that the canopy depth profile of leaf nitrogen and Vmax follow the time-mean
radiation-weighted profile of PAR, the photosynthetic rate and conductance of an entire canopy
can be estimated by multiplying a calculation of the performance of the uppermost leaves in the
canopy, which are exposed to the maximum incident PAR flux and have the highest
photosynthetic capacity, by a canopy PAR use parameter Π (Sellers et al., 1997). Π is driven by
satellite data and is calculated as

Π=

LT

∫
0

e − kL =

1 − e − kLT FPAR
,
=
k
k

(10)

where L is the leaf area index (leaf area per unit ground surface area, LAI), LT is the total LAI, k
is the extinction coefficient for PAR flux in the canopy, FPAR is the fraction of PAR absorbed in
the canopy, and the over-bars indicate time-mean values of the quantities. The quantities in this
expression can be estimated from spectral vegetation indices, which are combinations of the
radiances in the visible and near-infrared regions as observed over vegetated land surfaces by
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satellite sensors (Sellers et al., 1997). In this study, the quantities are calculated using the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Using the canopy integration factor allows the
assimilation in the entire canopy to be expressed as
Ac = An0*Π,
(11)
where An0 is equal to An for top green leaves. The stomatal conductance for the canopy, gc, is
calculated using the expression

gc = m

Ac hs
p + b.
cs

(12)

The soil respiration in SiB, Rg, is calculated as

Rg = R f * S s

(13)

where Rf is a respiration scaling factor and Ss is the soil scale, which is a function of both
temperature and moisture. The scaling factor is an indication of how much carbon is in the soil to
respire. Since SiB is a balanced model, the respiration over a year must equal the assimilation in
that year, which can be written as

∑R

g

1 year

=

∑A.

(13)

n

1 year

The respiration factor can then be calculated by dividing the annual assimilation by the annual
sum of the soil scale, or

∑A
∑S

n

Rf =

1 year

(14)

.

s

1 year

2.3.2 RAMS
The meteorological model coupled to SiB2 is the Brazilian version of the CSU Regional
Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS). RAMS is a comprehensive mesoscale meteorological
modeling system designed to simulate atmospheric circulations spanning in scale from
hemispheric scales down to large eddy simulations of the planetary boundary layer. RAMS has
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been applied to the simulation of flows at scales as small as buildings and is aptly suited for
studying the interactions between the atmosphere and terrestrial ecosystems (Nicholls et al.,
1993; Nicholls et al., 1995; Denning et al., 2003, Nicholls et al., 2004). RAMS solves the
equations of motion, radiative transfer, and thermodynamics for specified regions, and the
equations set used is the quasi-Boussinesq non-hydrostatic equations described by Tripoli and
Cotton [1982]. The model is discussed in detail by Pielke et al. [1992] and Cotton et al. [2002].
A significant feature of RAMS is the incorporation of a telescoping nested-grid scheme,
which allows the model to solve the equations simultaneously on any number of interacting
computational meshes of differing spatial resolution. Based on the two-way grid interactive
procedures of Clark and Farley [1984], RAMS has the ability to represent a large-scale area and
then to nest to progressively smaller scales. The highest resolution meshes model details of
small-scale atmospheric systems, while coarse meshes provide boundary conditions for the fine
mesh regions and also simulate large scale atmospheric systems that interact with the smaller
scale systems resolved on the finer grids.
The turbulence closure option used in this study is the Mellor Yamada [1982] scheme
for vertical diffusion and the Smagorinsky [1963] scheme for horizontal diffusion. The Mellor
Yamada scheme employs a prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). The horizontal diffusion
is based on the original Smagorinsky formulation, which uses a deformation-based mixing
coefficient that is the product of the horizontal deformation rate (the horizontal gradient of
horizontal velocity) and the square of a length scale.
A combination of the Grell parameterization scheme and the RAMS microphysics
scheme was used in this study. The coarse domains used the Grell convective cumulus scheme,
which is an entraining plume model based on the quasi-equilibrium assumption (Grell, 1993;
Grell and Devenyi, 2002). The Grell scheme is a single cloud scheme with updraft and downdraft
fluxes and compensating motion that determine the heating and moistening profiles. A study by
Grell, Kuo, and Pasch [1991] found that the inclusion of downdrafts is crucial in predicting the
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correct feedback in the mid-latitudes; and they also found that the Grell scheme is useful for
smaller grid scales, as it tends to allow a balance between the resolved-scale rainfall and the
convective rainfall. The Grell scheme makes use of a wide variety of assumptions that lead to a
realistic simulation of mesoscale convective systems (MCS), including assuming a large cloud
size, using a stability closure, parameterizing moist downdrafts, and not assuming unrealistically
large lateral mixing.
The finer resolution domains with grid spacing of 5 km and 1 km are intended to
represent cloud processes explicitly using the bulk microphysics parameterization in RAMS.
Details of the microphysical parameterization are presented in Meyers et al. [1997] and Walko et
al. [1995]. The scheme predicts the mixing ratio and number concentration of cloud water, rain,
pristine ice, snow, graupel, aggregates, and hail from conservation equations which include
advective, diffusive, and precipitation tendencies and source terms resulting from interactions
between each category and the other forms of water substance (Walko and Tremback, 2002). The
general gamma distribution is the basis function used for hydrometeor size in each category.
Additional features include: use of stochastic collection for number concentration tendency;
breakup of rain droplets formulated into the collection efficiency; diagnosis of ice crystal habit
dependent on temperature and saturation; evaporation of each species assuming that the smallest
particles completely disappear first; and more complex shedding formulations which take into
account the amount of water mass on the coalesced hydrometeor (Meyers et al., 1997).
This study uses the two-stream radiation scheme developed by Harrington, which treats
the interaction of three solar and five infrared bands with the model gases and cloud
hydrometeors (Harrington, 1997; Harrington et al., 1999). The Harrington parameterization
accounts for each form of condensate (cloud water, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel,
and hail) as well as water vapor; and it also utilizes information on ice crystal habit (Walko and
Tremback, 2002). Using a two-stream model for both solar and longwave radiation has the
advantage that computational costs only go up linearly with the number of vertical levels, as
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opposed to older schemes that used an emissivity approach to longwave radiation where the costs
increased with the square number of the levels (Cotton et al., 2002). In addition, the Harrington
model responds to the detailed liquid and ice hydrometeor size spectra simulated with both the
bulk and bin-resolving microphysics models. This response permits the simulation of changes in
the radiative heating as droplet spectra broaden to precipitation sizes, and it also permits
feedbacks of radiation on droplet and ice particle vapor deposition growth (Harrington et al.,
1999; Harrington and Olsson, 2001).
In this study, the radiation condition discussed by Klemp and Wilhelmson [1978] is
used at the lateral boundaries, which assumes that disturbances reaching the boundaries move as
linearly propagating gravity waves. This boundary condition is intended to allow most
disturbances to propagate out of the model domain without strongly reflecting back to the interior
(Walko and Tremback, 2002). Additionally, this simulation utilized analysis nudging by
Newtonian relaxation that is implemented in RAMS, in which the model fields on the lateral
boundaries can be nudged toward observational data as the simulation progresses. RAMS
currently uses the technique that has been termed analysis nudging for its 4DDA scheme, where
the observational data is first objectively analyzed to the model grid, then the model field is
nudged to the gridded analysis (Walko and Tremback, 2002). The lateral boundary nudging in
RAMS is an implementation of the Davies [1983] scheme, where a number of grid points in a
boundary region of the coarsest resolution grid are nudged toward data. Time-series of gridded
horizontal wind, potential temperature, and total water mixing ratio values are provided; and the
atmospheric model solution is relaxed toward the analyzed data. Lateral boundary nudging
introduces time-varying information in the model domain while damping information propagating
from the model interior toward the lateral boundary.
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2.4 Input Data for the Model
2.4.1 Vegetation Classes
To determine the vegetation class for each grid cell in SiB2-RAMS, this study uses the
1-km land cover classification data derived from AVHRR at the University of Maryland, which is
described in Hansen et al. [1998, 2001]. Hansen et al. originally classify the data using thirteen
different classes. These classes have been converted to SiB classes to make the data compatible
with SiB2-RAMS, and Table 2.3 depicts the scheme used to convert them.
Original Class by Hansen et al. [1998]
0 Water
1 Evergreen Needleleaf Forest
2 Evergreen Broadleaf Forest
3 Deciduous Needleleaf Forest
4 Deciduous Broadleaf Forest
5 Mixed Forest
6 Woodland
7 Wooded Grassland
8 Closed Shrubland
9 Open Shrubland
10 Grassland
11 Cropland
12 Bare Ground
13 Urban and Built-Up

Corresponding SiB Class
0 Water
4 Tall Needleleaf Trees
1 Tall Broadleaf Evergreen Trees
5 Tall Needleleaf Deciduous Trees
2 Tall Broadleaf Deciduous Trees
3 Tall Broadleaf and Needleleaf Trees
4 Tall Needleleaf Trees above 48N
3 Broadleaf and Needleleaf Trees below 48N
4 Tall Needleleaf Trees above 48N
12 Grasslands/Agriculture below 48N
10 Ground Cover (Tundra) above 50N
9 Short Shrubs below 50N
10 Ground Cover (Tundra) above 50N
9 Short Shrubs below 50N
12 Grasslands/Agriculture
12 Grasslands/Agriculture
13 Ice above 60N
9 Shrubs with Bare Soil from 60N-45N
11 No Vegetation (Desert) below 45N
9 Broadleaf Shrubs with Bare Soil

Table 2.3: Conversion table between the AVHRR vegetation classification and the SiB classes
A map of the vegetation classification for much of North America is shown in Figure
2.6. The figure shows that most of Canada is classified as tall needleleaf trees, while much of the
United States is C3 grasslands and agriculture. The eastern portion of the United States is a
combination of broadleaf deciduous trees and mixed forest, and the southwest is primarily shrubs
and desert.
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Figure 2.6: The 1-km biome classification over North America from Hansen et al.

2.4.2 Soil Type
The soil data used in this study was generated by the SoilData System, which was
developed by the Global Soil Data Task Group of the International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme (IGBP) Data Information System, and it is available on CD-ROM from the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center in Oak Ridge, TN (Global Soil
Data Task, 2000). The original data was a 5’ x 5’ (~10 x 10 km) resolution map containing
values of % sand, % clay, and % silt. Using a triangulation program, the data was converted to
SiB soil classes and then masked to the vegetation map to ensure the maps agree on the location
of water pixels. If the vegetation map had water in a pixel that did not originally correspond to a
water pixel in the soil map, then the soil pixel was set to water. In contrast, if the biome map had
a vegetation class and the soil type was water, then that pixel was set to the nearest soil class. A
map of SiB soil classes over the domain used in this study is displayed in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Map of the 10-km SiB soil classification from IGBP.

2.4.3 NDVI
This study uses global SPOT 10-day composited Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) from the United States Department of Agriculture Foreign Agriculture Service
(USDA/FAS) through collaboration with the Global Inventory Modeling and Mapping Studies
(GIMMS) Group at NASA/GSFC. The SPOT data is from the VEGETATION instrument on
board the SPOT-4 polar orbiting satellite. NDVI is computed from the equation

NDVI =

IR − R
,
IR + R

(13)

where IR represents the radiances in the infrared band and R is the radiances in the red band.
Ten-day composite image data were constructed by selecting pixels with the maximum NDVI
during the period, which minimizes cloud cover and water vapor effects that strongly reduce
NDVI. NDVI values range from 0 to 1, with 0 representing water. In general, high values of
NDVI represent high reflectance in the IR band and low reflectance in the red band, which means
the foliage is healthy and abundant with green vegetation. In contrast, low values of NDVI
indicate a lack of green leaves, higher pigmentation, or unhealthy foliage. The intensity of the
reflected radiation depends on the pigmentation and the overall health of the vegetation, and it
varies for different types of foliage.
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To prepare the NDVI data for SiB2-RAMS, the data went through several processing
steps. First, the data was filled using status maps also provided by USDA/FAS, which indicate
whether the datum at each pixel is valid or contains errors. Since the northern portion of North
America does not receive any solar radiation during the winter, SPOT is unable to retrieve NDVI
values in the high latitudes during the winter months. To fix this, the missing NDVI pixels were
filled by linearly interpolating the values at the same pixel between the last value SPOT retrieved
in the fall and the first value it retrieved for that pixel in the spring. In addition, all points where
the status map indicate that either the ground was covered with ice/snow or that the area was
covered by clouds during the 10-day period were also filled by interpolating the closest values in
time at that pixel. Then, since the NDVI maps were provided in Mercator projection, they were
re-projected into latitude and longitude coordinates. Finally, the NDVI data were masked to the
vegetation map from the University of Maryland. Any pixel that was water in the vegetation map
was required to be water in the NDVI maps; and any pixel that had a vegetation class other than
water but was considered water in the original NDVI map was assigned a non-zero NDVI by
interpolating the NDVI values from the nearest pixels.

Figure 2.8: 1-km resolution NDVI values from SPOT on August 1, 2001.
Figure 2.8 displays the NDVI values on August 1, 2001. As expected, the figure shows
there is considerable variability across North America. The east coast has high values of NDVI,
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due to the higher availability of moisture and the more dense and greener vegetation. The NDVI
values are lower over the western half of the United States, with values of 0.4-0.6 across the
plains. Deserts experience very low NDVI values due to the lack of vegetation.
In addition to using the maps of NDVI, two morphological parameters used by SiB
also depend on NDVI. These two parameters the 5th and 98th percentile of NDVI, written as
NDVI5 and NDVI98, respectively, are important parameters in SiB that are used to calculate fPAR
and LAI. Using the NDVI data set, we calculated NDVI5 and NDVI98 for the vegetation classes.
After this calculation, we then followed rules established by Los [1993] in assigning the NDVI5
and NDVI98 values. It was assumed that the lowest 5% values for bare soil and shrubs
represented no vegetation conditions, and NDVI5 for every vegetation class was set to this value.
For NDVI98, the values assigned to each biome class are displayed in Table 1.4.
Vegetation Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Class used for NDVI98
1
2
3
4
4
1
12
1
12
12
12

12

12

Table 2.4: NDVI98 values assigned to each biome class in SiB using the rules from Los [1993].

2.4.4 Fossil Fuel Combustion
Surface fluxes of carbon to the atmosphere due to fossil fuel combustion, cement
production, and gas flaring were derived from the 1995 CO2 emission estimates of Brenkert
[1998]. The data was obtained from the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC)
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee. Since the resolution of the data is one degree
by one degree, the fossil fuel fluxes are interpolated to the finer resolutions used in this study.
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The 1995 carbon emissions estimates were converted to carbon fluxes in units of kgC/m2/s, and
the surface flux was scaled from the annual 1995 estimates to estimates for August 2001. The
surface fluxes were multiplied by a scaling factor of 1.124, which was calculated using monthly
estimates of global anthropogenic emissions (A. Wang, personal communication).
The 1995 carbon emissions are shown in Figure 2.9. The emissions map shows that the
main sources of carbon are the major cities, as Los Angeles, Denver, Chicago, and New York can
be seen clearly in the figure. In general, the east coast contributes more anthropogenic emissions
to the atmosphere, while areas in the west and Canada have very little fossil fuel emissions.

Figure 2.9: The 1995 CO2 emission estimates from Brenkart [1998].

2.4.5 Soil Moisture, Soil Stress, and Respiration Factor
To spin-up the soil moisture to reasonable values, SiB was run offline for ten years,
from 1991 through 2001. The soil moisture in SiB2-RAMS is initialized from the soil moisture
fields produced by offline SiB driven from NCEP re-analysis. The resolution of the offline model
is one degree by one degree, and the soil moisture for all resolutions in this study is initialized
with the one degree by one degree soil moisture values. Figure 2.10 displays the soil moisture
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values for August 1, 2001. The top panel shows the soil moisture volumetric fraction of
saturation in the top layer of soil, the middle panel depicts the soil moisture in the root zone, and
the bottom panel shows the soil moisture in the recharge layer. The top layer of soil is much
drier than the other two layers, but the moisture in this layer can change quite rapidly. In the root
zone, the soil in Canada and the eastern United States is moist, while the western portion of the
United States is slightly drier, although still having values from 0.3 to 0.6. The soil moisture in
the third soil layer is very similar to the soil moisture distribution in the root zone.

Figure 2.10: The initial soil moisture volume fraction of saturation for SiB2-RAMS, produced
from offline SiB. The top panel is the moisture field for the top layer, w1; the middle panel
displays the soil moisture from the root zone, and the bottom panel displays the soil moisture
from w3.
The respiration factor in SiB2-RAMS was also calculated from offline SiB, using the
ten-year run of SiB. The respiration factor for 2001 was obtained by dividing the total
assimilation for 2001 by the total soil scale for that year, as discussed in section 2.3.1. For grids
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in SiB2-RAMS with a smaller resolution than the offline 1 by 1 degree model, if the grid cell in
SiB2-RAMS has the same biome type as the offline SiB cell or any immediately adjacent pixels,
then the grid cell of SiB2-RAMS has the same repiration factor as the offline SiB cell with the
same biome class. If the SiB2-RAMS biome type does not match either the SiB cell it resides in
or the adjacent cells, then the SiB2-RAMS respiration factor is set to the biome-based global
average respiration factor (A. Wang, personal communication).

2.4 Lateral Boundary Forcing
The meteorological fields in SiB2-RAMS are initialized using the National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) mesoscale Eta–212 grid analysis (AWIPS 40-km). The Eta212 analysis covers most of North America, has 40-km horizontal resolution, and threedimensional output that is provided on about 25 constant pressure surfaces spanning from 1000
mb to 25 mb at intervals of 50 mb. In addition to using the Eta-212 data for initial conditions, the
lateral boundaries are nudged towards the 3-hourly Eta analysis.
The CO2 field in SiB2-RAMS is initialized to 370 ppm, and the lateral boundaries are
also set to 370 ppm in this study.

2.5 Case Descriptions
2.5.1 Case 1: 5-Day Clear-Sky Simulation centered at WLEF
The first case that will be analyzed in this study is a five-day, clear-sky simulation. For
this case, Lara Prihodko provided the model output, which was used in a recent study by Nicholls
et al. [2003]. This simulation uses a coarse domain and three nested grids all centered on the
WLEF tall tower in Wisconsin, which was discussed in section 2.1.1. The horizontal grid
increments are 16 km, 4 km, 1 km, and 333 m for grids 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. This study
will analyze grids 1 and 3. Figure 2.11 shows the grid set-up for case 1. The backgrounds plotted
in the figure display the vegetation classes. Grid 1, which is the top panel in Figure 2.11, has 40
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grid cells in both the x and y direction, covers an area of 640 km by 640 km, and includes Lake
Superior as well as part of Lake Michigan. The bottom panel in Figure 2.11 zooms in on grid 3,
which is covered primarily by forest with a lake on the central northern boundary and a smaller
lake straight east of the tower. Grid 3 has a horizontal grid increment of 1 km and is (38 km)2.

Figure 2.11: The grid location and vegetation classes for grids 1 (top) and 3 (bottom). The red x
indicates the location of the WLEF tower.
The time frame of this case is five days, beginning 6 AM LST July 26, 1997 and ending
6 AM LST July 31, 1997. The day prior to the study was cloudy with some precipitation, but the
dates simulated did not include any clouds. The first two days, July 26 and 27 were warm and
humid with winds predominantly from the west. During the night of July 27, the winds
strengthened and veered, which brought colder air from the north; however, the temperature
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warmed gradually in the following days and the winds lessened, eventually becoming
southwesterly.

2.5.2 Case 2: 10-Day Simulation centered at WLEF

Figure 2.12: The grid setup of case 2 (top), with the nested grids outlined in red. The vegetation
coverage for grid 3 is shown in the bottom left and the vegetation for grid 4 is displayed in the
bottom right panel. The red x indicates the location of the WLEF tower.
The second case we will analyze in this study is a ten-day simulation that is also
centered on the WLEF tower. Similar to the first case, this case also has a coarse domain and
three nested grids. The horizontal grid increments in this case are 40 km, 10 km, 5 km, and 1 km
and the number of grid cells in each domain are 150 x 90, 150 x 150, 90 x 90, and 97 x 97 for
grids 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In this study, we will analyze both grid 4 and grid 3. Although
grid 3 has a resolution of 5 km, which is large for the cloud-resolving microphysics, we will still
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analyze this grid because it will help us understand the errors introduced by using satellite
measurements to represent a larger 450 km domain. The grid setup is displayed in Figure 2.12.
The top panel shows the coarse domain, with the size and placement of the three nested grids
outlined in red. The bottom two panels show the vegetation classification for grids 3 (left) and 4
(right). Grid 3 includes part of Lake Superior. The upper and middle portions of the domain are
dominated by mixed forest, while the southern third contains significant areas of agriculture and
cropland. Zooming in to grid 4, the vegetation is primarily mixed forest and broadleaf deciduous
trees with a few patches of evergreen trees and agriculture. Grid 4 contains several small lakes,
with a relatively significantly sized lake just north of the WLEF tower.
This case simulates twenty days, from 00 GMT August 1 to 00 GMT August 21, 2001.
The first ten days spinup the model to help make this run more realistic. The time period we will
analyze from this simulation is from 00 GMT August 11 to 00 GMT August 21. During this tenday time period, three fronts passed over the WLEF tower. A more in-depth analysis of the
weather during the simulation will be discussed in the next chapter.

2.6 Methods for Simulating OCO Using SiB2-RAMS Output
Since OCO will estimate total column CO2 concentrations, the CO2 concentrations from
the model simulations are vertically integrated by pressure weighting, yielding total column
mixing ratios. Since the vertical coordinate of the model output is the height in meters rather than
pressure, we will use a standard atmosphere to find the pressure corresponding to the vertical
heights. To more closely match the vertical height, the standard atmosphere was first linearly
interpolated to a resolution of only 5 m near the surface. The pressure corresponding to the
model height is then used to weight the CO2: the CO2 concentration at each height is multiplied
by the difference in pressure between the upper and lower boundaries surrounding the current
level. The values are then summed and divided by the sum of the pressure changes. The final
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result is the CO2 concentration for the entire vertical column of air, which is comparable to the
total column CO2 measurements from OCO.
After computing the total column CO2, we next had to imitate a satellite track. For
simplicity, we assume that the satellite travels due south. We also assume that all the footprints
over the different latitudes sampled within the domain will be averaged together to yield only one
concentration for the grid. To emulate this spatial averaging in the satellite measurements, we
averaged all the latitudinal values together to produce one CO2 concentration for each longitude.
The final consideration is the width of the satellite track we are imitating. For case one, we
assume that the width of the satellite track is the width of the horizontal grid increment: the width
of a satellite track in grid 1 is 16 km and the width of a satellite track in grid 3 is 1 km. Using all
these assumptions, case one has 40 different possible satellite tracks (i.e. one possible track for
each grid in the x-direction) for grid 1 and 38 possible satellite tracks for grid 3. Each emulated
satellite track produces one total column CO2 concentration. For case two, the width of the
emulated satellite swath is 10 km to match OCO. For grid 4, a single satellite measurement from
one track is the mean of ten 1-km grid cells, or pixels, in the x-direction and all the pixels (97) in
the y-direction. Grid 4 has 88 different possible satellite tracks at any one point in time.
Similarly, for grid 3 a satellite track (which produces one concentration of total column CO2) is
the mean of two 5-km pixels in the x-direction and all the pixels (90) in the y-direction; and grid
3 has 89 different possible satellite tracks.
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Chapter 3: Meteorological Evaluation of Case 2
In this chapter, we analyze the meteorological conditions during case 2 in the first
section. The second section evaluates the performance of the model in case 2 by comparing both
large-scale patterns and point measurements to observations.

3.1 Meteorological Analysis
Looking at the meteorological conditions for grids 3 and 4 of case 2 using NCEP
weather charts archived at the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and measurements from
the WLEF tower, the ten day time period began with mild weather: the temperature was
moderately warm and the wind was light and predominantly from the southwest. The pressure
began to drop the night of August 11, and the wind shifted to westerly moving to northwesterly
early in the morning on the 12th as the wind speed strengthened. A front came through around
noon local time on the 12th with a relatively strong northerly wind. Just prior to the front the CO2
concentration jumped up. When the front actually passed through, the CO2 concentration
decreased again, only to jump up even higher the next hour. This increase in CO2 concentration
could be due to higher CO2 air being advected from the southwest. Due to high temperatures
causing high respiration rates, areas around Texas and Oklahoma may be large sources of CO2
and the front could be incorporating these higher concentrations. Following the front, the wind
speed decreased but the wind remained out of the north. The 13th is a sunny summer day: the
temperature is moderate with a light wind while the pressure increased and the CO2 concentration
decreased. That evening, the wind shifted directions and again became southwesterly. During
the day on the 14th, a cold front formed in Canada. That night at the WLEF tower, the surface
pressure began to drop and the southwesterly wind strengthened. Around midnight the CO2
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concentration dropped dramatically. The morning of the 15th the eastern portion of the cold front
north of WLEF remained stationary over Canada, while the western portion moved south into
northern Minnesota and the Dakotas. In addition, there is a low-pressure center over Kansas and
Nebraska that is beginning to develop into a front. By late afternoon on the 15th, the cold front
over northern Minnesota has continued to move south while the low-pressure center over Kansas
has traveled northeast and developed into a warm front through southern Illinois and Indiana
attached to a cold front in Kansas and Oklahoma. This second separate front in the midwest is
causing cyclogenesis ahead of the northern-most front in Minnesota and Canada, and the next
several hours are complicated by the merging of these two low-pressure systems. That evening
the eastern portion of the cold front over Minnesota and Canada shifted south into northern
Wisconsin where it remained stationary for the next twelve hours, while the western half of the
front over the Dakotas continued to move south into Nebraska and Kansas. The front located in
the Midwest moved north until the low-pressure center was in southern Wisconsin the morning of
the 16th. By late morning on the 16th the northern front again began to move south over
Wisconsin, passing over the tower around noon. The two fronts finally merged the afternoon of
the 16th and continued to track southwest.
Looking at the measurements taken at the WLEF tower for August 15 and 16, the
surface pressure actually reached its minimum value around noon on the 15th. The wind speed
was about 13 m/s at 396 m, and the wind was still southwesterly. The pressure remained low
until after the front passed over the tower and began to climb the afternoon of the 16th. The wind
speed at 396 m on the tower dropped just after midnight on the 16th, and the wind remained
relatively calm while the northern front remained stationary and the midwestern front moved
north. While the wind speed is low, the wind direction began to shift to the north. Around noon
when the front passes over the tower the wind speed jumped back up, bringing air down from the
north. The air behind the front is actually rather warm, and the temperature at 30 m the afternoon
of the 16th was still around average for this time period, despite the passage of the front.
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During these two days, the CO2 concentration at the WLEF tower increased
dramatically from its minimum on midnight the 15th until the morning of the 16th. This increase
in CO2 concentrations could have been due to the cyclogenesis seen in the region: the
midwestern front could have drawn high CO2 air up from Texas and Oklahoma, where high
temperatures may have caused high respiration rates and high CO2 concentrations. Since the
northern front was stationary over northern Wisconsin, the increase in CO2 may be more dramatic
in this case than in the previous front on the 12th because the air could have been coming from
higher source regions for a longer period of time due to the second front in the midwest. The CO2
concentration began to decline a few hours before the front, possibly due to northerly winds
bringing down lower CO2 from Canada, and it continued to decrease after the front passes
through.
Moving on to the end of the ten-day time frame, early morning on the 17th the wind
began to relax and shift to the west while the pressure increased and the CO2 concentration
decreased. The afternoon of the 17th there was a cold front in North Dakota and Montana, and
there was also a cold front in the east extending up into Canada that caused considerable
cyclogenesis. At the tower, the wind direction continued to shift counterclockwise: the wind
shifted from being westerly to southerly to easterly. The evening of the 17th the cold front in
North Dakota moved south and east, and the strong cyclonic flow seen behind the cold front in
the east generated a warm front in Wisconsin that connected with the cold front in Minnesota.
Around midnight on the 18th the warm front passed over the WLEF tower, strengthening the
wind, which had continued circling counter-clockwise from the east and was from the northeast.
The warm front caused a slight increase in the CO2 concentration at 396 m, but the increase was
much less than the increase seen in the previous two fronts. Perhaps the CO2 increase is much
less significant because the front came from the northeast, and rather than bringing in high CO2
air from the southwest, the cyclogenesis brought air with relatively low concentrations from
further north and east. Since the front passed over at night, the slight increase in CO2
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concentrations may be due to the slightly higher nighttime CO2 concentrations coming over the
great lakes. While the pressure increased on the 18th, a strong northeasterly wind continued and
the temperatures were much warmer than the previous few days. On the 19th, the wind speed
decreased and began its clockwise shift from the north through easterly to southwesterly as the
temperature and pressure both increased. The 20th continued the moderate weather conditions
seen on the 19th, with an increasing surface pressure, warm temperatures, and a light wind from
the southwest.

3.2 Model Evaluation
3.2.1 Large-Scale Patterns

Figure 3.1: Pressure contours at 0 GMT on August 11, 2001. The top panel is the modeled sealevel pressure from case 2, and the bottom panel is the sea-level pressure from ETA, provided by
Unisys.
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Taking a snapshot at the start of the ten-day time frame we will be analyzing, Figure 3.1
shows the sea-level pressure at 0 GMT on August 11, 2001. The top panel displays the sea-level
pressure in the SiB2-RAMS simulation and the bottom panel shows ETA sea-level pressure
analysis map from Unisys. At this point in time, the model captures the overall pressure patterns
quite well: there is a high-pressure area east of the Great Lakes and a low-pressure region in the
southwest. Up into Canada, low-pressure contours also exist in both the model and the analysis.

Figure 3.2: Sea-level pressure at 0 GMT on August 16, 2001 from SiB2-RAMS (top panel) and
from ETA (bottom panel). The bottom panel was provided by Unisys.
Looking at the middle of the run just before a front passes over the WLEF tower, Figure
3.2 displays the sea-level pressure at 0 GMT on August 16, 2001. Similar to the previous figure,
the top panel shows the simulated pressure while the bottom panel shows results from the ETA
analysis. As seen in the figure, the model captures the high pressure over the Dakotas and
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Canada. The model also captures the low pressure region over Lake Superior, down the
Midwestern US, and extending west into Texas and New Mexico; however, the low pressure
centers are shifted slightly and the region does not extend as far west as seen in the analysis.
Finally, to investigate the meteorological conditions at the end of the simulation, we
compared the surface pressures at 0 GMT on August 20, 2001. Figure 3.3 displays both the
modeled and the observed sea-level pressure. Yet again, the regional pattern in the model is
similar to the surface analysis: there is a region of high-pressure north and east of Lake Superior,
a low-pressure center over New England, and a low pressure region located in the western states.
Overall, looking at the sea-level pressure indicates that SiB2-RAMS does capture the basic
weather events during this time period.

Figure 3.3: Similar to Figures 3.1 and 3.2, but for 0 GMT on August 20, 2001.
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Although SiB2-RAMS does a reasonable job at capturing the sea-level pressure, one
problem in case 2 is the precipitation pattern. Figure 3.4 displays the accumulated precipitation
in the model in the top panel, where the precipitation amount includes the precipitation from 00
GMT August 1 to 00 GMT on August 21, 200. The bottom panel shows a map of the August
2001 precipitation from the Spatial Climate Analysis Service at Oregon State University. To get
the spatial map of precipitation in August, Oregon State interpolated the point measurements
from the monitoring stations to grid points using PRISM (Parameter-elevation Regressions on
Independent Slopes Model). PRISM is an analytical model that uses point data and a digital
elevation model (DEM) to generate gridded estimates of monthly precipitation (Daly et al.,
1994). Although Figure 3.4 compares twenty days of accumulated precipitation in the model to
the precipitation for the entire month, it is useful to investigate the spatial patterns.

Figure 3.4: Accumulated precipitation maps in inches. The top panel is the precipitation from
case 2 (00 GMT August 1 through 00 GMT August 21, 2001). The bottom panel is the August
2001 precipitation from Oregon State University using PRISM.
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At first glance, the overall precipitation pattern is acceptable: the west is dry while the
east is wet; however, upon further examination, SiB2-RAMS does a poor job in replicating the
precipitation. The most obvious difference is the precipitation over Colorado, New Mexico and
northern Mexico. Although the map generated from PRISM does show considerable
precipitation in this region, the model grossly overestimates the amount and produces over 20
inches of rain in only twenty days! SiB2-RAMS seems to persistently underestimate the pressure
in that region, indicating that the model has an overactive monsoon. Looking at other areas, we
see that the precipitation is again overestimated in the southern Appalachian Mountains and
underestimated on the Gulf coast. Over our area of interest the precipitation distribution appears
to be realistic. Although the precipitation is underestimated in this region, it could be due to the
fact that only twenty days of model output is displayed rather than the entire month.
Previous studies have investigated the capability regional climate models have in
simulating precipitation, and these studies show that models have a difficult time simulating
precipitation and that the precipitation is strongly sensitive to the initial soil moisture, soil stress,
domain size, and areal coverage (e.g. Seth and Giorgi, 1998; Liang et al., 2004). In an attempt to
acquire a reasonable precipitation pattern, this study used a coarse domain that extended from off
the east coast all the way west to the Pacific Ocean. The domain also extended south to include
part of the Gulf of Mexico. In addition, as stated in section 2.3.5, the initial soil moisture was set
to the pattern from offline SiB. A three-month spin-up run from May through July 2001 over the
same first 2 grids indicates that the soil moisture may have been overly stressed in some regions
throughout the domain [A. Wang, personal communication]. Having lower soil moisture stress
was shown to increase the respiration over the fine grids, and it may also help to reduce the
strength of the monsoon, although further investigation using adjusted soil moisture is required.
Even though our simulation does not have a completely accurate precipitation pattern, we assume
that the precipitation over the area we will be analyzing is reasonable and that the differences will
not dramatically effect the CO2 concentrations. In addition, my study does not require the
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simulation to exactly replicate the observations as long as the model is self-consistent, which is
the case in this simulation as the model is a perfect simulation of itself.

3.2.2 Point Comparisons

Figure 3.5: Meteorological variables for both the model (red line) and the observations (black
line), where the x-axis is the local time. Surface pressure anomalies are displayed in the top left
panel, wind speed at 396 m is shown in the top right panel, and wind direction at 396 m is shown
in the bottom panel. The solid blue line indicates the frontal passages at the WLEF tower and the
dashed blue line denotes the fronts in the model.
In addition to looking at the large-scale pattern, we also compared the simulated fields at
WLEF in the model to the measurements taken at the tower. Figure 3.5 shows three
meteorological variables at the WLEF tower and in the model. The top left panel displays the
surface pressure anomaly, the top right panel shows the wind speed at 396 m, and the wind
direction at 396 m is shown in the bottom panel. In all three panels the measurements from the
tower are in red while the model results are shown in black. To help analyze the model-data
comparison, the solid blue lines show the timing of the fronts from both the measurements and
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from an analysis of NCEP weather charts archived at the National Climatic Data Center. The
dashed blue lines indicate the frontal passages seen in the model. The x-axis in the figure is the
date in August in local time, and the times used in this discussion will all be local times rather
than GMT. The pressure anomaly was calculated by subtracting the mean over the time shown
from the time-series.
Overall, the model does a good job simulating these three variables over the ten-day
time frame; however, the model does not capture the timing of the details around each of the three
fronts. Looking at the 12th, both the model and the measurements have the minimum in pressure
around midnight, but in the model the front passes over the tower around ten hours early: rather
than the front passing over around noon on the 12th as seen in the observations, it passes over the
tower closer to 2 AM in the model. Corresponding to an earlier front, the wind speed in the
model increases earlier than observed and the wind direction shifts to northerly prior to the actual
direction change. Between the afternoon on the 12th and the afternoon on the 14th all three of
these variables in the model match the observations remarkably well. Beginning the morning of
the 15th the pressure and wind in the model begins to drift slightly from the observations, and a
combination of these variables indicates that the front in the model passes over the tower around
11 PM on the 15th, rather than near noon on the 16th. In the model, the midwestern front seen in
the observations does not develop and the northern front over Wisconsin continues to move south
the night of the 15th rather than remain stationary while the second front in the midwest travels
north. Rather than the pressure reaching a minimum around noon on the 15th and remaining low
until after the front passes around noon on the 16th, the pressure in the model continues to
decrease until around 7 PM on the 15th and begins increasing that night. The wind speed at 396
m in SiB2-RAMS also continues its decrease until about 10 PM on the 15th, when it jumps up to a
considerably higher speed and becomes northerly just before the front passes over around 11 PM.
Looking at the measurements, the wind remains calm the night of the 15th, as the tower is
between the two fronts discussed in section 2.4.2. Then, when the measured winds strengthen
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and become northerly as the observed front passes over on the 16th, the wind speed in the model
decreases. Starting around noon on the 16th, the model again does a reasonable job representing
the observations until the afternoon of the 17th: the pressure increases the night of the 16th and
decreases the morning of the 17th, the wind speed at 396 m is moderate and the wind direction is
changing from northerly to southwesterly. The afternoon of the 17th the pressure in the model
drops rapidly until around 6 PM when the variables indicate that a front passes over this area. At
this time, the wind speed in the model increases and the wind direction shifts again to westerly
and then becomes northerly. The front in the model is about six hours ahead of the observed
front, and rather than the wind circling around from the east as is seen in the observations, this
front behaves similar to the previous two fronts. From the afternoon of the 18th to the end of the
simulation, the model simulates all three variables reasonably well, although the pressure is
overestimated.
Looking at the CO2 concentrations, Figure 3.6 displays the CO2 concentration anomalies
from both the model and the tower, with the red line indicating the model values and the black
line depicting the measured values at the WLEF tower. The top panel shows the anomalous
concentration at 30 m and the bottom panel displays the CO2 concentration anomalies at 396 m.
We can see from the top panel that the model underestimates the daily variability of CO2: during
the day the model overestimates the concentration at WLEF while the model underestimates the
concentrations at night. One possible explanation for the lack of variability in the model is that
the model may be overestimating the depth of the mixed layer. During the day, SiB2-RAMS may
be mixing low CO2 concentrations over too deep a boundary layer, which would increase the
concentrations. At night, the stable boundary layer may be too deep with too much mixing,
causing the high CO2 concentrations at the surface from respiration to be mixed with the low CO2
air above. Another possibility for the underestimation of the CO2 concentration at night in the
model may be that the resistance between the canopy air space and the reference level may be too
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low, which would also overestimate the mixing and underestimate the CO2 build-up from
respiration.

Figure 3.6: CO2 concentration anomalies at 30 m (top) and at 396 m (bottom). The red line
depicts the CO2 from SiB2-RAMS and the black line shows the concentrations at WLEF.
Looking at the bottom panel, the modeled CO2 concentration at 396 m has three distinct
spikes corresponding to the three fronts that passed through. The observations show similar
increases for two of the fronts; however, the CO2 concentration anomalies in the model occurred
before the actual CO2 maximum primarily due to the earlier frontal passages in the model. The
behavior of CO2 at 396 m in the model surrounding the first front is similar to the observations:
the CO2 concentration increases initially prior to the front, decreases for about an hour near when
the front passes through, then increases substantially again. Between the first front and the
second front, the CO2 concentrations at 396 m decrease in both the model and the observations.
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The response of the CO2 concentration to the second front is again similar to the observed
concentration anomalies, as the large increase in CO2 occurs entirely before the front in both the
observations and the model and prior to the increase there is a decrease in CO2, although the
decrease in the model is quite small.

Both increases start approximately 18 hours before the

front; however, in the model the increase is much quicker and the maximum concentration occurs
several hours before the front instead of only being one to two hours before the front as seen in
the observations. The underestimation of both the magnitude and the length of the CO2 increase
in the model could be due to the model not capturing the midwestern front. This second front
south of the main front that was not captured in the model caused the northern front to be
stationary for approximately twelve hours, and this delay lengthened the amount of time available
for the CO2 increase and could have drawn in higher CO2 concentrations from source regions,
which would amplify the magnitude of the concentration increase. Looking at the second half of
the simulation, the CO2 concentration decreases in both the model and the observations following
the second front. The third front in the simulation again caused the CO2 concentration at 396 m
to increase; however, the observed increase was much smaller. In this front, the model behaves
very similarly to the first front: the CO2 concentration increases before the front, the
concentration decreases slightly when the front passes over, and the concentration again increases
even more after the front. In the model, the wind also behaves the same as in the first case: the
wind increases slightly before the front and the wind direction shifts from the south through the
west until it finally becomes northerly. However, in real life, the wind direction at the tower
circles around the other way, becoming easterly first and then northerly. The model did not
capture the correct wind direction, causing the CO2 influence to be primarily from the south and
the west, rather than from the east and the north. This difference in the behavior of the front
could have caused the CO2 concentration in the model to jump while in the observations it did not
because the air was coming from an area of lower concentration.
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Another variable we evaluated was NEE, which was calculated in SiB2-RAMS by
subtracting the assimilation from the respiration. Since the flux footprint of the tower is larger
than 1km2, we calculated the NEE in the model for a 4 by 4 km region centered on the tower.
The NEE comparison is shown in Figure 3.7, again with the model values in red and the WLEF
measurements in black. Overall, the model underestimates the assimilation during the day and
also underestimates the respiration at night. The decreases in NEE during the day, as seen on the
15th and the 18th, are due to clouds decreasing the incoming radiation. Although the model does
have some variability in NEE due to clouds, the model does not capture the day-to-day variability
that is seen in the observations, as the behavior in SiB2-RAMS is nearly the same every day.

Figure 3.7: Observed NEE (black line) and modeled NEE (red line).
The next plot, Figure 3.8, shows the observed and modeled temperature at both 30 m and
at 396 m. Looking at the temperatures at 30 m, the model does a good job overall at capturing the
diurnal temperature variability until August 15. That afternoon, which is just before the cold
front in the model, SiB2-RAMS overestimates the temperature, probably due to not capturing the
second cold front in the midwest. Then, the model overestimates the strength of the cold front
from Canada and underestimates the temperature on the 16th and also on the 17th. Looking after
the third front during this time period, the model severely underestimates the temperature at 30 m
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on the 18th, helping to support that while the model captured a front, it did not capture the correct
behavior for the front and simulated a cold front from the north rather than a cyclonic warm front
from the southeast.

Figure 3.8: Observed (black) and modeled temperature (red) at 30 m (top) and 396 m (bottom).
The dominant feature in the temperature at 396 m (bottom panel) is the temperature
spike around noon on the 17th. Although the high temperature remains for more than one hour,
the magnitude of the temperature is unrealistic for this area. The remaining temperatures at 396
m look reasonable and the model follows the observations in general, although at times there is a
considerable offset between the measurements and the observations. In the middle of the
simulation the model overestimates the temperatures for about three days prior to the second
front. Following the second front, SiB2-RAMS underestimates the temperatures. The
underestimation at 396 m agrees with the underestimation at 30 m, again indicating SiB2-RAMS
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overestimates the strength of the second cold front and that it simulates a cold front on the 18th
rather than a warm front. Despite the offset from the measurements, the model does a fair job at
tracking the individual events, such as the temperature increase the night of the 11th, the
temperature increase on the 13th, and the temperature decrease on the 15th.

Figure 3.9: Water vapor mixing ratio at 30 m (top panel) and at 396 m (bottom panel). The
black line is the observed mixing ratio, the red line is the modeled ratio, the blue line indicates the
timing of the observed fronts, and the dashed blue line indicates the frontal passages in the model.
Figure 3.9 shows the water vapor mixing ratio at both 30 m and 396 m. The water
vapor present at 30 m in the model is relatively close to the observed values, while being
consistent with the timing of the fronts in the model. Prior to the first front, the water vapor
mixing ratio increases. When the front passes through, the water vapor at 30 m decreases due to
precipitation, and immediately following the front the water vapor increases again, similar to the
observations. For the few days between frontal systems, the mixing ratio is quite low until it
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starts increasing as the second front builds. Around noon on the 15th the water vapor content at
30 m decreases as considerable precipitation occurs in the model. Following the precipitation and
prior to the front, the water vapor mixing ratio in the model again increases until after the frontal
passage the night of the 15th, when it drops significantly. Prior to the third front, the water vapor
mixing ratio again increases. When the front passes over the night of the 17th, there is again
considerable precipitation in the model, which decreases the water vapor content. The night of
the 18th the mixing ratio decreases sharply despite the lack of precipitation in the model; and the
water vapor content steadily increases until the end of the simulation.
At 396 m, the model overestimates the water vapor mixing ratio, although it does
capture much of the variability. Similar to the unrealistic temperature spike in the observations
around noon on the 17th, the water vapor mixing ratio at 396 m also increases significantly for
several hours, but this data is obviously unrealistic and should not be evaluated.
The WLEF tower also measures the incident downwelling radiation, which is shown in
Figure 3.10. Clouds cause the sharp decreases seen in the model at specific hours. Even though
the second half of the run does not have valid measurements, the figure displays that in general
the model overestimates the solar radiation. The model also underestimates the longwave
radiation, as the radiation present at night is lower than observed.

Figure 3.10: Incident downwelling radiation at the tower (black) and in the model (red).
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Finally, the last point comparisons are the sensible and latent heat fluxes at 30 m, shown
in Figure 3.11. Since the flux footprint of the tower is larger than 1km2, we compared the tower
observations to the mean of a 4 km by 4 km region centered on the tower in the model. In
general, the model overestimates the sensible heat flux, which is how it compensates for the
overestimated radiation. Looking at the bottom panel in Figure 3.11, the model does quite a good
job simulating the latent heat flux, particularly at the beginning of the times shown. The biggest
differences in the latent heat flux occurs near the end of the simulation when the model
underestimates the latent heat flux the afternoons of August 17 and 18, corresponding to the third
front. Since the sensible heat flux is overestimated and the latent heat flux is underestimated, the
simulated Bowen ratio is too high. This is probably due to the lack of wetlands in the model
compared to the real landscape surrounding the WLEF tower, which is 30-40% wetlands (Baker
et al., 2003).

Figure 3.11: Sensible heat flux at 30 m (top panel) and latent heat flux at 30 m (bottom panel).
As in previous plots, the black is measured and the red is modeled.
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The point comparisons between the model and the observations indicate that the model
captures the overall atmospheric conditions at the tower quite well. In addition, the large-scale
maps indicate that the model was also capable of reproducing the dominant pressure fields, even
though the specific behavior associated with each front may have been different in the model than
observed. Overall, the meteorological and biological variables simulated using SiB2-RAMS are
realistic and thus justifies using this simulation to analyze satellite biases.
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Chapter 4: Spatial Representativeness of
Satellite CO2 Measurements
Satellite measurements can be used in inverse models to improve the data constraint;
however, the width of the satellite track is not the same as the size of the grid cell in an inverse
model. If the inverse model optimizes the concentrations in an entire grid cell to satellite
concentrations from only a small fraction of the domain, errors may be introduced into the
inversion as the satellite mixing ratios may not be representative of the entire grid cell. To reduce
errors in the resulting fluxes, the representativeness of the satellite measurements must be
quantified. Using case 1 and case 2 in SiB2-RAMS, this chapter discusses the spatial variability
of CO2 and investigates the spatial representativeness of the satellite measurements by analyzing
the concentration differences between a single satellite track and a sample inversion grid cell.

4.1 Case 1
Since CO2 is highly variability at the surface, first we will look at the low-level
variability in SiB2-RAMS for both grid 3 and grid 1. The spatial variability of both these
domains was first discussed by Nicholls et al. [2004].

4.1.1 Overview of Surface CO2 Spatial Variability
Looking at grid 3, which has a domain size of only 38 by 38 km, Figure 4.1 shows the
CO2 flux at 30 m in the left panel and the CO2 concentration at 396 m in the left panel, both at 1
PM on July 28, 1997. A cold front came through on this day, with strengthened winds bringing
cold air from the north. During the day there is a strong drawdown of CO2 over the land,
indicated by the negative flux values. The lakes in this domain are clearly evident because they
have zero flux; and due to the lack of photosynthesis, the lakes typically have higher
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concentrations during the day. The right panel of Figure 4.1 shows the relatively high
concentrations of CO2 over the larger northern lake being advected south. Nicholls et al. show
that the temperature of the air above the lake is considerably colder than that over land, which has
warmed during the day due to the sensible heat flux. The cold air advects southward and slowly
sinks, bringing down higher values of CO2 from aloft. Just outside the regions of subsidence, air
is lifted causing upward motion that raises the CO2 depleted air from the surface.

Figure 4.1: Simulated CO2 flux at 30 m (left panel) and CO2 concentration at 396 m (right panel)
at 1 PM for grid 3 on July 28, 1997.
Moving to the larger domain, Figure 4.2 shows horizontal cross-sections of CO2
concentrations 100 m above the surface at various times for grid 1, which is 640 km. At 4 am on
July 29, which is panel (a) in Figure 4.2, there is a region of low CO2 concentration near the
center of the domain surrounded by a ring of higher concentrations. Excluding the lakes, the CO2
flux is positive throughout the domain due to respiration, and the strongest positive CO2 flux
occurs on the southern border of the domain. The topography and geography cause the airflow to
be divergent over the plateau near the center of the domain and convergent in the valleys and over
the lakes. The upward motion associated with divergence causes the high surface CO2 over the
land to be lifted and advected, creating the ring of higher CO2 concentrations. The high CO2 air
from respiration on land continues to advect over the lakes, where the highest concentration
occurs just after daybreak.
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Panel (b) of Figure 4.2 shows the concentrations at 10 am on July 29. At this time, the
ring of high CO2 has started to disappear as photosynthesis is underway. During the day, the
strongest uptake of CO2 is near the center of the domain, and by 2 PM the CO2 concentrations
over the land have dropped to lower values than the concentrations over the lakes. As the
evening progresses, the concentration over the lakes decreases as low CO2 air is advected from
the photosynthetically active land and subsides over the lakes. The concentration over the lakes
reaches a minimum around midnight an then begins to increase again due to the advection now of
high CO2 air from the land. By 4 am the next morning, shown in panel (d), the concentrations
over the lakes have started to increase again and the high CO2 ring in the domain has returned.
To ensure that these patterns were not a boundary effect in the model, Nicholls et al. [2003] ran
the same simulation with a larger domain and found that these effects still occurred.

Figure 4.2: Grid 1 CO2 concentrations at 100 m. Panel (a) displays the concentration at 4 am on
July 29, panel (b) shows the CO2 variability at 10 am, panel (c) shows the concentrations at 2 PM,
and panel (d) displays the CO2 concentrations at 4 am on July 30, 1997.
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4.1.2 Total Column CO2 Variability
Since the satellite will measure total column mixing ratios, it is important to study the
spatial variability of total column CO2. Figure 4.3 shows the total column CO2 concentrations
over grid 3 at 1 PM on July 28 and can be compared to the right panel in Figure 4.1. Although
including the CO2 concentrations above the boundary layer in total column measurements
dampens the variability near the surface, the surface spatial patterns of CO2 can still be seen:
high CO2 over the lakes is being advected south while the western portion of the grid has lower
concentrations due to the photosynthetic draw-down. While the total column concentrations
capture the surface spatial patterns, the primary difference between total column and near-surface
measurements is the range of variability. Rather than varying by several ppm over a 38 km
domain, the range of total column concentrations on the same domain is only several tenths of a
ppm up to 1 ppm.

Figure 4.3: Grid 3 total column CO2 concentrations at 1 PM on July 28, 1997.
Moving to the spatial variability on the large domain, Figure 4.4 shows the total column
CO2 concentrations for grid 1. Figure 4.4 can be compared to the near-surface variability shown
in Figure 4.2. The patterns of variability for total column CO2 are nearly identical to the
variability at 100 m, except that the range of concentrations is smaller. Although the spatial
variability is greater on grid 1 than on grid 3 due to the larger spatial area, the total column
concentrations only varied by approximately 3 ppm on the large domain, rather than the 60 to 70
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ppm range seen near the surface. Overall, investigating the spatial variability of total column
CO2 concentrations shows that total column concentrations reflect the surface CO2 patterns but
have a smaller concentration range.

Figure 4.4: Grid 1 total column CO2 concentrations. Similar to Figure 4.2, (a) is 4 am on July
29, (b) is 10 am, (c) is 2 PM, and (d) is 4 am on July 30, 1997.

4.1.3 Satellite Track Spatial Variability
Before looking at the spatial representativeness of a single satellite track, this study will
look at the spatial variability of the tracks over the five-day simulation using correlation maps.
Correlation maps will help to investigate how independent the information from a single track is
in relation to the entire domain and also how the track values vary throughout the domain. Prior
to calculating the correlation coefficients, the CO2 time-series was detrended and the diurnal
cycle was removed. To get the correlation values, each possible satellite track was correlated in
time to every other possible track in the domain. To determine the 95% significance level, we
used the two-tailed t-statistic and ten degrees of freedom (two degrees of freedom per day). In
the correlation maps shown, the contour lines denote the correlation coefficients and the red
regions indicate areas that met the 95% significance requirements.
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The correlation map for grid 3 is shown in Figure 4.5. Both the x and y axis represent the
satellite track number, where track 1 represents the value a satellite would retrieve if it flew on
the western edge of the domain and track 38 represents the CO2 concentration retrieved from
values on the far eastern edge of grid 3. Figure 4.5 reveals that the concentrations from each
track are significantly correlated in time with themselves as well as five to ten adjacent tracks. If
all the tracks had been significantly correlated, then the domain would not have any spatial
variability and any single track would represent the domain; however, in this case not all swaths
are significantly correlated as the correlation coefficient drops off rapidly beyond the neighboring
tracks. Since the significant correlation for each swath extends for approximately five
neighboring tracks in either direction, the satellite swath is accurately capturing the CO2
concentration for a region nearly ten times its size but may not be capturing the concentration for
the entire domain.

Figure 4.5: Correlation map of satellite tracks in grid 3. Red regions indicate 95% significance.
One interesting feature in Figure 4.5 is the significant negative correlations between the
tracks slightly to the west of the tower (tracks 10-15) and the tracks on the eastern edge of the
domain. These negative correlations indicate that high CO2 concentrations on the western side of
the domain correspond in time to low CO2 concentrations on the eastern part of the domain. To
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help determine the cause of this negative correlation, a Hovmuller diagram is shown in Figure
4.6. This figure shows the tracks on the x-axis and the time in hours on the y-axis, where time 0
is 6 am on July 26. The concentrations plotted in this figure are the hourly CO2 concentrations
from each emulated satellite track minus the hourly domain mean CO2 concentration. Figure 4.6
shows that concentration anomalies typically begin on the western edge of the domain and are
advected eastward and that at any specific moment in time the concentration differences near the
western side of the domain are opposite in sign from the differences in the tracks on the eastern
edge. This negative correlation is primarily due to the topography and advection.

Figure 4.6: Hovmuller diagram for grid 3. Time 0 corresponds to 6 am on July 26 and time
increases downwards. The CO2 concentrations are the differences relative to the hourly domain
average.
Figure 4.7 shows the correlation plot for grid 1. The correlation map is similar to Figure
4.5: the tracks are significantly correlated with themselves down the diagonal and tracks on
opposite sides of the domain are negatively correlated. The width of the diagonal correlation
band is slightly smaller than the width for grid 3, indicating that there is more variability
throughout this domain. The size and location of the negative correlation is also different
between grid 1 and grid 3. The tracks on the western side of the grid are negatively correlated
with more tracks on the eastern half of the domain than in grid 3. The larger areal extent of the
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negative correlation on grid 1 is due to the physical features in the domain: the western portion of
the grid is predominantly forest and the eastern portion is covered by the great lakes, and the
different CO2 diurnal cycle over land and lakes can explain part of the negative correlation.

Figure 4.7: Correlation map for grid 1. Red shading indicates 95% significance.

Figure 4.8: Hovmuller diagram similar to Figure 3.6 but for grid 1.
Another contributing factor to the negative correlation is large-scale synoptic patterns.
Figure 4.8 shows the Hovmuller plot for grid 1, and again we see that concentration anomalies
move from east to west and that concentrations tend to be anomalously low (high) over the
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western portion of the domain while being high (low) on the eastern portion of the domain. The
advection of CO2 combined with the opposite behavior of CO2 over land and over water could be
causing the negative correlations seen in Figure 4.7. The correlation plots emphasize the spatial
variability in the domains and indicate that since all the tracks are not significantly correlated a
single track does contain some independent data and may or may not be representative of the
entire domain.

4.1.4 Spatial Representativeness Errors
In investigating the ability of a single satellite track to represent the spatial variability
over the entire domain at 1pm, we will analyze grid 3 first. As a first case, we will determine the
difference between each of the 38 swaths on grid 3 and the domain mean on a relatively calm
day, July 29. For this comparison, the domain mean at 1 PM is subtracted from the value of each
track. The results are shown in Figure 4.9. The left panel of the figure shows the error for each
track and the right panel compiles the differences into a sampling distribution, with the difference
on the x-axis and the number of tracks corresponding to that difference value displayed on the yaxis. Figure 4.9 shows that at 1 PM on July 29 the tracks on the western half of the domain
underestimate the true CO2 concentration while the eastern half of the grid overestimates the
concentrations, with the largest deviation from the true mean occurring on the eastern edge of the
domain. At that time, the concentrations on the western half of the grid were low due to
photosynthesis and the northeast corner of the grid had higher CO2 concentrations from high CO2
air being advected from the lake. While none of the swaths captured the mean concentration, all
of the tracks captured the mean CO2 within 0.26 ppm. Since the differences between the satellite
tracks and the true mean are small, all possible satellite tracks on July 29 closely match the true
CO2 concentration.
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Figure 4.9: Grid 3 spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM on July 29, which were
calculated by subtracting the domain average at 1 PM from the simulated satellite concentrations
at 1 PM. The left panel displays the track number on the x-axis and the corresponding difference
on the y-axis. The right panel compiles the differences into a sampling distribution, with the xaxis showing the difference and the y-axis displaying the number of tracks corresponding to each
value.
Since a single simulated satellite track has the capability to closely capture the true
concentration of CO2 on a typical calm and sunny day, next we will look at the spatial
representativeness errors on July 28 when the cold front passed through. Although the front was
not accompanied by any clouds, the winds changed and strengthened, altering both the pattern of
spatial variability and the source region of CO2. The results, shown in Figure 4.10, display that
for this case the tracks on the eastern and western boundaries underestimated the average CO2
concentration while the swaths in the middle of the domain overestimated the mean. Looking at
the total column CO2 concentrations for this time shown in Figure 4.3, we can see that the tracks
that overestimated the concentration were the tracks over the plume of high CO2 from the lake.
The tracks on the western boundary and the tracks surrounding the high CO2 plume on the edges
of the updraft were the most representative tracks in the domain. The range of errors on this day
was actually less than the following day, and all the tracks captured the concentration within 0.21
ppm.
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Figure 4.10: Grid 3 spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM on July 28, 1997.
Finally, we will investigate the representativeness of a single track that may be taken on
any day at 1 PM over the five-day simulation. Following the same procedures described above,
the sampling distribution in this case is a compilation of the differences between each track at 1
PM and the corresponding domain-averaged column mean mixing ratio at 1 PM for all five days
and is shown in Figure 4.11. The spatial representativeness error is primarily centered on zero,
with a maximum error of only 0.25 ppm and with 95% of the tracks capturing the mean
concentration within 0.2 ppm. This simulation indicates that the representativeness error in
satellite total column CO2 measurements used on a small domain will be small and relatively
evenly distributed between underestimating and overestimating the CO2 concentration.

Figure 4.11: Spatial sampling distribution for all tracks at 1 PM. Similar to Figures 4.9 and
4.10, the difference on the y-axis is calculated by subtracting the domain average at 1 PM from
the total column simulated satellite concentrations. This figure is a compilation of the errors from
each day in the simulation.
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After examining the small domain, we will now analyze grid 1 using the same
techniques. The first case will be to determine the accuracy of each of the 40 tracks over this 640
km domain on July 29. Figure 4.12 shows the mean CO2 concentration for grid 1 at 1 PM
subtracted from the CO2 concentration from each track. Similar to grid 3, the figure clearly
shows that the tracks over the western portion of the domain underestimate the average CO2
concentration while the tracks on the eastern side of the domain overestimated the true CO2
value; however, the sampling errors from each track are greater for grid 3 than they are for the
smaller domain.

Figure 4.12: Grid 1 spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM on July 29, 1997. The errors are
calculated by subtracting the domain average total column CO2 concentration from each of the
simulated satellite mixing rations (as in the figures for grid 3).
The larger differences between the track and the mean are due to the greater
heterogeneity seen in this domain: the variation in CO2 concentration at this time is 3.28 ppm,
which is much larger than the 1 ppm variability seen on the smaller domain. Knowing the diurnal
cycle of CO2 over land differs from the diurnal cycle over water, it is no surprise that the tracks
on the western half of the domain over land underestimate the CO2 concentration due to the
photosynthetic uptake while the tracks over the water overestimate the total column
concentration. Looking at the sampling distribution in the right panel of Figure 4.12, most of the
tracks underestimated the concentration by 0.3 to 0.1 ppm, indicating that the total column CO2
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concentration over the forest is relatively homogeneous. Looking at the tracks that overestimate
the CO2 concentration, the more water that the satellite track covered, the larger the
overestimation of CO2. All of the tracks capture the true domain concentration at this time within
0.9 ppm.

Figure 4.13: Grid 1 spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM on July 28, 1997.
The representativeness of a single swath during the cold front on July 28, shown in
Figure 4.13, is very similar to the following day: the tracks over land underestimated the CO2
concentration while the tracks over the lakes overestimated the mean total column CO2.
Although the sampling distribution has a similar shape, the errors and the standard deviation for
this case is much larger, indicating that a single track is less representative during the front. In
this case, all of the tracks captured the mean concentration on the domain within 1.9 ppm, which
is twice as large as the maximum error on July 29.
The last case on grid 1 will investigate the total column CO2 concentration of a random
single track taken at 1 PM any day of the study. Similar to grid 3, this distribution was calculated
by subtracting the mean value at 1 PM from the concentration of CO2 for each track on the
corresponding day and compiling the results together into a single sampling distribution plot.
The results for this calculation are shown in Figure 4.14. The figure shows that the distribution is
shifted slightly negative, with approximately two-thirds of the tracks underestimating the true
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CO2 concentration and the other third overestimating the concentration. 95% of the tracks
capture the true concentration within 0.74 ppm, and the mean variability at 1 PM over the five
days on grid 1 is 3.4 ppm. The tracks that overestimate the concentration by more than 1 ppm are
the tracks over the lakes on the day of the front, as we saw in the previous case. Overall, studying
this case indicates that the representative errors are smaller than the 0.5% instrumental error and
that the errors are much smaller for grid 3 than for the larger domain, primarily due to the smaller
range of CO2 variability in a smaller domain.

Figure 4.14: Grid 1 spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM for all five days of the simulation.
Similar to Figures 4.13 and 4.12, the difference on the y-axis is calculated by subtracting the
domain average at 1 PM from the total column simulated satellite concentrations. This figure is a
compilation of the errors from each day in the simulation.

4.2 Case 2
Similar to our analysis for case 1, we will investigate the ability of a single satellite track
to represent the average concentration throughout the entire domain. Since this case includes
clouds, we will first discuss the cloud cover patterns at 1 PM for each day. Next, we will
investigate NEE patterns and the total column variability at 1 PM for both grids 4 and 3. Lastly,
we will analyze the representativeness error from each clear-sky track at 1 PM for both grids.
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4.2.1 Cloud Cover
Since case 2 includes clouds, we need to identify the cloudy pixels in the simulation at 1
PM. For grid 4, a single 1 km by 1 km pixel in the domain was considered cloudy if any vertical
level in the atmosphere had any liquid water or ice condensates. Maps of the cloud cover from
each day at 1 PM for grid 4 are shown in Figure 4.15, where blue indicates the sky is clear and
gray indicates the pixel is considered cloudy. During our ten-day simulation, two days are
completely clear, four days are partly cloudy, one day is mostly cloudy, and three days are
completely cloudy. The two clear days are at the beginning of the run before the first front and
between the passage of the first front and the second front. Except for August 20, the partly
cloudy days are the days just after a frontal passage: a front passed over the region in the early
morning on the 12th, in the late afternoon on the 15th, and in the evening on the 17th. In this
simulation, the days when the domain is completely cloud covered correspond to the afternoon
before a front. For example, August 14 and 15 are completely cloudy prior to the passage of the
second front and August 18, the day of the third front, is also cloudy.

Figure 4.15: Grid 4 cloud cover at 1 PM for each of the ten days in the simulation. Grey
indicates clouds, blue is clear-sky.
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Simulated radiation values are helpful to determine the thickness of the cloud cover as
regions covered by optically thick clouds have significantly lower downwelling shortwave
radiation at the surface. Figure 4.16 shows maps of the shortwave downwelling radiation incident
at 1 PM on the surface of grid 3 for each day of the simulation. Looking at the partly cloudy
days, on August 12 the eastern portion of the domain is on the edge of a cloud deck
approximately 1 km off of the ground that extends further northeast. The radiation measurements
help indicate that the cloud-deck continues beyond the edge of the domain as the radiation values,
which are low on the far eastern portion of the domain, gradually increase toward the middle of
the grid as the cloud cover thins.

Figure 4.16: Daily 1 PM maps of shortwave downwelling radiation incident on the surface of
grid 4. The x-axis is the longitude, the y-axis is the latitude, and the units contoured are W/m2.
Moving on to the 16th of August, the clear patches in the domain are stripes in the
relatively thick low cloud cover, which is about 1 km above the surface and which extends well
beyond the boundary of grid 4. Corresponding stripes of high radiation also exist; however, they
are shifted slightly to the west. Similar to August 12, the clear corner on August 17 is the edge of
the cloud cover as the radiation values decrease from the northwest corner. The clouds in the
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middle of the domain on the 17th are relatively low clouds situated about 1 km above the ground
that block a considerable amount of shortwave radiation; however, the clouds on the southeastern
corner of the domain are most likely thin cirrus clouds, as the radiation values are quite high and
the cloud level is approximately 8 km above the surface. August 19 is partly cloudy with low,
thicker clouds as well and is relatively evenly split between clear and cloudy pixels. Finally, on
August 20 the sky is mostly clear and the clouds are relatively small in areal coverage. On this
day, the clouds are puffy cumulous clouds sitting on top of the mixed layer approximately 2 km
above the ground.
On August 14, which is completely cloudy, high cirrus clouds are the primary cloud
cover as the incident downwelling radiation is quite large and the cloud cover is quite high with
condensates present from 6 to 13 km. In contrast, the cloud cover on the 15th is a thick stratus
layer that is effective at blocking the incoming radiation and cloud liquid and ice condensate is
present in all layers of the model. Similarly, the cloud cover on August 18 is also thick since the
radiation values are low, but on this day rather than the clouds extending further up in the
atmosphere, the cloud top is around 5 km.
Moving on the to larger grid, Figure 4.17 shows cloud cover maps for grid 3. We used
the same method to determine if the sky was clear or cloudy that we used for grid 4: a single 5
km by 5 km pixel in the grid was cloudy if there was liquid or ice condensates anywhere in the
atmosphere. For grid 3, two days are mostly clear, five days are partly cloudy, and two days are
completely cloudy.
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Figure 4.17: Grid 3 cloud cover at 1 PM for August 11 through August 20, 2001. Grey indicates
clouds while blue is clear-sky.
To help understand the types of cloud cover in the simulation, Figure 4.18 shows maps of
the 1 PM downwelling shortwave radiation incident at the surface of grid 3. On August 11, 12,
and 13, the small clouds on the northern portion of the grid are probably cumulous clouds, as a
vertical profile of the liquid and ice condensates indicates that the clouds exist approximately 2 to
3 km above the ground. As seen in the small domain, August 14 is primarily covered by thin
cirrus 6 to 14 km above the surface that allow the majority of the shortwave radiation to pass
through. August 15 is completely cloudy, with low radiation values and condensates apparent
throughout nearly the entire vertical profile. On August 16, the cloud cover appears to be
breaking up, with many clear patches through the low-level, thick clouds. Looking at August 17,
18, and 19, the clouds are patchy and exist from levels near the surface up to approximately 15
km. Finally, on August 20 the sky is still only partly cloudy, but rather than having low and high
level clouds, only cumulus clouds 1 to 2 km above the surface are present in the domain.
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Figure 4.18: Daily 1 PM maps of shortwave downwelling radiation incident on the surface of
grid 3. The x-axis is the longitude, the y-axis is the latitude, and the units contoured are W/m2.

4.2.2 NEE Variability
To help determine the cause of the CO2 concentration patterns and to determine the
effects of clouds on the CO2 flux, we will investigate the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) on grid
4 and grid 3. The modeled NEE is calculated by subtracting the assimilation from the respiration.
Figure 4.19 shows 1 PM maps of NEE on grid 4 for each day in case 2. The lakes are
clearly visible as they have no flux. Throughout the entire domain at 1 PM, the vegetation is
photosynthesizing and is a sink of carbon. NEE is remarkably similar from day-to-day and in
general the pattern looks like the biome map for this grid: areas covered with broadleaf
deciduous trees have the greatest carbon uptake with an average NEE of ~ -10 µmol/m2/s, mixed
forests uptake less carbon and have an average NEE of ~ -7 µmol/m2/s, and areas with short
vegetation have the lowest CO2 flux of only ~ -4 µmol/m2/s.
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Figure 4.19: Daily NEE maps for grid 4, with units of µmol/m2/s.
Looking at the patterns more in depth, the two main factors that appear to be influencing
the NEE on this grid are clouds and temperature. In this simulation, the clouds have to be
optically thick enough to reduce the incoming radiation to only ~ 300 W/m2 to effect the
vegetation. In this simulation, photosynthesis is not enhanced by slight cloud cover increasing
the diffuse fraction of light; and this could be due to the model incorrectly treating the
photosynthetic efficiencies for diffuse and direct radiation (Dai et al., 2004). The majority of the
days in the simulation do not have enough cloud cover to alter NEE, but the days that do have
optically thick clouds which noticeably decrease the photosynthetic uptake are August 15 and 18.
On the 15th, several areas of reduced photosynthesis can be seen in the northern and southern
portions of the domain. These areas, which are contoured in green and have an NEE of only ~ -4
µmol/m2/s, correspond to areas of very low incoming solar radiation, and the decrease in light is
causing the plants to photosynthesize less. Similar circumstances exist on the 18th: the
northeastern corner extending down the middle of the domain has less photosynthesis because the
assimilation is restricted by the low incoming solar radiation. In the northwestern corner, the
clouds on the 18th are blocking so much radiation that the assimilation is nearly zero and the area
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is actually a small source of CO2, which can be seen because the color scale for this day extends
up to 3 µmol/m2/s. A third day that shows a slight change in the CO2 flux that corresponds to the
cloud cover is August 16. Examining closely, stripes of alternating low and high NEE exist. The
most evident stripes are in the western half of the domain, but stripes in the center and eastern
portion exist with very slight changes in NEE. Although the stripes in NEE do not line up
directly with the cloud cover, they do coincide with the stripes seen in the radiation, which are
offset slightly from the cloud cover. Changes in the radiation appear to be causing small NEE
changes. Interestingly, both the assimilation rate and the respiration rate are altered on the 16th.
The assimilation is greater where the radiation is higher, but the respiration is also greater because
the temperature is slightly higher. The two effects cancel each other, but the change in
assimilation is slightly greater causing the weak striping pattern.
On the remaining days, the small changes in NEE are due primarily to temperature: as
the temperature increases the respiration increases and the plants are less productive. For
example, NEE is slightly higher on August 11 than on August 12 because the temperature is
warmer causing more respiration, particularly in the western half of the domain. On this grid,
plants are taking up carbon throughout the entire domain with small changes day-to-day primarily
due to optically thick clouds and temperature.
For grid 3, daily NEE maps at 1 PM are displayed in Figure 4.20. Lake Superior and
other smaller lakes are clearly evident because they do not have a CO2 flux and are contoured in
yellow. Orange and red contours indicate regions of CO2 flux into the atmosphere and darker
colors indicate uptake of carbon into the biosphere. Similar to grid 4, the grid 3 NEE patterns are
quite similar for each day and resemble the biome map: deciduous broadleaf forests uptake the
most CO2, followed by mixed forests, short vegetation, and finally agriculture, which has the least
uptake and is commonly a source of CO2 in this domain.
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Figure 4.20: Daily NEE maps for grid 4, with units of µmol/m2/s.
The changes in NEE in this grid are due to clouds and temperature, as well as soil
moisture and soil classification. On August 11 in the southwestern corner there is a sharp
gradient from an upward flux of CO2 to a downward flux. This gradient is actually caused by a
combination of soil moisture and soil classification. The soil to the east of the gradient line is
clay loam and the soil on the western side is loam that contains much less clay and more sand.
Due to the soil properties, the loam will evaporate quicker causing the loam to dry out much
sooner than the clay loam, which holds the moisture longer. Because the soil is dry in August,
respiration increases with soil moisture and the corresponding changes in respiration cause the
large gradient in NEE. No precipitation had occurred in the few days prior to the 12th, causing the
gradient to be large because the eastern side still contained sufficient moisture to have significant
respiration, while the western side of the gradient is much drier and thus does not respire as
much. The night of the 11th some precipitation fell on this area causing the surface soil moisture
to increase. Since both soils have more moisture, particularly the loam, the gradient is weaker.
This gradient in the southwestern corner of the domain increases on the 13th and 14th due to the
lack of precipitation and the drying out of the sandier loam. A significant precipitation event
occurs the morning of the 15th providing sufficient soil moisture to increase the respiration in both
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classes and to eliminate the gradient, which increases again the 16th and 17th as the soil moisture
again evaporates. The final precipitation in the domain occurs the evening of the 17th and again
weakens the gradient in the southwestern corner the following day. Due to a decrease in soil
moisture that occurs more for the loam soil than the clay loam, the gradient again increases the
final two days of the simulation.
Although different soil classes combined with soil moisture cause the gradient in the
southwestern corner of grid 3, the majority of the remaining variability in NEE is due to the
reduction of radiation by cloud cover and changes in temperature. Since the first three days are
primarily clear, temperature causes the small variability seen between the days. The warmest
day, August 11, has slightly less uptake than August 12, which is much cooler. This slight
increase in productivity occurs because respiration increases exponentially with soil temperature,
which is rather quickly affected by the air temperature in the top layers. On August 14 the pattern
is similar to the previous three days despite significant cloud cover because the clouds are
optically thin and do not decrease the radiation enough to effect the vegetation.
The days that clouds reduce the incoming radiation to less than ~ 300 W/m2 and alter
photosynthesis are August 15, 17, and 20. On the 15th, the majority of the domain receives less
radiation because of the clouds. The northwestern corner receives the most radiation, which
corresponds to the areas of greatest uptake on this day. The southwestern corner and up into the
middle of the domain receives very little solar radiation, and as a result the assimilation is
suppressed. The southwestern corner is a larger source of CO2 due to reduced assimilation
combined with increased respiration due to increased soil moisture as discussed above. On
August 17, the northwestern corner is covered by optically thick clouds that decrease the
photosynthetic uptake considerably; and finally, on August 18 clouds on the eastern side of the
domain decrease the photosynthetic uptake by ~ 10 µmol/m2/s.
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4.2.3 Total Column CO2 Spatial Variability
Spatial maps of total column CO2 concentrations in grid 4 at 1 PM for every day in case 2
are shown in Figure 4.21. Overlaid on the CO2 concentrations are the wind vectors displaying the
direction and speed of the near-surface wind. The maps display the spatial variability on a 97 by
km domain that a single satellite track must represent. At 1 PM, the daily variability of total
column CO2 concentrations in the domain ranges from 0.2 to 1.8 ppm, with an average variability
of 0.8 ppm on this domain. In general, the spatial patterns do not resemble the NEE maps shown
in section 3.2.2.1. Since the spatial patterns of total column CO2 concentration are not consistent
with the carbon flux, the main driver to the hourly variability in this domain is advection. In
addition to showing the 1 PM daily variability in total column CO2, Figure 4.21 also shows the
considerable day-to-day variability that is seen in the total column concentrations. The CO2 flux
actually varies very little from day to day, indicating that synoptic weather systems and advection
are also causing the changes in the magnitudes of the CO2 concentrations.
The first day of the simulation, August 11, is a clear day with low CO2 concentrations.
The wind is southwesterly and the CO2 concentration has a gradient from high concentrations in
the southwest corner to low concentrations in the opposite northeast corner. Since the NEE map
does not indicate that the southern corner is a source of CO2, the higher CO2 concentrations are
being advected from outside the domain. On August 12, the magnitude of the concentrations
increases slightly due to the first front advecting high CO2 from source regions to the south and
the west. By 1 PM on the 12th, the front has already passed over and the northerly wind is
advecting lower CO2 concentrations from the north. Although clouds cover half of the domain, at
this time the concentration gradient does not match the cloud contour, suggesting that on this
scale advection is dominating over the biological effects that may be caused by clouds.
Following the frontal passage, the CO2 concentrations decrease as the wind lessens and returns to
being southwesterly.
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Just a few hours before the second front, 1 PM on August 15 has the highest mixing
ratios as the pressure is dropping, the wind is increasing, and high concentrations are being
advected from the southwest. After the second front, the concentrations again decrease
dramatically, dropping over 4 ppm in total column concentrations in only one day. Looking at
the pattern of CO2 concentrations after the front, the southern half of the grid on the 16th contains
alternating stripes of high and low CO2 that strongly resemble cloud cover and NEE, although the
variability is very small (< 0.2 ppm). On this day, the clouds are influencing the biological
activity, decreasing photosynthesis and thus increasing the concentrations. Another possibility is
that higher CO2 from the lakes due to the lack of photosynthesis in the north-central and
northeastern portions of the domain is being advected south.
Looking at the last four days in the simulation, the total column concentrations remain
relatively low. The concentrations increase slightly again with the third front on August 17;
however, the main increase in CO2 is at night. On the 18th, the CO2 decreases despite significant
cloud cover. On this day, low CO2 is being advected from the north with a relatively strong
gradient in the southeastern corner of the domain. The NEE map shows that the cloud cover
altered the rate of photosynthesis with regions of CO2 flux to the atmosphere, which could also be
contributing to the spatial pattern of CO2. On the 19th, although the higher CO2 region
corresponds to a cloudy region and the low CO2 in the southeast corner corresponds to clear sky,
NEE does not have the same pattern and suggests that the gradient is again caused by advection
rather than the biology. Figure 4.21 reveals that at 1 PM the spatial variability is small on a 97
km domain with minimal biological influence, while the day-to-day variability is much greater
due to synoptic weather systems and advection.
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Figure 4.21: Total column CO2 spatial variability at 1 PM for grid 4 overlaid by the wind
vectors at 30 m. The x-axis is longitude, the y-axis is latitude, and the units are in ppm. The 1
PM total-column variability is shown for each day of the ten-day simulation, beginning with
August 11 and ending with August 20, 2001.
Moving on to the larger domain, the spatial maps of total column CO2 for grid 3 are
displayed in Figure 4.22. The daily total column CO2 variability at 1 PM in grid 3 is considerably
larger than grid 4, ranging from 1 ppm to 13.7 ppm. These patterns in CO2 are influenced both by
advection and photosynthesis, as increases in the concentration due to the effects of cloud cover
on the photosynthetic rate can be seen in the concentration maps. Looking at the day-to-day
variability, the daily magnitudes of the concentrations are very similar to grid 3, indicating that
advection and synoptic scale weather conditions cause the greatest day-to-day changes in CO2.
Starting at the beginning of the simulation, on August 11 the magnitude of the total
column CO2 concentrations is very similar to grid 3, with mixing rations around 369 ppm. In the
presence of a southwesterly wind, a CO2 concentration gradient of a few ppm exists from high
CO2 on the western side of the grid to low concentrations on the eastern portion of the domain.
The high CO2 on the western third of the grid is most likely due to a combination of NEE and
advection. Looking at the flux of CO2, the southwestern corner of the domain is actually a small
source of CO2, primarily from the pixels that are classified as agriculture and grasslands. In
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addition to the source of CO2 in the domain, the winds could be advecting higher CO2
concentrations from just outside the domain. On the eastern side of the domain, the lower CO2
concentrations coincide with a region of strong uptake and lighter winds.

Figure 4.22: Total column CO2 spatial variability at 1 PM for grid 3 with the wind vectors at 30
m displayed in white. The x-axis is longitude, the y-axis is latitude, and the units are in ppm.
The 1 PM total column variability is shown for each day of the ten-day simulation beginning on
August 11, 2001 and ending on August 20, 2001.
On August 12, the magnitude of the concentrations increases. The increase in the overall
concentration is primarily due to the first front advecting higher CO2, since the photosynthetic
uptake is actually slightly greater overall than on the previous day. However, the spatial pattern
resembles the photosynthetic activity: the northwestern corner has low CO2, the southwest corner
has high CO2 due to an upward flux of CO2, and the area in the middle of the eastern edge has
lower CO2 corresponding to a region of uptake. Advection by winds is also contributing to this
pattern, as moderately high CO2 concentrations are being advected from Lake Superior and also
from the southwestern corner.
After the first frontal passage, the magnitude of the concentrations again decreases on
August 13 and begins to increase again on the 14th before the second front. Prior to the front the
night of the 15th, the concentrations at 1 PM are considerably higher than the surrounding two
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days. In addition, August15 has the greatest daily total column CO2 variability as the
concentration ranges over 10 ppm in the 450 km domain. The higher concentrations indicate that
both biology and advection influence the CO2 concentrations. The CO2 spatial pattern resembles
the NEE map, with the highest concentrations in a source region. In addition to naturally being a
source of CO2 at this time of year on clear days, the southwestern corner of the domain is covered
by clouds that severely reduce the radiation and cause an even greater upward flux of CO2.
However, the source of CO2 from this area is probably not enough alone to cause the CO2
increase, as the majority of the domain except the lakes is still a sink of CO2; and it is likely that
high CO2 air is being advected from outside the domain by the southwesterly winds.
Following the front, the concentrations throughout this larger domain drop again as they
did in grid 4. On August 17 before the third front, the concentrations are still low, with the
highest concentrations corresponding to an upward flux of CO2 in the northwestern corner due to
the cloud cover and reduced radiation. The next day the overall magnitude of the concentrations
is similar to the 17th, but the winds are southeasterly and the mixing ratio is low in the northern
portion of the domain and high in the southwestern corner. The low concentrations over the lake,
where there is no photosynthesis, are probably due to the advection of low CO2 from Canada in
combination with the strong uptake just south of Lake Superior. The region of high CO2 in the
southeast corner is due to the flux of CO2 from reduced photosynthesis due to the optically thick
clouds.
Finally, the last two days of the simulation have relatively low CO2 concentrations with
stable meteorological conditions, as the pressure is increasing, the wind speeds are low, and the
skies are relatively clear. On August 20 the wind circulations are primarily local breezes, and the
CO2 pattern strongly resembles the flux of CO2. Over Lake Superior the concentrations are
slightly higher due to no flux of CO2, and small sea breezes are advecting the higher
concentrations over the lands. Beginning in the northwestern corner and extending south and east
to the opposite corner, the concentrations are low above photosynthetically active areas. Last, the
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bottom left corner of the domain has high concentrations coinciding with a slight source of CO2
in this area that is being advected north. Analyzing the total column concentrations on grid 3
reveals that over a larger area the CO2 concentrations are considerably more variable and that
both biology and advection contribute to the spatial pattern of CO2 on this scale.

4.2.4 Spatial Representativeness Errors
In this section we will investigate the spatial representativeness errors introduced by
using 10-km wide satellite tracks to represent a 97 by 97 km domain and a 450 by 450 km
domain. To calculate the spatial representativeness errors, we subtracted the domain-averaged
concentration at 1 PM from each simulated satellite concentration using only clear-sky pixels.

Figure 4.23: Grid 4 sampling distribution of the spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM
compiled from all ten days of the simulation. The x-axis is the difference between the emulated
satellite concentration and the domain mean concentration and the y-axis is the number of
satellite tracks that correspond to each difference. Negative values indicate an underestimation
by the emulated measurements and positive values indicate an overestimation.
Figure 4.23 displays the compiled representativeness errors for grid 4 at 1 PM from all
ten days of the simulation. All of the tracks capture the spatial variability in grid 4 quite well.
The majority of the tracks actually capture the domain average within 0.05 ppm. All of the
emulated satellite values are within 0.26 ppm of the domain mean and 95% of the satellite tracks
have a spatial error of less than 0.2 ppm. The small magnitude of the error is not too surprising,
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since the variability at 1 PM was on average only 0.8 ppm. The distribution of this error is
relatively symmetrical and centered on zero, indicating that the small spatial errors will be
random and are not biased.

Figure 4.24: Grid 4 daily sampling distributions of the spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM.
The days with no corresponding distribution were completely covered with clouds.
Breaking down the representativeness errors into the contributions from each day, Figure
4.24 displays the daily sampling distributions. Each day has a different distribution and a
different range of spatial errors. As seen in the compiled distribution, most of the days capture the
domain average within 0.06 ppm. The larger errors in the distribution are due to August 17 and
19. On the 17th, high CO2 was being advected into the southwestern corner of the domain prior to
the third front, and the overall variability was quite large, with concentration differences of 1.4
ppm across the domain. The large spatial gradient and the cloud cover pattern caused the
emulated satellite concentrations to underestimate the domain averaged concentration, and the
largest errors at 1 PM for the entire simulation are the satellite tracks on the 17th that only see a
few clear pixels on the edge of the cloud cover near the north-central part of the domain. On
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August 19, the errors are relatively large, but in this case there are tracks that both overestimate
and underestimate the mean 1 PM concentration. The tracks that overestimate the concentration
are the tracks on the western side of the domain that see the high CO2 in the northwest corner, and
the tracks that underestimate the CO2 are the tracks that see the lower concentrations in the
southern portion of the domain. More tracks underestimate the concentration at this time because
more of the clear area is in the portion of the domain with the lowest concentrations.
The sampling distribution of the compiled representativeness errors at 1 PM for grid 3 is
shown in Figure 4.25. The range of errors on this grid is considerably larger than for grid 3,
primarily because the daily CO2 variability over the domain was larger, averaging 3.5 ppm. The
largest number of tracks underestimate the mean concentration by ~0.25 ppm. Over 99% of the
tracks have a spatial error less than 0.8 ppm, but two tracks underestimate the domain-average
concentration by more than 2 ppm. Similar to grid 3, the distribution of the errors is relatively
symmetrical, again demonstrating that the spatial representativeness errors will be random.

Figure 4.25: Grid 3 sampling distributions of spatial representativeness errors at 1 PM compiled
from all ten days of the simulation.
To examine the errors more closely and to determine what caused the large
underestimation, Figure 4.26 breaks the compiled distribution into sampling distributions from
each day. The days sampled before a front (August 11, 15, and 17) had larger spatial errors due
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primarily to the higher CO2 variability on those days. In contrast, days after the fronts (August
12, 16, and 19) all had spatial representation errors less than 0.5 ppm. On the 11th, the tracks on
the western edge of the domain, in the high CO2 region, overestimated the concentration by ~0.7
ppm. The largest errors came from the two tracks that had clear pixels on August 15, where the
emulated satellite concentrations underestimated the mean concentration by more than 2 ppm.
These two concentrations are from a few pixels of clear sky in the far northwestern corner. The
large errors occur because the northwestern corner had the lowest concentrations in a gradient of
more than 2 ppm in total column CO2. On August 17, the tracks on the western edge of grid 3
overestimated the concentrations by ~0.6 ppm and the tracks on the eastern edge underestimated
the domain-averaged total column mixing ratio by ~0.5 ppm. Looking at the 18th, since the high
concentrations are only in the southeastern corner that is cloud-covered and not along the entire
edge, nearly all the satellite tracks to underestimate the mean because the satellite tracks cannot
see the higher concentrations under the clouds present throughout much of the domain.
Analyzing grid 3 illustrates that the magnitude of the errors increases with an increase in the size
of the region the satellite measurements are representing. On this larger domain, over 99% of the
emulated satellite concentrations had spatial representativeness errors of 0.8 ppm or less. This
case also demonstrates that large errors of over 2 ppm are possible when looking through small
holes in the clouds and using the measurements to represent a large area, but the number of tracks
with an error more than 1 ppm is less than 1%.
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Figure 4.26: Daily sampling distributions of spatial sampling errors at 1 PM for grid 3.
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Chapter 5: Temporal Representativeness of
Satellite CO2 Measurements
OCO will only measure total column CO2 mixing ratios at 1:15 PM. Diurnal and
temporal sampling errors can occur if an inverse model optimizes diurnal average CO2
concentrations rather than mid-afternoon concentrations, and these errors may result in incorrect
flux estimates. By comparing simulated satellite concentrations at 1 PM to the domain-averaged
diurnal mean CO2 concentration, we can analyze the temporal sampling errors introduced into an
inverse model that uses diurnally averaged concentrations. This chapter investigates the diurnal
variability in SiB2-RAMS and also discusses the diurnal sampling errors in case 1 and case 2.

5.1 Case 1
5.1.1 Diurnal Cycle
Figure 5.1 displays the diurnal cycle for grid 3. The left panel shows vertical profiles of
the domain-averaged CO2 concentration for all five days from case 1, illustrating the key points
of the diurnal cycle discussed in chapter 1. At the beginning of the run, the figure shows the
growth of the boundary layer to ~1 km, which contains well-mixed low CO2 concentrations due
to photosynthesis. At night the stable and shallow boundary layer is clearly visible with high CO2
concentrations due to respiration. The surface concentrations are decoupled from the residual
boundary layer, which continues to have lower mixing ratios. In the morning the figure shows
the buildup of another deep boundary layer as the high CO2 is convected upwards and mixed with
the residual layer. The amplitude of the variability at the surface is ~60 ppm on average;
however, the strength and depth of the stable nocturnal boundary layer varies from night to night.
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The night of July 27, beginning hour 40, the boundary layer is much less stable and the buildup of
high CO2 is less. That night strengthened winds brought cooler air from the north and mixed the
nocturnal concentrations reducing the surface buildup. The following day the CO2 concentrations
remained slightly higher. The nocturnal boundary layer on the third night, July 28, is once again
more stable with high CO2 in the lowest 200 m of the atmosphere. The most daytime vertical
mixing occurs on July 30, which had higher temperatures and weaker winds helping the boundary
layer to grow to almost 2 km. That night the stable boundary layer has the highest CO2
concentrations in this domain.

Figure 5.1: The diurnal cycle of CO2 for grid 3. The left panel shows vertical profiles of the
domain-averaged concentrations for the entire simulation, beginning 6 AM July 26 at 0 hours and
ending 6 AM July 31 at 120 hours. The right panel shows the diurnal cycle of the domainaveraged total column CO2.
The right panel of Figure 5.1 shows the domain averaged total column CO2 diurnal
cycle. A downward trend of decreasing concentrations is clearly evident, indicating that for these
five days in July the biosphere sink is larger than the sources from respiration and advection.
These five days were clear with only a minor cold front, so the uptake by the plants and the
minimal advection is not surprising. The figure shows that the amplitude of the diurnal cycle
ranges from ~0.8 ppm to nearly 3 ppm peak to peak. The highest concentrations in the total
column are around 6 AM due to the buildup of high CO2 from respiration, and the lowest mixing
ratios occur ~6 PM, when the solar zenith angle becomes large.
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The diurnal cycle for grid 1 is shown in Figure 5.2. Similar to the small domain, grid 1
has a deep mixed layer of low CO2 during the day and high concentrations in a shallow layer at
night. The amplitude of the diurnal cycle at the surface is slightly less than on grid 3, ranging
from concentrations of ~350 ppm to ~390 ppm. The growth of the boundary layer into the
residual layer and the corresponding mixing and diluting of the high near-surface CO2 is more
obvious on grid 1, as the higher CO2 concentrations contoured in green and blue are clearly
visible; however, the day-to-day variability in the depth of the nocturnal boundary layer is less, as
the depth of the boundary layer is nearly identical every day in the simulation.

Figure 5.2: The domain-averaged diurnal cycle of CO2 for grid 1. The left panel shows vertical
cross-sections for the entire simulation, and the right panel shows the cycle of total column
concentrations.
Looking at the right-hand panel of Figure 5.2, the diurnal variability of total-column CO2
on grid 1 is quite similar to grid 3: the most notable feature is the decreasing concentrations
during the simulation due to the strong photosynthetic uptake and the timing of the maximum and
minimum CO2 concentrations occur around 6 PM and 6 AM, respectively. The amplitude is
slightly less on grid 1, with differences of ~0.5 ppm to ~2 ppm; however, both grid 3 and grid 1
have considerable diurnal variability in total column concentrations.

5.1.2 Diurnal Representativeness at 1 PM
To calculate the diurnal errors from sampling only at 1 PM, we subtracted the domainaveraged diurnal mean from 6 AM LST to 6 AM the following morning from each emulated 1
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PM satellite concentration for the corresponding day; and we compiled the daily results into a
single sampling distribution. Figure 5.3 shows the sampling distribution for grid 3. Rather than
being evenly distributed, the errors are almost always negative, indicating that the concentrations
at 1 PM on all five days are less than the diurnal average. The errors in the emulated satellite
concentrations range from slightly overestimating the concentration by <0.05 ppm to
underestimating the total column concentration by as much as 0.75 ppm. July 27 had the smallest
errors compared to the diurnal mean, when a few tracks slightly overestimated the mean
concentration. The large negative errors occurred on July 26 and 29. Looking at the right panel
of Figure 5.1, the nighttime buildup of CO2 on the 27th was less because of the small cold front.
In addition, the concentrations at 1 PM on the 27th were higher than on the other days as the
minimum concentration occurred slightly later. The fact that the emulated satellite tracks
underestimate the time-averaged total column concentration suggests that using satellite
concentrations at 1 PM will introduce a negative bias compared to the diurnal average, and the
mean bias over the five day simulation on grid 3 is –0.34 ppm.

Figure 5.3: Sampling distribution of the 1 PM errors in the emulated satellite concentrations
compared to the diurnal mean for grid 3. This distribution is a compilation of the errors from all
five days in the simulation.
In addition to comparing the emulated satellite tracks form each day with the
corresponding diurnal average, we compared the domain-averaged concentration over the entire
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simulation to the domain-averaged concentration at 1 PM. The domain average time mean is
357.24 ppm, and the domain average at 1 PM is 357.9 ppm. This calculation also suggests that
for a small relatively homogeneous domain the concentrations at 1 PM will be negatively biased.
The grid 1 diurnal error sampling distribution at 1 PM is shown in Figure 5.4. Unlike
grid 3, the distribution for this larger domain is centered near zero. Nearly 2/3 of the tracks
underestimate the concentration by as much as 0.5 ppm, and the remaining 1/3 overestimate the
concentration, with a few tracks overestimating the diurnal average by more than 1 ppm. These
tracks that significantly overestimate the diurnal mean are the tracks on the eastern edge of the
domain on July 29 that only see the lakes.

Figure 5.4: Sampling distribution of diurnal errors at 1 PM for grid 3.
The relative symmetry of the sampling distribution suggests that the diurnal errors on a
larger domain are random due to the inclusion of various land-cover types. In addition, the mean
over the entire simulation for grid 1 is 357.815 ppm and the mean at 1 PM is 357.820 ppm. Since
the temporal mean over 24 hours is nearly identical to the temporal mean at 1 PM, the diurnal
errors are likely to be small and unbiased. In this case, the inclusion of portions of Lake Superior
and Lake Michigan makes the error random since these large bodies of water do not have the
same diurnal cycle as land and have higher concentrations during the day. The complexity of the
land cover in this domain illustrates that the diurnal cycle error will depend on the region the
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satellite concentrations are representing. The diurnal errors over regions that are homogeneously
covered by vegetation with strong photosynthetic uptake will likely have a large negative diurnal
error and introduce a bias, as seen in grid 3. In contrast, regions that are not homogeneously
covered by land could have large diurnal errors for any single track but overall the errors may be
random and unbiased, although this result may vary for different domains.

5.1.3 Hourly Diurnal Representativeness

Figure 5.5: 24-hour sampling distribution of the diurnal errors from all five days for grid 3. The
x-axis is the difference between the emulated satellite concentrations and the diurnal domainaveraged mean, and the y-axis is the hour, with 6 AM on the bottom and 6 AM the following
morning on the top of the figure. The number of tracks corresponding to each error bin is
contoured.
Since the emulated satellite concentrations on grid 3 underestimated the diurnal average,
the next question we can investigate using SiB2-RAMS is what hour is ideal to capture the
diurnal average. To answer this, we analyzed a contour plot displaying the 5-day compiled
sampling distributions for every hour. This plot for grid 3 is shown in Figure 5.5. Similar to the
sampling distribution at 1 PM, we calculated the errors by subtracting the domain-averaged 6 AM
to 6 AM LST diurnal mean from the emulated satellite concentrations at every hour. These
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hourly distributions have been compiled into a single contour plot that shows the errors on the xaxis and the corresponding number of tracks that have errors in each error bin contoured in
colors, with black representing zero tracks and red representing the most tracks, which in this
case is 53.
The diurnal cycle of total column CO2 is clearly evident, as photosynthesis causes an
underestimation of the diurnal average while respiration at night causes an overestimation. The
sample distributions are centered near zero once in the morning and once at night. For this
domain, the best time to capture the diurnal mean is 11 AM, when all the concentrations are
within 0.55 ppm of the diurnal mean. The time is earlier than 1 PM for this domain because grid
3 is predominantly covered with forest that actively photosynthesizes during the summer and
lowers the concentration over the entire domain earlier in the morning.
Although OCO requires sunlight, we can also investigate the time at night when the
emulated concentrations are closest to the diurnal mean. At night the sampling distributions are
bimodal, having a large number of tracks that both underestimate and overestimate the diurnal
mean. The bimodal distribution is due to the different behavior of the stable boundary layer for
each night. July 26, 28, and 30 all had stable nocturnal boundary layers that had high nearsurface CO2 concentrations increasing the nighttime total column concentrations early in the
evening (see Figure 5.1). On these days the best time to sample the concentrations to represent
the diurnal mean is ~11 PM. On July 27 and 29, the nocturnal boundary layer did not develop as
strongly and the high near-surface CO2 was diluted and advected throughout the domain, causing
the concentrations to be closest to the diurnal mean later at night ~3 AM. The different nighttime
behavior caused the bimodal distribution of errors seen in Figure 5.5, with the time at night that
comes closest to the diurnal concentration depending on the night that is sampled.
The grid 1 sampling distributions for all 24 hours are shown in Figure 5.6. Similar to
grid 3, the diurnal cycle is evident; however, the range of errors from each hour is much greater
than for grid 3. This larger spread of errors is due to the heterogeneous surface and the large
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range of total column concentrations. The best time to sample the concentrations to capture the
diurnal mean on this larger domain is 1 PM, when we saw in the previous section that the
maximum error for 95% of the tracks was 0.75 ppm. As seen in grid 3, the nighttime tracks have
a greater range of errors, and the best time to capture the diurnal mean at night is 4 AM.

Figure 5.6: Compiled 24-hour sampling distribution of the diurnal errors for grid 1.
Investigating the sampling distributions for every hour in this case reveals that the best
time to measure the total column concentrations in order to have the concentrations closely match
the diurnal mean depends on the size and heterogeneity of the domain. If the domain is covered
predominantly by productive vegetation, than the best time to measure the concentrations is late
morning; however, this simulation indicates that if the region is more heterogeneous and contains
a combination of land and water, then the best time to measure CO2 is slightly later in the
afternoon. Since OCO will provide global coverage, this case suggests that in general the
concentrations over much of the Earth will have random diurnal area; however, regions that have
large homogeneous land cover that is actively photosynthesizing may have a negative bias.
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5.2 Case 2
5.2.1 Diurnal Cycle
In case 2, Figure 5.7 shows the diurnal cycle of CO2 for grid 4. Similar to the figures
from case 1, the left panel shows vertical profiles of the domain averaged CO2 concentrations
through the 10-day simulation and the right panel shows the domain-averaged total column
concentrations. Once again, the figure displays the daytime well-mixed and low concentrations
in the boundary layer up to ~2 km and the high concentrations at night in the shallow nocturnal
boundary layer from respiration, which are decoupled from the residual boundary layer from the
previous day; however, the depth of the boundary layer in this case is much more variable from
day to day. A stable boundary layer does not develop on nights when a front passes through.
Instead, high concentrations of CO2 exist throughout the atmospheric column. The high CO2 is
advected from southwest of the domain, and due to both advection and vertical transport
associated with the front, high CO2 extends above the residual boundary layer, with the highest
concentrations at the surface due to both advection and respiration. The days following a frontal
passage generally develop a slightly shallower boundary layer that grows over time until the next
front.

Figure 5.7: Domain average CO2 for grid 4. The left panel shows vertical profiles of the
domain-averaged concentrations for the entire simulation, beginning 6 PM August 10 and ending
6 PM August 20. The right panel is the domain-averaged total column CO2.
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The right panel of Figure 5.7 shows that much of the variability in total column CO2 is
synoptic variability rather than diurnal variability. The amplitude of the diurnal cycle in the total
column concentrations is ~0.6 ppm; however, synoptic weather conditions alter the total column
concentrations by up to 5 ppm in a single day. Since the diurnal variability in this simulation is
small, differences between the simulated satellite concentrations and the domain averaged diurnal
mean due to the biology are expected to be small. In contrast, differences from the diurnal mean
due to the timing of the fronts may cause large errors in the emulated satellite concentrations.
This simulation is not representative of fronts at WLEF, as all three frontal passages occur at
night; and the errors due to the frontal passages should be random over a representative period.
Figure 5.8 shows the diurnal cycle for grid 3. This figure is remarkably similar to grid 4:
the nights with fronts passing through have high concentrations throughout the vertical profile,
the main driver of the variability is advection and synoptic weather rather than the biological
diurnal cycle, and the amplitude of the biological diurnal cycle for grid 3 is ~0.5 ppm. Similar to
case 1, the daytime boundary layer is not as deep in the larger domain.

Figure 5.8: The variation of simulated CO2 for grid 3. The left panel shows the domain
averaged time-height cross-section, and the right panel shows the time varying domain average
column mean mixing ratio.
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5.2.2 Diurnal Representativeness at 1 PM

Figure 5.9: Grid 4 sampling distribution of the 1 PM errors in the emulated satellite
concentrations compared to the diurnal mean from 6-6 PM LST. This distribution is a
compilation of the errors from all ten days in the simulation.
To calculate the representativeness of emulated satellite measurements at 1 PM for case
2, we used the same procedure as in case 1: we by subtracted the domain-averaged total column
diurnal mean from 6 PM to 6 PM LST from the emulated clear-sky satellite concentrations at 1
PM and then compiled the results from all ten days into a single sampling distribution. The
sampling distribution for grid 4 is shown in Figure 5.9. The error bin with the most simulated
satellite tracks is negatively shifted from zero and is centered on ~-0.1 ppm. For this grid, ~1/3 of
the tracks overestimated or equaled the diurnal mean and ~2/3 underestimated the mean. Nearly
20% of the tracks underestimated the diurnal mean by ~0.9 ppm, which is a staggering error in
the total column.
To determine what caused the large underestimation, Figure 5.10 displays daily sampling
distributions of the differences between the emulated satellite tracks and the diurnal mean. The
sign and magnitude of the differences depend primarily on the timing of the fronts. On August
11, the errors are all slightly negative with a maximum error of only -0.25 ppm. Looking back at
the column mean mixing ratio shown in Figure 5.7, the first day did not have any increases due to
synoptic variability and slightly underestimated the concentrations because of lower
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concentrations due to photosynthesis. The errors on the 12th are greater than zero because the
diurnal mean included the second front and the concentrations at 1 PM are still increased slightly
due to the advection of high CO2. The 13th is similar to the 11th, as the day is not affected by a
front and the emulated satellite concentrations underestimate the diurnal mean by ~0.2 ppm. The
large underestimations of the diurnal mean occur on August 16th, when all of the tracks
underestimate the mean by at least 0.8 ppm. Since the second front passed over ~11 PM on the
15th and had high concentrations, the increased CO2 is included in the diurnal mean for the 16th.
Although the concentrations dropped rapidly early morning on the 16th, the inclusion of the high
concentrations the night of the 15th raised the diurnal mean and made the concentrations at 1 PM
appear to badly underestimate the diurnal mean.

Figure 5.10: Daily sampling distributions of the difference between the emulated satellite tracks
at 1 PM and the corresponding total column domain-averaged diurnal mean from 6-6 PM LST.
The missing days are completely cloudy and did not have any possible satellite tracks.
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After the second front, the satellite tracks have relatively small errors compared to the
diurnal mean. On the 17th the tracks again underestimate the concentrations from the biological
drawdown during the day. The 18th, which includes the third front in the diurnal mean, is cloudy
and hence has no possible satellite tracks. If the day had not been cloudy, the 1 PM observations
would have underestimated the mean by a substantial amount since the front advected high CO2.
Tracks on the 19th both underestimate and overestimate the diurnal mean and have relatively
small errors. This distribution includes zero because the low concentrations from the previous
day decrease the diurnal mean to make it approximately the same as the concentrations at 1 PM.
Finally, the 20th again slightly underestimates the diurnal mean.
The main determination of the temporal representation errors for grid 4 is the timing of
the fronts. If the definition of the day is changed to begin at a different time, the distribution of
errors would change for the days surrounding the fronts. This suggests that this case does not
capture enough frontal samples and the temporal errors appear to be negatively biased because of
the timing of the specific fronts in this case. Since fronts can pass over the area at any time, the
temporal errors due to the synoptic events are expected to be random and not introduce a bias.
Although the satellite measurements may not be biased compared to the diurnal average, since the
main driver of the variability is synoptic events, large errors will remain when comparing satellite
measurements to diurnal averaged concentrations. To avoid incorporating these large errors into
inverse studies, inverse models must accurately model the synoptic-scale transport and not
compare diurnal averaged concentrations to satellite measurements taken at one point in time.
The sampling distribution of the differences between the 1 PM emulated satellite
concentrations and the domain-averaged diurnal mean for grid 3 is displayed in Figure 5.11. The
shape of the distribution is similar to grid 4, as the largest number of tracks slightly underestimate
the diurnal mean by ~0.3 ppm, ~1/3 of the tracks overestimate the mean, and ~1/5 of the tracks
grossly underestimate the diurnal mean; however, the magnitude of the errors is greater for grid 3.
The tracks that overestimate the concentration have errors up to 0.65 ppm and the emulated
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satellite concentrations that underestimate the diurnal mean have errors as large as 1.5 ppm. As
we saw in the spatial representativeness errors, the larger domain has greater errors due to the
enhanced total column variability in CO2.

Figure 5.11: Grid 3 sampling distribution of the 1 PM errors in the emulated satellite
concentrations compared to the diurnal mean from 6-6 PM LST.
The decomposition of the compiled ten-day distribution into daily sampling distributions
is shown in Figure 5.12. Similar to grid 4, the magnitude and sign of the diurnal errors depends
on the timing of the fronts more than on the biology and photosynthesis. On the mostly clear
days, August 11, 13, and 20, the errors are small and include both underestimates and
overestimates of the diurnal mean. Since overall the concentrations at 1 PM are near the diurnal
mean, the tracks on the western side of the domain overestimate the total column diurnal mean
because of the high concentrations from the agriculture and grasslands and the tracks on the
eastern side of the domain underestimate the concentrations.
On the days surrounding the fronts, the magnitude and sign of the bias depends primarily
on the timing of the front. The 12th overestimates the diurnal mean because the concentrations at
1 PM are still slightly elevated due to the front. The two tracks on the 15th underestimate the
diurnal mean CO2 concentration because they only see the very low CO2 at 1 PM and because the
front increases the CO2 significantly that afternoon. Similarly, since the diurnal mean on the 16th
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includes high concentrations from the front, measurements at 1 PM underestimate the diurnal
mean because at that time the concentrations are low again from photosynthesis.

Figure 5.12: Daily sampling distributions of the difference between the emulated satellite tracks
at 1 PM and the corresponding total column domain-averaged diurnal mean from 6-6 PM LST.
For case 2, the diurnal cycle in the total column CO2 concentration is weak. Instead of
the diurnal cycle driving the CO2 temporal variability, we found that synoptic variability due
primarly to advection of CO2 is the main influence to the mixing ratio. This analysis indicates
that the temporal variability is not well sampled with a single measurement per day and may
introduce large errors compared to the temporal average. To avoid large errors, inverse models
need to accurately model synoptic-scale transport.
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Chapter 6: Clear-Sky Errors in Satellite CO2
Measurements
6.1 Investigating the Clear-Sky Bias Using Observations
The first section in this chapter investigates the clear-sky errors using continuous
observations from two towers. The errors found in this section include both local clear-sky errors
due to being unable to see under the clouds at any one point in time and also temporal sampling
errors from measuring the concentrations only on clear-sky days. These errors in the
concentrations will appear in inversions that compare temporally averaged concentrations
(weekly, bi-monthly, etc.) to satellite measurements that represent the concentration at only one
snapshot in time.
The first subsection explains the results from the continuous observations, displaying the
clear-sky bias in CO2, NEE, and CO. The next subsection explains a hypothesis for the cause of
the shape and magnitude of the near-surface CO2 bias. Finally, since the towers only take nearsurface measurements, the errors in the total column concentrations will be different than the
errors seen at the surface, and the last subsection discusses the expected errors in the total column
satellite measurements from the analysis of near-surface concentrations.

6.1.1 Results
Using the continuous measurements at WLEF and Harvard Forest (described in section
2.1), we investigated the clear-sky CO2 bias, which was obtained by subtracting the two harmonic
function fit to the complete data from the function fit to the clear-sky subset (discussed in section
2.2). The difference between the two fits is a sampling bias and not a random error because it
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persists through all the years of data. Figure 6.1 shows the CO2 bias at WLEF in the black lines
and the bias at Harvard Forest in the red lines. The solid lines in the figure are the biases for the
time period from 11 AM to 4 PM, while the dashed lines show the clear-sky bias at 1 PM.

Figure 6.1: The clear-sky CO2 sampling bias at both towers. The solid black line is the bias
from 11 AM to 4 PM at WLEF and the dashed black line is the 1 PM bias. The red lines are the
biases at Harvard Forest, with the solid line denoting 11-4 PM and the dashed line denoting the
bias at 1 PM.
Measuring the CO2 concentration only on clear days will underestimate the average mixing
ratio. At both towers and at both times the shape of the bias is similar, with a greater near surface
bias in the winter and a smaller bias during the summer months. This shape contradicts a priori
expectations that the summertime bias will be positive due to the inability to see the enhanced
NEE on cloudy days and that the winter bias will be small. Instead, the bias is always negative
and is greatest during the winter, indicating that only measuring the concentrations on clear days
will underestimate the CO2. At both locations the winter bias at 1 PM is slightly greater than the
bias from requiring the entire afternoon to be clear, and at Harvard Forest the 1 PM bias during
the summer is slightly less than the bias from 11-4 PM. The bias at the WLEF tower in
Wisconsin is less severe than the bias at Harvard Forest, which could reflect the differences in
vegetation, synoptic weather, or vertical mixing. The mean bias at 396 m on the WLEF tower
from 11 AM to 4 PM is –1.0 ppm, and at Harvard Forest the mean bias is –2.1 ppm for 11 AM to
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4 PM. Since the shape of the CO2 bias is somewhat unexpected, we investigated the clear-sky
bias in NEE and CO concentrations at the towers.

Figure 6.2: The NEE bias at both WLEF (black lines) and Harvard Forest (red lines). The solid
lines depict the biases from 11 to 4 PM, while the dashed lines show the biases requiring clear
conditions at 1 PM only.
Looking first at photosynthetic uptake, the NEE from both WLEF and Harvard Forest is
shown in Figure 6.2. Both towers again exhibit a similar shape, with a large negative bias in the
summer due to increased photosynthesis on clear days. The NEE bias is greater at Harvard Forest
than at WLEF, which corresponds to the larger CO2 bias at Harvard Forest. The largest NEE bias
is at Harvard Forest from 11-4 PM, with a maximum bias of –2.1 µmol/m2/s in August.
Interestingly, the 1 PM bias at Harvard Forest has a very small negative bias in August. Instead,
the maximum bias is earlier with a smaller magnitude of only -0.8 µmol/m2/s. The cause of the
shift in the 1 PM NEE bias at Harvard Forest is unclear, but perhaps could be due to
meteorological factors such as water stress or increased temperature. At 1 PM, if the day is clear
the water vapor mixing ratio may be low causing some stress on the plants and making them
photosynthesize less, whereas looking from 11-4 PM the plants could be photosynthesizing more
in the late morning and later afternoon. We performed an identical analysis of temperature; and
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the temperature bias at Harvard Forest is positive during the summer, indicating that clear days
are warmer. In addition, the temperature bias at 1 PM is ~0.4o C greater than the temperature bias
from 11-4 PM in August. The increased temperature at 1 PM could be increasing the respiration
at the site, which would increase NEE.
In contrast, the summer bias at WLEF is greater at 1 PM. The change of the largest bias
from 11-4 PM at Harvard Forest to 1 PM at WLEF is partially due to the different years being
analyzed at the two towers and the interannual variability in those years. As discussed in section
2.1, the data for Harvard Forest covers ten years while the NEE data at WLEF are only available
for six years. We calculated the bias at Harvard Forest using the same years as at the WLEF
tower and found the results were closer to the WLEF biases: from 11-4 PM the maximum bias
was reduced to –1.7 µmol/m2/s and the bias at 1 PM shifted later to a maximum of –0.9
µmol/m2/s in mid June. Although the difference between the 1 PM bias and the 11-4 PM bias in
August at Harvard Forest is reduced, the bias at 1 PM is still smaller and shifted earlier by a
month. Another contributor to the 1 PM bias being larger at WLEF and smaller at Harvard Forest
could be the different behavior of the weather and the different vegetation at the towers.
During the winter, both locations have a small NEE bias. The errors at WLEF are
negligible, being slightly positive from 11-4 PM and negative at 1 PM. The winter errors at
Harvard Forest are slightly positive, with a maximum bias of 0.6 µmol/m2/s.
Even though the NEE differences are slightly different at the two towers and for the two
time periods at Harvard Forest, we can still gain information from Figure 6.2. First of all, the
summertime bias is negative at both locations while the winter differences are negligible or
slightly positive. At WLEF, the summer NEE has a bias of ~-0.6 µmol/m2/s on clear days and is
slightly more for snapshots in the clouds than for completely clear days. At Harvard Forest, on
clear summer days the NEE is negatively biased; however, the magnitude and timing of the bias
is uncertain. For days that are completely clear and OCO can average adjacent measurements,
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the errors are larger, and on the days that are only required to be clear for one hour the differences
are less, particularly in August.
Recent literature shows that NEE is greatest on slightly cloudy days (e.g. Gu et al., 1999;
Freedman et al., 2002; Law et al., 2002), making the large negative summer bias surprising. This
negative bias does not contradict with the literature, but rather is comparing different things. The
published studies discussed in chapter 1 all investigated various levels of cloud cover to
determine the optimal conditions for the greatest NEE, and all studies found NEE to be very low
for overcast days. In this study, we are comparing clear days to all days, which includes clear,
partly cloudy, and completely overcast conditions. Although clear days may not have the greatest
NEE, these results indicate that photosynthesis is more active on clear days than it is on average
for all days. This result is due to the average NEE being lowered by the cloudy days.
Since the negative NEE bias during the summer is surprising, we analyzed the NEE bias for
different sky conditions. At both locations and for both times we calculated the NEE bias for
partly cloudy days and for completely overcast days. We considered 25% of the days to be partly
cloudy, using the days with the next highest radiation measurements below the clear-sky days,
and we considered 40% of the days to be overcast, using the days with the lowest radiation
values. We compared each of these subsets to the total time-series to determine the bias from the
associated sky conditions, and the results are displayed in Figure 6.3. The figure shows results
that are similar to the literature. This figure shows that on partly cloudy days the NEE is indeed
enhanced at both towers and for both times, having a greater bias in the summertime than the
clear-sky subset. On cloudy days during the summer photosynthesis is reduced due to the light
limitation, causing a large positive bias.

The agreement of the NEE bias seen in this study with

the literature for clear, partly cloudy and overcast days helps confirm that in the summer clear-sky
days have slightly enhanced uptake compared to average.
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Figure 6.3: NEE bias for clear sky (solid), partly cloudy (dashed), and totally cloudy or overcast
days (dot-dash). The left-hand panel is the bias for 11-4 PM and the right panel is the bias at 1
PM. Similar to the previous plots, the black lines are the biases at WLEF and the red lines are the
biases at Harvard Forest.
In addition to investigating NEE to help determine the shape of the CO2 bias, we also
calculated the bias in CO concentrations at Harvard Forest to determine the contributions of
anthropogenic sources of CO2. Since CO is a ubiquitous by-product of the same combustion
processes as CO2 and has an average lifetime of only 3 months, CO measurements can provide
information on the intensity of various anthropogenic activities, and previous studies have used
CO to identify combustion and biosphere sources of CO2 [Suntharalingam et al., 2004; Palmer et
al., 2003; Lagenfelds et al., 2002; Bergamaschi et al., 2001; and Potosnak et al., 1999]. In
analyzing the CO bias, we will assume that the primary source of CO is fossil fuel combustion
and that on average the combustion efficiency is 95%. Using those assumptions, a bias of 20 ppb
of CO corresponds to a 0.5 ppm CO2 bias, and a CO bias of 40 ppb yields a 1-ppm bias in CO2
concentration.
Figure 6.4 displays the clear-sky CO bias. At both time periods, the CO concentration is
lower on clear days, indicating that the contribution of fossil fuel combustion is less. The bias has
a similar shape as the CO2 bias, with a larger bias in the winter and a smaller bias in the summer.
The CO bias indicates that part of the CO2 bias is due to less anthropogenic concentrations on
clear days, with an associated CO2 bias of ~ -0.5 ppm in the summer and ~ -1.2 ppm in the
winter.
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Figure 6.4: The clear-sky CO bias at Harvard Forest, with the bias from requiring clear
conditions from 11 AM until 4 PM shown in the solid line and the bias a 1 PM displayed in the
dashed line.

6.1.2 Explanatory Hypothesis: What Could Be Going On?
We propose that a combination of vertical mixing and advection are contributing to the
clear-sky bias seen in the observations. The year-round negative bias seen in both the CO and
CO2 concentrations suggest that the boundary layer is deeper on clear days diluting the surface
concentrations of gases with surface sources, or that clear days have less advection of air that has
experienced high anthropogenic emissions. In addition, advection of air high in CO2 from natural
sources such as respiration could be more vigorous on cloudy days contributing to the negative
CO2 bias in clear conditions.
The first step to explaining the relative contributions from vertical mixing and from
advection is to determine the bias in boundary layer heights on clear days. Since long-term
boundary layer data is not available at either tower, we analyzed boundary layer heights from
ERA-40 (ECMWF), which was discussed in section 2.1.5. We used a similar procedure in
calculating the boundary layer bias as we did for the other variables; however, since ERA-40 only
calculates the depth every six hours, the depths at 18 UTC are used for the total time-series at
both 11-4 PM and 1 PM, making the clear-sky subset the only difference between these two
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times. We used the same clear days that we used for the clear-sky CO2 subset. For example, to
calculate the WLEF bias at 11-4 PM, the clear subset in the boundary layer depth time-series
consisted of the same days that were sunny from 11-4 PM at WLEF when we calculated the CO2
bias. We fit two harmonics to both the complete time-series and to the clear subsets for both
towers at both times.

Figure 6.5: Boundary layer depths at both towers, with the black + symbols representing the
boundary layer heights from the complete dataset, the red symbols depicting the boundary layer
heights on clear days, the black line depicting the fit to the complete time-series and the red line
showing the fit to the clear-sky subset. Panel a) shows the data and the fits at WLEF for 11-4
PM, b) shows the boundary layer heights at Harvard Forest for 11-4 PM, c) shows the depths at
WLEF at 1 PM, and d) shows the depths at Harvard Forest at 1 PM.
The data and the fits at both towers and for both times are displayed in Figure 6.5.
Although these data are produced from a model and have a large spread at any given time of year,
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analysis of the ERA-40 boundary layer heights provide the best estimate of the actual depths at
this point in time and give an estimate of the boundary layer depths on clear days that we can use
to make more realistic calculations of the bias from enhanced vertical mixing. The primary
feature in the data is the seasonal cycle of deeper boundary layers during the summer and
shallower boundary layers in the winter. Looking at the fits, all four panels concur that during the
summer the boundary layer is deeper on clear days, which agrees with our hypothesis; however,
during the winter the boundary layer is actually slightly shallower on clear days.
Now that we have boundary layer depths, we can calculate an estimate of the bias from
enhanced vertical mixing using a simple box model. In this calculation, we start with a
background concentration, [CO2]B, of 360 ppm. From the background concentration, first we can
calculate the µmol of CO2 in a box of air covering 1 m2 with a depth of Zi m. Since units of ppm
are a ratio of µmol CO2 per mol of air, the amount of µmol of CO2 in the box, Ĉ is

[CO2 ]B *ρ air * Z i
,
Cˆ =
Md

(1)

where ρair = 1.275 kg/m3 is the density of air and Md = 28.97 mol/g is the apparent molecular
weight of air. Next, we add the local sources or sinks of carbon into the box. Since we do not
have anthropogenic fluxed at the tower and since we can calculate the total contribution of
anthropogenic emissions using CO, we only need to determine the flux of CO2 from plants. We
will use an average daytime value of NEE, which is in units of µmol/m2/s. To get the total µmol
of CO2 being contributed into the box, we will multiply the NEE by a specified length of time and
by the size of the box. In this study we assume that the NEE flux lasts for 10 hours, which is
approximately the length of time plants are actively photosynthesizing for one day and is a
realistic estimate of the length of time vegetation is contributing to an air mass. This step can be
written as

Cˆ N = Cˆ + (NEE* A * t ) ,
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(2)

where ĈN is the new concentration, A is the area of the box (1 m2), and t is the time the NEE flux
is contributing to the box, which in this case is 10 hours. Finally, the new concentration can be
converted back into units of ppm to determine the change caused by the local flux of carbon. So
the final concentration in the box, [CO2]F, is

[CO2 ]F =

Cˆ N
Cˆ * M d
.
= N
mol air ρ air * Z i

We performed this calculation for both the clear-sky days and the total days at both
towers. The values for NEE and Zi are summarized in Table 6.1. The total NEE values are the
average daytime values for July in the summer and for January in the winter. The clear-sky NEE
flux estimates are the total NEE plus the mean bias at each tower for July and for January.
Similarly, the boundary layer heights are the mean of the heights from 11-4 PM and 1 PM at both
towers in July and in January. To calculate the bias, we subtracted the concentration in the box
for all sky conditions from the box concentration on clear days.

WLEF
Harvard
Forest

Clear
Total
Clear
Total

January
NEE (µmol/m2/s)
1.
1.
1.
1.3

Zi (m)
650
700
975
1000

July
NEE
Zi
-8.
2150
-7.
1900
-13.5 2050
-12.
1800

Table 6.1: Quantities used to determine the bias from NEE and vertical mixing.
The results are displayed in Table 6.2. In the summertime the bias appears small, with a
slight overestimation of the CO2 concentration. This is because the deeper boundary layer is
canceling the effect of the larger flux on clear days. The negative NEE bias seen in the
observations depletes the CO2 concentration while the deeper boundary layer increases low CO2,
as it has to be mixed into a larger volume. The box model indicates that the summertime CO2
bias appears small at the tower because the lower concentrations from enhanced photosynthesis
are mixed over a deeper boundary layer.
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Summer
Winter

WLEF
-0.2
0.01

HF
0.07
0.2

Table 6.2: The CO2 bias in summer and winter at both towers from vertical mixing. The units
are ppm.
Looking at the winter, the biases are also small, which is not surprising since the
boundary layer depth and the NEE are nearly the same on clear days as they are on average. In
this case, the box model illustrates that the large winter bias is probably not due to the vegetation
or vertical mixing, but instead is likely due to advection.
Since the bias from vertical mixing of the CO2 vegetation flux is small, especially in the
winter, we can assume that the negative CO2 bias must be due to less advection of high CO2
concentrations on clear days. From the CO bias we know that advection of fossils fuels is
contributing substantially to the negative CO2 bias; however, this bias alone is not sufficient to
create the large biases seen in the observations during the winter. The last factor that is
contributing to the negative CO2 bias is less advection of high CO2 from natural sources or more
advection of low CO2 from natural sinks or across regional CO2 gradients. Although we cannot
calculate this contribution from point data, it is certainly possible that this factor could cause the
remaining unexplained biases. On clear days, the air being advected over the tower could have
lower CO2 than average due to the accumulation of low CO2 from enhanced photosynthesis or
due to a different source region of air. Fronts and synoptic scale disturbances, which are
associated with clouds, frequently contain air with higher CO2 concentrations from a different
region than the source region for clear days, and the negative bias could be due to under-sampling
these events.
A cartoon summarizing our proposed mechanism to explain the CO2 bias is shown in
Figure 6.6, which we will now summarize. In the summer, the boundary layer is deeper on clear
days canceling the effects of enhanced NEE. The small bias that is seen in the CO2
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concentrations is due primarily to fossil fuel combustion, as the CO bias suggests that CO2 has a
bias of ~0.5 ppm from anthropogenic sources. The additional bias is due to the advection of
lower than average CO2 air. In the winter, the boundary layer is approximately the same depth on
clear and on cloudy days, which does not contribute to the large negative bias. The CO
concentrations suggest that air with lower CO2 from fossil fuel than average is being advected on
clear days, creating a negative bias of ~1.2 ppm. The additional bias is caused by cloudy days
having higher CO2 advected from natural sources such as enhanced respiration or suppressed
photosynthesis. Undersampling events that advect high CO2 could be causing a negative bias on
clear days and could conceivably be contributing the ~2 ppm high surface CO2 concentrations
necessary to complete the large winter CO2 bias at Harvard Forest.

Figure 6.6: Proposed mechanism to explain the CO2 bias.

6.1.3 What Does this Mean for Satellites?
This study indicates that satellites will underestimate the CO2 concentration due to a near
surface bias; however, the magnitude of the bias in satellite CO2 will require further investigation.
Although the surface bias may be up to a few ppm of CO2, the satellite bias will be much less
since OCO will measure total column CO2, diluting the surface by incorporating the well-mixed
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CO2 concentrations above the boundary layer. Since part of the bias at both towers appears to be
dependent on the depth of the boundary layer, a satellite will not see the same bias as the
observations at the towers. In the summer, the effects of a deeper boundary layer diluting the
CO2 bias from increased uptake will not appear in the total-column concentration and the satellite
may experience a bias up to –0.2 ppm due to increased photosynthesis. During the winter, the
large bias at the surface may be primarily due to advection and under-sampling of cloudy days
rather than due to the biology. This bias, which is present at both the towers during the summer
and the winter, likely varies for different locations and will not bias the individual satellite
measurements; however, the satellite measurements likely will not represent a temporal average
and using the satellite measurements in inverse models will require accurate synoptic scale
transport.

6.2 Investigating Clear-Sky Errors using SiB2-RAMS
Since case 2 included clouds, in this section we will analyze the clear-sky errors,
investigating both the local errors at 1 PM and the temporal sampling errors from under-sampling
synoptic variations. The first subsection isolates the local clear-sky errors by comparing the
concentration in a satellite track using only clear-sky pixels to the concentration in the satellite
track using all pixels. An inversion that optimizes the concentrations from a domain that includes
clear and cloudy areas to the satellite concentrations from only clear pixels will be introducing
these local clear-sky errors.
The second subsection investigates temporal sampling errors. An inversion will be
subject to these errors if it compares temporally averaged concentrations in a grid cell to satellite
total column concentrations taken only in clear columns at 1:15 PM. For example, if an inversion
optimizes bi-monthly averaged concentrations to one satellite concentration, the inversion will be
introducing temporal sampling errors in the concentrations that may alter the resulting fluxes. To
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quantify these errors, we compared the emulated clear-sky total column satellite concentrations to
the domain-averaged temporal mean concentration from the entire simulation.

6.2.1 Local Clear-Sky Errors
We calculated the local clear-sky total column CO2 errors for both grid 4 and grid 3,
which are the errors in each emulated satellite concentration from only seeing the clear pixels in
the track at 1 PM compared to seeing all the pixels in the track the same day at the same time.
For this calculation, we subtracted the emulated satellite total column CO2 concentration at 1 PM
using all pixels from the mixing ratios using only clear-sky pixels in the track at 1 PM. This
calculation indicates how being able to only see clear pixels changes the concentration in
comparison to the concentration if the satellite could measure the entire track.
Figure 6.7 shows the local clear-sky errors for grid 4. The left panel displays a sampling
distribution of the errors while the right panel displays the errors of each individual track. The
sampling distribution in the left panel shows the differences on the x-axis plotted against the
number of tracks with that error. The right panel breaks out the errors into the differences from
each individual day. The x-axis of the right panel is the clear fraction of each emulated satellite
track, with 1.0 being completely clear and 0 meaning the track is completely cloudy. Each
individual + symbol represents one track and the colors denote the day corresponding to the error.
August 14, 15, and 18 were completely cloudy and thus were unable to be measured. The local
clear-sky errors are quite small, with the largest error being –0.33 ppm. Nearly 60% of the
satellite tracks do not have any clear-sky error, and as many tracks overestimate the concentration
as underestimate the mean concentration. The right panel shows that the range of errors becomes
larger as the track samples fewer pixels due to clouds. This result is expected, as the satellite sees
fewer pixels it becomes more difficult to capture the mean concentration.
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Figure 6.7: Local clear-sky total column CO2 errors for grid 4, which are the differences
between the emulated satellite concentration at 1 PM using only clear-sky pixels and the emulated
satellite concentration at 1 PM the same day using all the pixels in the satellite track. The left
panel is a sampling distribution of a compilation of the errors from all ten days, and the right
panel shows the error from each individual track from all the different days of the simulation as a
function of the clear fraction in the track, with 0 representing a completely cloudy track and 1.
representing a clear track.
Looking at the individual days, the tracks on August 11 and 13 have no clear-sky errors
because the entire domain is clear. The majority of the tracks on August 12 have very little error,
but the error increases as the cloud cover in the tracks increases. The clouds are on the western
side of the domain and are blocking the lowest concentrations and causing the tracks to have a
positive clear-sky error of ~0.1 ppm. The error is small because the spatial variability of CO2 at 1
PM on the 12th is less than 0.3 ppm. On the 16th, all the tracks are able to see less than 40% of the
possible pixels in the tracks because of the clouds. In contrast to expectations, the associated
errors are small and positive, with the emulated clear-sky concentrations overestimating the mean
concentration in the track by <0.1 ppm. Similar to the 12th, the weak total column CO2 variability
in the domain helped keep the errors to a minimum. On the 17th, all the tracks underestimate the
mean track concentration by the largest local clear-sky errors in this case. The figure illustrates
that the majority of the tracks were covered by cloud, and the clear portion of the domain, which
was the northwest corner, had relatively low concentrations with a strong gradient to high CO2 in
the southwestern corner. Since the tracks could not see the high CO2 being advected into the
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southwest corner, they underestimated the concentration. The 19th also had larger errors
compared to the other days, and the tracks both underestimate and overestimate the concentration.
Finally, the 20th has very small errors as the majority of the pixels in the tracks are clear. The
tracks with the most cloud cover have positive errors because the areas under the cloud have
lower concentrations, likely due to enhanced photosynthesis. Figure 6.7 indicates that the clearsky errors on a 97 km by 97 km domain are small and relatively symmetrically distributed
between underestimations and overestimations.

Figure 6.8: Vertical profiles of the clear-sky total-column CO2 errors for grid 4, calculated by
taking the domain average at each vertical level of the difference between the track CO2
concentration using clear-sky pixels and the track mixing ratio using all the pixels in the swath for
each vertical level. Each day is represent by a different color. August 14, 15, and 18 are
completely cloudy.
Vertical profiles of the local clear-sky CO2 errors from each day for grid 4 are displayed
in Figure 6.8. These profiles are the domain average of the differences between the track CO2
concentration using only clear-sky pixels and the emulated CO2 concentration in the track using
all pixels at each different vertical level. The majority of the difference in CO2 comes from
below 2 km, which is not surprising because most of the variability is close to the surface.
August 12 and 20 have small positive errors, which come from overestimating the concentration
primarily in the lowest km. August 16 also has positive total column CO2 errors, which
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surprisingly does not come from the surface but from ~1 km above the surface. The 17th and 19th
both have large negative errors that extend from the surface to ~1 km up, and the 17th actually has
a slight overestimation ~6 km above the above the surface as well.
Since most of the total column CO2 variability is at the surface, to determine how NEE
may be contributing to the clear-sky CO2 errors, we calculated the local clear-sky NEE errors. As
in calculating the total column CO2 errors, the errors were calculated by subtracting the mean
track NEE value using all pixels from the mean track NEE using only clear pixels. The clear-sky
NEE errors for grid 4 are shown in Figure 6.9. The sampling distribution shows that the NEE
errors from looking at clear-sky pixels only compared to the mean NEE including clouds are very
small. Similar to the local clear-sky total column CO2 sampling distribution, the majority of the
tracks do not have a clear-sky error. Surprisingly, the NEE errors are not one-sided but instead
are rather symmetrical, with the clear-sky NEE under certain tracks underestimating the mean and
in other areas overestimating the NEE flux.

Figure 6.9: Local clear-sky NEE errors for grid 4, which are the differences between the
emulated satellite NEE value at 1 PM using only clear-sky pixels and the emulated satellite NEE
value at 1 PM the same day using all the pixels in the satellite track. Similar to Figure 6.7, the
left panel is a sampling distribution of the errors and the right panel shows the error from each
individual track.
To get an idea of the correlation between NEE and the total column concentration, we
can compare the right panel of Figure 6.9 to the errors in total column CO2 in Figure 6.7. The
clear-sky NEE on August 12 has enhanced uptake by as much as –1.2 µmol/m2/s in certain tracks;
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however, in the total column clear-sky CO2, the tracks all overestimate the concentration
indicating that on this day the spatial pattern due to advection affected the CO2 concentration
more than NEE. A few tracks do have less NEE in the clear pixels, and this overestimate could
be contributing some to the CO2 errors, but advection changing the spatial pattern of CO2 appears
to be the primary driver of the CO2 clear-sky errors. Similarly, on August 16th NEE is primarily
enhanced in clear pixels, but in contrast the CO2 in the clear-sky tracks overestimates the mean
concentration. It appears that the enhanced NEE is not altering the CO2 spatial pattern, which is
confirmed by the vertical profile of the CO2 errors on the 16th indicating that the errors are not
coming from the surface but rather from ~1 km above the surface; however, recall that NEE had
alternating stripes of enhanced photosynthesis in high radiation areas and that the CO2
concentration was slightly offset by the clouds. This offset could be due to advection and
convection, which could be lifting and advecting higher concentrations of CO2 from the north and
advecting the lower CO2 at the surface from enhanced photosynthesis slightly south into cloudy
regions. On the 17th the NEE errors are very small, indicating that the CO2 errors are again due to
the combination of advection and cloud cover, as high CO2 is being advected into the southwest
corner but the clear patch over the northwest corner still has low CO2. August 19 does have
tracks that have corresponding negative errors in both NEE and CO2, and on the 20th reduced
uptake corresponds with higher concentrations. The areas under the clouds on August 20 actually
had enhanced photosynthesis that lowered the concentration of CO2 in a region the satellite could
not see, causing the positive errors. Comparing the NEE errors to the total column clear-sky
errors indicates that overall NEE does not alter the CO2 concentration much on this domain,
which is similar to our discussion in chapter 3 when we found that the spatial patterns of CO2 did
not correspond to the NEE maps except on a few days of the simulation. On the days that do
have altered CO2 correlating with altered NEE, the clear-sky errors are not one-sided but rather
are symmetrical: on the 16th tracks with enhanced photosynthesis actually had higher CO2
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concentrations with the errors coming from aloft, on the 19th clear-sky regions had enhanced
photosynthesis and lowered CO2 concentrations, and on August 20 clear-sky pixels actually had
less uptake than the mean corresponding to slightly higher CO2 concentrations. This grid
indicates that the local clear-sky errors are not driven primarily by NEE differences and will be
small and unbiased.
Now we will investigate the clear-sky errors for grid 3, which are shown in Figure 6.10.
The majority of the clear-sky errors on the larger grid are also very small, with the magnitude of
the error in over 80% of the tracks <0.3 ppm. The local clear-sky CO2 errors are not biased, with
some of the tracks overestimating the concentration, although a larger percentage underestimates
the mean CO2 concentration. Two tracks grossly underestimate the concentration by over 4 ppm
in the total column.

Figure 6.10: Local clear-sky total column CO2 errors for grid 3, which are the differences
between the emulated satellite concentration at 1 PM using only clear-sky pixels and the emulated
satellite concentration at 1 PM the same day using all the pixels in the satellite track. The left
panel is a sampling distribution of the errors and the right panel shows the error from each
individual track with the different days having different colors. August 14 was completely
cloudy.
Looking at the errors from each track, similar to grid 4 we see that the spread of errors
increases as the cloud fraction decreases. The errors on August 11 and 13 are very small, as the
majority of the domain is clear and the clouds do not alter the CO2 concentration. On the 12th
using only clear-sky pixels overestimates the mean CO2 concentration in the tracks using all
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pixels because the lowest concentrations in the domain are cloud covered. The large clear-sky
errors come from August 15th, the day that also had large spatial and temporal errors. The two
tracks with very few clear pixels drastically underestimate the mean concentration in the track
because high CO2, with a large gradient, is being advected into the domain prior to the front but
has not yet reached the clear pixels in the northwest corner. On August 17th, tracks both
underestimate and overestimate the mean concentration, and on the 19th clear pixels have lower
CO2 causing relatively large negative errors. Finally, the 20th, which is mostly clear, has very
small local clear-sky errors.
Vertical profiles of the clear-sky CO2 errors for grid 3 are displayed in Figure 6.11. The
vertical profiles are calculated by calculating the difference between the emulated track value
using clear-sky pixels and the emulated track values using all the pixels in the track at each
vertical level, and then taking the domain average of these errors for each level in the atmosphere.
Similar to grid 4, the majority of the clear-sky error comes from the surface; however, the clearsky error on the 15th extends all the way up to 10 km, indicating that the large error is not only
due to surface variability but also to differences in the entire column. We saw in chapter 4 that at
times close to frontal passages the entire column had increased CO2 from advection, which is why
the clear-sky error is also present in the entire column, making the clear-sky error large. The
other days the clear-sky error comes from below 3 km. The vertical profiles show that on some
of the days (August 12, 13, 16, and 19) the errors are close to the surface, while on other days
(August 18 and 20) the error is higher up at ~1.5 km. Interestingly, the errors on the 18th and 20th
switch signs in the profile and are positive close to the surface and negative at ~1.5 km. The
vertical profiles for grid 3 also show that most of the variability is near the surface; however, with
synoptic events the clear-sky errors exist throughout the entire column.
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Figure 6.11: Vertical profiles of the grid 3 local clear-sky errors. The profiles from each day are
the domain average at each vertical level of the differences between the clear-sky concentrations
and the total concentrations for each track.
To determine the effects of NEE on the CO2 errors, the local clear-sky NEE errors are
displayed in Figure 6.12. The sampling distribution is relatively symmetrical and is centered on
zero. Slightly more of the tracks have negative NEE clear-sky errors, but the largest errors are
actually positive errors associated with less photosynthesis or more respiration in the clear
regions.
Looking at the daily distribution of errors as a function of the clear fraction in the track,
August 13 has enhanced NEE in the clear regions, but the increased photosynthesis does not
affect the CO2 concentration. August 15th, the day with large CO2 errors, actually has a positive
NEE bias, which supports our earlier statement that advection is driving the gradient of CO2 on
this day. The 16th has both positive and negative errors in NEE and also in CO2, which indicates
that changes in NEE are altering the total column CO2 concentrations. In contrast, August 18th
and 19th also have positive and negative NEE errors, but the clear-sky CO2 concentration always
underestimates the mean, which indicates that again advection is influencing the CO2 spatial
pattern more than NEE on these days. Lastly, August 20 is mostly clear and thus has small NEE
errors. Similar to grid 3, the local clear-sky errors are affected more by advection than by local
fluxes and are generally small; however, the errors can be large due to synoptic events.
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Figure 6.12: Similar to Figure 6.9, local NEE clear-sky errors now for grid 3.

6.2.2 Temporal Sampling Errors
This subsection investigates the errors from using clear-sky measurements to represent
the mean concentration over the entire simulation, which is analogous to comparing the clear-sky
total column OCO concentrations to weekly or bimonthly CO2 averages in inverse models. We
are calling these errors temporal sampling errors because OCO will never be able to sample the
concentrations on cloudy days.

Figure 6.13: Total column CO2 concentrations in case 2 sampled at the WLEF tower (red line)
compared to the modeled sky conditions (black line), where a value of 0 indicates the sky was
clear and 1 indicates the tower was cloud covered.
In this simulation we have seen that the fronts advect higher CO2 from the southwest and
that the concentrations on cloudy days are greater than the concentrations on clear or partly
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cloudy days. This is illustrated in Figure 6.13, which shows both the modeled total column
concentration at the WLEF tower and the modeled cloud cover. The red line shows the CO2
concentrations, which are in ppm. The cloud cover is displayed in the black line, with 0
representing clear skies and 1 representing clouds. The figure shows that the three spikes in CO2
concentrations associated with the three fronts all occur during cloudy periods. In contrast, the
lowest concentrations seen in the simulation occur when the sky is clear.
To calculate the clear-sky errors from sampling only clear days compared to the temporal
average, we subtracted the mean domain concentration over the entire 10-day simulation from
each clear-sky emulated satellite track at 1 PM. The compiled sampling distribution of these
temporal sampling errors for grid 4 is shown in Figure 6.14, as is the error from each individual
track. The majority of the satellite tracks underestimate the 10-day domain mean, illustrating that
temporal averaging will introduce large errors and may have a negative bias in this domain. Each
peak in the sampling distribution is a different day, indicating that the day-to-day variability of
CO2 is much greater than the spatial variability.

Figure 6.14: Grid 4 clear-sky CO2 errors over the entire 10-day simulation, which are the
differences between the emulated satellite concentration from each track using only clear-sky
pixels and the 10-day domain average. The left panel is the compiled sampling distribution of the
errors from all ten days. The right panel shows the errors from each track on the y-axis as a
function of the clear fraction of the track, which is 1.0 if the track is completely clear and 0 if the
track is overcast.
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In the right panel of Figure 6.14 we can see the errors from each different emulated
satellite track. In general, the higher the clear fraction the larger the underestimation of the mean.
Also, the days following fronts typically have smaller errors because the concentration has not
been depleted by photosynthesis yet. The two clear days, August 11 and August 13, have the
largest errors and underestimate the 10-day mean by more than 0.6 ppm. August 20, which is
also mostly clear, also significantly underestimates the 10-day mean. August 12, which is the
afternoon after the front, has the smallest errors compared to the domain mean, with all of the
tracks either capturing the domain mean or actually overestimating the 10-day average by a small
margin. August 16, which also still has higher concentrations from the second front, also has
small errors, although on this day the satellite tracks underestimate the mean concentration. The
errors on the 17th, when most of the pixels in each emulated satellite track are cloudy, have the
same magnitude as the errors on the 20th, which is mostly clear. Finally, August 19 has the
largest range of errors, with the tracks in the clear southeast portion of the domain
underestimating the 10-day mean by ~0.4 ppm and the tracks on the western side of grid 4 only
slightly underestimating the mean concentration.
Next we are going to look at the average clear-sky errors from sampling only clear days,
which we calculated by subtracting the emulated track mean at 1 PM from all 10 days of the
simulation using all pixels from the 10-day 1 PM track mean using only clear pixels. The results
from this calculation are displayed in Figure 6.15. Compared to the 10-day track mean at 1 PM,
the average clear-sky values from all the emulated satellite tracks have much lower
concentrations and underestimate the mean track value by ~0.45 ppm. Since the average of the
clear-sky tracks underestimates the mean by at least 0.38 ppm, sampling only on clear days and
using these measurements to represent a temporal average likely introduces a substantial bias
because on average the satellite tracks on cloudy days have higher concentrations and because the
majority of the tracks will capture this underestimation, at least for this simulation in Wisconsin.
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Figure 6.15: Grid 4 sampling distribution of the average clear-sky total column CO2 errors due
to undersampling synoptic events. These errors are the differences between each emulated track
mean at 1 PM from all days of the simulation using only clear pixels in the track and each
emulated track mean at 1 PM from all days of the simulation using all pixels in the track.
To see how the NEE fluxes are contributing to the CO2 errors, we will look at the clearsky NEE errors compared to the 10-day 1 PM mean. Similar to the CO2 errors over the entire 10day simulation, we calculated the NEE errors by subtracting the 10-day mean at 1 PM from each
clear-sky emulated satellite track. We used the 1 PM concentrations to avoid the diurnal cycle of
photosynthesis. This calculation is still comparable to the CO2 errors because the 1 PM mean CO2
concentration was nearly identical to the domain average. Figure 6.16 shows the NEE errors for
grid 4. The sampling distribution in the right panel shows that the NEE is typically greater in
clear-sky conditions than on average, but some clear tracks do have less photosynthesis. The
mode of the distribution is –1.2 µmol/m2/s. Since not all of the tracks had increased uptake
compared to the average, this simulation suggests that there is not a NEE bias on clear-days.
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Figure 6.16: Grid 4 clear-sky NEE errors over the entire 10-day simulation, which are the
differences between the emulated satellite NEE value from each track using only clear-sky pixels
and the 10-day domain average. The left panel is the sampling distribution of the errors from the
emulated satellite concentrations compared to the mean domain concentration at 1 PM. The right
panel shows the error from each track.
Looking at the errors for the individual tracks, they appear to be relatively random,
although definitely skewed towards enhanced photosynthesis compared to average. The totally
clear days, August 11 and 13, had relatively small errors compared to the 10-day 1 PM mean,
with some of the errors on the 13th being positive. August 12th had enhanced uptake of ~1
µmol/m2/s on average, but did not cause an underestimation of the CO2 concentrations. Most of
the clear-sky pixels on August 16th had enhanced photosynthesis, although a few tracks had
reduced uptake compared to the 10-day average. August 17th, 19th, and 20th all had enhanced
photosynthesis compared to the 10-day mean, and these days all had underestimates of the 10-day
mean CO2 concentration. This correlation at the end of the simulation suggests that the
photosynthesis is acting to lower the concentrations on clear days in the absence of a synoptic
system.
Figure 6.17 shows the average clear-sky NEE errors from sampling only clear days,
which we calculated by subtracting the emulated track mean at 1 PM from all 10 days of the
simulation using all pixels from the 10-day 1 PM track mean using only clear pixels. Similar to
the average CO2 errors, on average the tracks underestimate the 10-day mean NEE flux by ~0.5
µmol/m2/s. This mean underestimation suggests that compared to the average, clear days do
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indeed have enhanced photosynthesis and that enhanced photosynthesis on clear days is
contributing to the CO2 errors. Since the NEE flux is greater on clear days on average, this
suggests that the errors will likely be negative on average. Although it is possible for the NEE
not to be biased in certain tracks, the majority of the tracks will have negative errors causing a
bias.

Figure 6.17: Grid 4 sampling distribution of the average NEE errors due to undersampling
synoptic events. These errors are the differences between each emulated track NEE mean at 1
PM from all days of the simulation using only clear pixels in the track and each emulated track
mean NEE at 1 PM from all days of the simulation using all pixels in the track.
After analyzing the temporal sampling errors for grid 4, now we will analyze the errors
for grid 3. The errors from a comparison between the emulated clear-sky satellite tracks and the
10-day domain average is shown in Figure 6.18. The 10-day domain averaged concentration was
also nearly identical to the 1 PM 10-day domain average, so we only compared the emulated
satellite concentrations to the 10-day domain average. As expected, the results show that most of
the satellite tracks underestimate the 10-day domain average, although a few tracks do
overestimate the concentration and 2 tracks grossly overestimate the mean. Although not all of
the tracks underestimate the 10-day mean, since the majority of them do and the mean of the
tracks is also definitely negatively biased, then using clear-sky concentration to represent a
temporal average will introduce a negative error in the majority of the tracks, making the
concentration more likely to be biased.
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Figure 6.18: Grid 3 clear-sky CO2 errors over the entire 10-day simulation, calculated using the
same method used in Figure 6.14. The left panel is the sampling distribution of the errors from
the emulated satellite concentrations compared to the 10-day domain mean concentration. The
right panel shows the errors from each track as a function of the clear fraction of the track, which
is 1.0 if the track is completely clear and 0 if the track is overcast.
Analyzing the errors on individual days, the right panel of Figure 6.18 shows the errors
from each track for grid 3. Unlike grid 4, the errors do not have the tendency to be larger with a
larger clear fraction. The tracks at 1 PM on the first day of case 2 underestimate the 10-day mean
by the greatest magnitude, followed closely by the other predominantly clear day on the 13th. In
general the days after the front in this case have smaller errors, although this is likely due to the
timing of the fronts in this simulation. The largest error is the 1.4 ppm overestimation on the 15th
by the two tracks with very few clear pixels. Due to the front, the concentrations are greater on
the 15th in general, which is why these tracks overestimate the 10-dya mean by such a large
amount. Looking at the end of the simulation, most of the tracks underestimate the 10-day mean
on these partly cloudy days by ~ -0.5 ppm.
To look at the average of the errors from the emulated satellite, a sampling distribution of
the errors from the difference between the 10-day track mean using clear-pixels only and the 10day track mean using all the pixels is shown in Figure 6.19. Similar to grid 4, the average clearsky concentration in all of the tracks is lower than the mean using all pixels, suggesting again that
using clear-sky concentrations to represent a temporal average will introduce a negative bias of
~0.5 ppm. The errors in this domain are larger, with a maximum error of –0.9 ppm.
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Figure 6.19: Grid 3 sampling distribution of clear-sky total column CO2 errors due to
undersampling synoptic events, similar to Figure 6.15.
To help determine if vegetation or advection caused the CO2 errors, Figure 6.20 shows
the temporal sampling clear-sky NEE errors for grid 3, which are the NEE differences that each
satellite track sees. These errors are calculated the same way they were for grid 4. The sampling
distribution in Figure 6.20 shows that the errors for grid 3 are centered more towards zero rather
than being shifted towards negative errors, although the mode, which is ~-0.5 µmol/m2/s, still
indicates more areas have enhanced uptake in clear conditions compared to average. The largest
errors in the domain are positive errors, indicating that NEE was suppressed on some clear days
by over 6.0 µmol/m2/s. The larger errors and the shift of errors towards more positive values are
due to the complex vegetation on this domain compared to the relatively homogenous vegetation
on grid 4.
The first impression from looking at the right panel of Figure 6.20 is that the NEE errors
appear to be random rather than having a bias. The range of errors in the distribution appears to
increase with the increase in cloud cover, unlike the CO2 distribution, which had a large range of
errors despite the sky conditions. The days that are primarily clear, August 11, 13, and 20, in
general have relatively small errors centered on 0. August 12, which was partly cloudy, had
suppressed NEE compared to the 10-day 1 PM mean. The areas under the clouds on the 12th have
enhanced NEE compared to the previous day because the clouds were optically thin and provided
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more optimal conditions for photosynthesis. The 12th also has positive CO2 errors, which could
be due to the suppressed NEE. August 15th, which had a large positive CO2 error, has a positive
NEE error of ~3 µmol/m2/s, which is contributing to the CO2 overestimation. August 16 and 17
have a large range of errors that are both positive and negative in sign. On the 16th the enhanced
NEE is in the southwestern corner, where recent precipitation has moistened the soil.

Figure 6.20: Similar to Figure 6.16, grid 3 clear-sky NEE errors over the entire 10-day
simulation. The left panel is the sampling distribution of the errors from the emulated satellite
concentrations compared to the mean domain concentration at 1 PM. The right panel shows
errors from each track.
Corresponding to the positive and negative NEE errors, the CO2 errors are also
distributed around 0 on the 16th and 17th. The emulated satellite tracks on the 18th have enhanced
uptake in 1/3 of the tracks compared to the 10-day 1 PM mean concentration, while the rest of the
tracks have suppressed NEE, with the largest errors occurring in the tracks on this day. The cloud
cover on the 18th is covering much of the vegetation but not covering the lakes, and the large
errors are due to the satellite track being unable to see the majority of the vegetation in the
domain. As seen in Figure 6.18, the CO2 errors are all negative, indicating that the errors are
primarily due to advection. August 19 and 20 also have clear-sky tracks with enhanced and
suppressed NEE compared to the 10-day mean, but the emulated tracks always underestimate the
CO2 concentration. While enhanced NEE is contributing to some of the negative CO2 errors in
grid 3, since some of the tracks have positive NEE errors yet still have less CO2 than the 10-day
mean, most of the CO2 bias is due to advection.
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Figure 6.21 shows the average clear-sky errors for each track and is analogous to Figure
6.17, which shows the sampling distribution for grid 4. For grid 3, the tracks do not have
enhanced NEE in clear conditions on average, but instead the errors are relatively evenly
distributed. This suggests that for this larger and more heterogeneous domain, NEE is not biased
on clear days, and the NEE errors are not the primary drivers of the CO2 negative errors.

Figure 6.21: Grid 3 sampling distribution of the average NEE errors due to undersampling
synoptic events, calculated the same as in Figure 6.17.
Investigating the temporal sampling errors for both grid 4 and 3 show that undersampling
of fronts and synoptic events leads to the underestimation of a temporal average using only clearsky concentrations. Since nearly all the tracks have negative errors, this likely introduces a bias
in the measurements. While enhanced NEE in clear conditions compared to the 10-day mean
concentration may be causing some of the negative bias, particularly for grid 4, the dominant
factor appears to be advection of high CO2 during fronts that are associated with clouds. The
large magnitude of errors and the potential bias at this location suggests that the satellite
concentrations cannot be used to represent a temporal average and will introduce large errors in
inversions that optimize temporally averaged concentrations to satellite measurements. To avoid
these errors, inverse models will have to accurately model the transport and optimize
concentrations taken at the same time and in the same meteorological conditions that the
measurements were sampled.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and
Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
The objectives of this research were to investigate three errors introduced when using
satellite measurements in inverse studies:
1) Spatial Representation Errors: To what degree can one satellite track from a
heterogeneous domain actually represent the average CO2 concentration at the
inversion resolution?
2) Diurnal Average Errors: Will measurements at 1:15 PM accurately capture the CO2
diurnal average?
3) Clear-Sky Errors: What is the sign and magnitude of the local clear-sky errors? Will
the measurements have temporal sampling errors from undersampling synoptic
events?
To analyze these errors we used both continuous observations and a coupled ecosystematmosphere model, looking primarily at northern Wisconsin. The model simulations we analyzed
included realistic clear-sky and cloudy conditions in the summer. To investigate these errors, we
emulated the OCO measuring strategy and compared the results of simulated satellite
concentrations to the domain average.
Spatial representativeness errors may be introduced into inversions that optimize CO2
concentrations from a grid cell to satellite concentrations sampled over only a fraction of the
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domain. Since current methods require inversions to use resolutions larger than the OCO
sampling strategy, the magnitude of these errors must be quantified to reduce errors in the
resulting fluxes. We found that the spatial representativeness errors are considerably smaller than
the 0.5% instrumental error; however, the precision of the measurements will depend on the size
and the heterogeneity of the domain the measurements are representing. In a relatively
homogeneous domain consisting of similar vegetation types, 95% of the errors are <0.2 ppm and
are normally distributed. The spatial errors are small for a 100 km by 100 km domain because
the variability at 1 PM on that scale is limited, typically <1.0 ppm. As the domain size the
satellite measurements are representing increases, the spatial variability in the domain increases
due to the inclusion of more heterogeneous features. Looking at a relatively heterogeneous area
in Wisconsin including portions of the Great Lakes, the spatial errors on a 450 km domain have
increasd to a standard deviation of ~0.4 ppm and a chance exists of the satellite tracks having an
error >1.0 ppm in the total column compared to the domain average. To avoid introducing spatial
representation errors, inverse models should obtain fluxes by optimizing concentrations on the
finest possible resolution. If a coarse resolution is required, inverse models will have to deweight the satellite measurements from heterogeneous domains to avoid introducing errors.
Inverse models can compare diurnally averaged concentrations to satellite measurements
sampled at 1:15 PM. Optimizing the diurnal mean concentration can cause temporal errors in the
inversion. We found that the diurnal cycle of total column CO2 from biology is small and that the
main driver of the temporal variability in total column concentrations is synoptic events. This
synoptic variability due to CO2 advection is not well sampled with one measurement time per
day, and using satellite measurements from 1:15 PM to optimize diurnal average concentrations
may introduce large errors in the inversion. These sampling errors can be avoided by simulating
the transport in inversions and by comparing the satellite measurements to the modeled
concentrations at the same time the satellite mixing ratios are sampled.
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In this study we investigated two types of clear-sky errors: local clear-sky errors and
temporal sampling errors. Local clear-sky errors are errors that may be introduced in inverse
models that compare concentrations in a grid cell that may be partially cloudy to satellite mixing
ratios sampled at the same time but only over clear regions. Our study suggests that local clearsky errors at 1 PM are small and randomly distributed, with magnitudes <0.2 ppm on a 100 km
by 100 km domain. The SiB2-RAMS simulations suggest that the errors due to altered
photosynthesis on cloudy vs. clear days are very small and that the local errors are primarily due
to advection. To avoid larger clear-sky errors from CO2 variability caused by advection
combined with biology, inverse models should use the smallest possible resolution; and our study
indicates that inverse models using a 100 km resolution will have minimal local clear-sky errors.
The second type of clear-sky error we investigated is temporal sampling errors, which are
errors that can be introduced into an inversion if the model uses satellite concentrations only in
clear columns at 1:15 PM to optimize temporally-averaged concentrations. We found that these
errors are large and introduce a significant bias. Analyzing a SiB2-RAMS simulation in
Wisconsin illustrates that undersampling fronts associated with clouds and high CO2 can cause a
bias of ~-0.5 ppm compared to the domain-averaged ten-day mean. The continuous
measurements at both the WLEF tower and at Harvard Forest also support this conclusion,
showing a negative year-round clear-sky bias in the observations, which may also be due to
advection of high CO2 by synoptic systems that are associated with clouds. This negative
temporal sampling bias is likely site-specific and may not be the same for all global locations;
however, regardless of the region, due to the large variability in CO2 concentrations associated
with synoptic events, satellite concentrations will not be able to represent a temporal average. To
avoid these large errors, inverse models will have to accurately model the synoptic-scale
atmospheric transport, and inversions will have to use the measured satellite mixing ratios to
optimize modeled concentrations sampled at the same time.
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
This study has investigated the spatial, diurnal, and clear-sky errors extensively in
Wisconsin during the summer. Although we investigated a relatively heterogeneous domain, the
errors could be different over various regions. While it is likely that the spatial and local clearsky errors will remain small, they should be investigated at other locations, including regions that
contain point sources. Since not all regions actively photosynthesize during the summer and
since regions may be closer to anthropogenic sources, the temporal sampling errors will be
different around the world and require further investigation.
In addition to sampling alternate regions, different times of year also need to be
investigated. The results from the continuous observations suggest that at WLEF and Harvard
Forest the temporal sampling errors are even larger during the winter than in the summer. A
study during the winter using SiB2-RAMS could provide valuable information about this bias, as
well as additional estimates about the spatial errors. Also, winter biases at other locations require
further quantification.
Although the simulations in this study matched the observations at the WLEF tower
relatively closely, advances in the model also may provide more realistic simulations and thus
provide better error estimates. Currently the model fails to represent C4 vegetation in the United
States, and a future project would be to update the model vegetation classes using a C3/C4 map.
Changes in the vegetation classes could alter the photosynthesis and respiration, particularly in
the plains regions. Another useful model advancement for this study would be a two-leaf model.
Currently SiB2-RAMS is a single leaf model, which may not have the same benefits to cloud
cover and diffuse radiation as actual ecosystems. Additionally, model simulations in different
years could be compared to aircraft data, which would provide further evaluation of the model.
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